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HOW
CAN WE
HELP YOU?

Who are we?

How does SOLACE work?

What needs are addressed?

SOLACE is a program of the State
Bar of Georgia designed to assist
those in the legal community who
have experienced some signiﬁcant,
potentially life-changing event in their
lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and
straightforward. SOLACE does not
solicit monetary contributions but
accepts assistance or donations in kind.

If you or someone in the legal
community is in need of help, simply
email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails
are then reviewed by the SOLACE
Committee. If the need ﬁts within the
parameters of the program, an email
with the pertinent information is sent
to members of the State Bar.

Needs addressed by the SOLACE
program can range from unique medical
conditions requiring specialized referrals
to a ﬁre loss requiring help with clothing,
food or housing. Some other examples
of assistance include gift cards, food,
meals, a rare blood type donation,
assistance with transportation in a
medical crisis or building a wheelchair
ramp at a residence.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers,
court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury.

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously
stepped up and used their resources to help ﬁnd solutions for those in need.
A solo practitioner’s
quadriplegic wife needed
rehabilitation, and members
of the Bar helped navigate
discussions with their
insurance company to obtain
the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need
of a CPAP machine, but didn’t
have insurance or the means
to purchase one. Multiple
members oﬀered to help.

A Bar member was dealing
with a serious illness and in
the midst of brain surgery,
her mortgage company
scheduled a foreclosure on
her home. Several members
of the Bar were able to
negotiate with the mortgage
company and avoided the
pending foreclosure.

Working with the South
Carolina Bar, a former
paralegal’s son was ﬂown
from Cyprus to Atlanta
(and then to South Carolina)
for cancer treatment.
Members of the Georgia and
South Carolina bars worked
together to get Gabriel and
his family home from their
long-term mission work.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,
Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this
program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication
and efforts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible. Their
names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success
of this seminar are immeasurable.
We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this
seminar and for whom the program was planned. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will
be beneficial, as well as enjoyable. We think that these program materials will provide a great
initial resource and reference for you.
If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.
Should you have a different legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.
Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.
Sincerely,
Your ICLE Staff
Jeffrey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia
Tangela S. King
Director, ICLE
Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE
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Patricia D. Friedman, Program Chair; The Bowden Spratt Law Firm PC, Atlanta, GA

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2019
8:00

REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(All attendees must check in upon arrival. A jacket or sweater is recommended.)

8:55

WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Patricia D. Friedman, Program Chair; The Bowden Spratt Law Firm PC, Atlanta, GA

9:00

RUFADAA: PREVENTING HACKING BY FIDUCIARIES FOR YEARS
(MONTHS IN GEORGIA)
Joseph A. Sillitto, Page Scrantom Sprouse Tucker & Ford PC, Columbus, GA

10:00

WALTZING WITH TENNESSEE: CREATIVE TENNESSEE TRUST TECHNIQUES TO
CONSIDER FOR YOUR GEORGIA CLIENTS
Dana B. Perry, Chambliss Bahner & Stophel PC, Chattanooga, TN

11:00

BREAK

11:15

THE IRREVOCABLE TRUST: IT SEEMED LIKE A GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME
Jessica A. “Jessie” Cohan, The Bowden Spratt Law Firm PC, Atlanta, GA

12:15

FIDUCIARY LAW SECTION ANNUAL MEETING

12:30

LUNCH (Included in registration fee.)
FIDUCIARY LAW SECTION BUSINESS MEETING

1:45

TAX REFORM IMPACT ON TRUSTS AND INDIVIDUALS
Mark E. Abrams, Smith and Howard, Atlanta, GA
Cas L. Pittman, Smith and Howard, Atlanta, GA

2:45

I DO BUT I DON’T: MARITAL CONSIDERATIONS IN ESTATE PLANNING
Abbey S. Flaum, Cohen Pollock Merlin Turner, Atlanta, GA

3:45

BREAK

4:00

MY CLIENTS ARE NOT WORTH $22 MILLION:
HOW LIFE INSURANCE MAY STILL BE A GOOD SOLUTION
Walt Helms, Nease, Lagana, Eden & Culley, Atlanta, GA

5:00

ADJOURN

5:05

COCKTAIL PARTY

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2019
8:15

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

9:00

ESTATE PLANNING BEST PRACTICES:
HOW TO AVOID LITIGATION AND WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU CAN’T
Ray S. Smith, III, Smith & Liss, LLC, Atlanta, GA
William G. “Bill” Witcher, Jr., The Witcher Law Firm, Decatur, GA

10:00

KEEPING IT REAL: MANAGING INVESTMENT PRIORITIES AS A FIDUCIARY
Ned Montag, Montag Wealth, Atlanta, GA
John Montag, Montag Wealth, Atlanta, GA

11:00

BREAK

11:15

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN GEORGIA FIDUCIARY LAW
Mary F. Radford, Georgia State University College of Law, Atlanta, GA

12:15

ADJOURN
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Dana Perry
dperry@chamblisslaw.com
(423) 757-0228
• Dana Perry focuses her practice on estate planning,
elder law, and special needs planning
• 30 years experience in the field
• Certified as an Elder Law Specialist (CELA) by the
National Elder Law Foundation
• Licensed to practice in Tennessee and Georgia
• Chattanooga Lawyer of the Year 2018 (Trusts and
Estates), The Best Lawyers in America (Elder Law &
Trusts and Estates); Mid-South Super Lawyers
(Estate Planning and Probate; Elder Law)
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Multi-State Issues
Estate planning practice in Georgia will often
require considerations of the laws in other
states, particularly the bordering state of
Tennessee.
Examples:
• Family members want to reform a Georgia trust
instrument from the 50s
• Married couple with joint property in Tennessee
want to establish a Joint Revocable Trust
• Married couple with low basis assets/property
• Georgia entrepreneur needing a safe nest egg
3
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Topics Covered
• Modification of Irrevocable Trusts & Decanting
• Real Property & Revocable Trust Planning
• Tennessee Community Property Trust
• Asset Protection Trusts
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Modification Of
Irrevocable Trusts
And Decanting
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O.C.G.A. § 53-12
• Revisions to Georgia Trust Code effective July 1,
2018
• Modernizes the Georgia Trust Code and makes
Georgia more competitive with surrounding
states
• Major Changes:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Expanded Judicial Modification of Irrevocable Trusts
Nonjudicial Settlement Agreements
Decanting
Trust Director
Expands Virtual Representation
RAP extended to 360 years
6
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Non-Judicial Settlement
Agreement ("NJSA")
Purpose: To address any matter involving a trust,
provided that NJSA cannot violate a material purpose
of the trust and must include provisions that could be
approved by a court (generally can not alter an
income or principal interest)

Necessary Parties:
• Tennessee: Trustee and qualified beneficiaries
(primary and secondary beneficiaries of
income/principal). Settlor is not a required party.
• Georgia: all interested persons, including trustee,
settlor if living, all beneficiares.

Court Involvement: None, unless qualified
beneficiary/trustee petitions court for approval
7
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NJSA And Modification Statutes
Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-15-111 (nonjudicial
settlement agreements) and § 35-15-411
(modification or termination of noncharitable
irrevocable trust by consent)
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-9 (nonjudicial settlement
agreement) and § 53-12-61 (modification or
termination of noncharitable irrevocable trust by
consent judicially or as allowed by trust
agreement) Effective July 1, 2018

8
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Trust Decantation
Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-15-816(b)(27);
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62
Purpose: Allows trustee to transfer ("decant") assets
from an existing trust (the "original" or "first" trust)
to a different trust (the "second" trust) for the same
beneficiary – can be a new trust created by the
trustee or an existing trust
Parties: Trustee only, subject to notice requirements
in Georgia (see below)
When to Use: When approval/consent of all
beneficiaries is not desirable or practical (i.e., to
convert trust to supplemental needs trust for
disabled beneficiary)
9
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Trust Decantation
Requirements to Decant:
• Advance Notice
– Tennessee has no advance notice requirements
– Georgia: Trustees must give 60 days notice to
settlor, if living, and “those persons then entitled
to annual reports from the trustee of the original
trust.”

• Trustee must have power to invade principal for
a beneficiary of the trust
• Decantation must be made in writing (signed
and notarized)
10
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Trust Decantation
• Tennessee: New trust may not eliminate mandatory
income interest
• Georgia: No provision for mandatory income
interest.
• Tennessee and Georgia: May extend terms of
original trust but not beyond the perpetuities
period of the original trust
o Tennessee: T.C.A. 66-1-202 – common law prior to
June 30, 2007; 360 years after June 30, 2007
o Georgia: O.C.G.A. 44-6-201, -203, -205 – 90 years
from May 1, 1990 – July 1, 2018; 360 years after July
1, 2018

• In both states, settlor may specifically prohibit
decantation by a provision in the original trust
agreement

11
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Decanting And NJSAs:
When To Use

1. Consolidating and/or dividing trusts
2. Change “HEMS” trust to SNT
3. Make trusts lifetime trusts (avoid mandatory
distribution at a certain age)
• Caution - GST
4. Add general power of appointment provision
to get step up in basis at beneficiary’s death
5. Trustee succession/removal/compensation
6. Add trust protectors
7. Bring administrative provisions up to date

12
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Decanting And NJSAs
Updating Administrative Provisions:
• Digital Assets
• Silent Trusts
-Tennessee: Tenn. Code Ann. 35-15-813(e) –
trust provisions can override trustee's duty to
inform and report to the beneficiaries.
-Georgia: O.C.G.A. 53-12-243(d) – same as
Tennessee.
• Change situs or governing law
• Modernize investment provisions
13
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Trust Protectors/
Directors
• Tennessee: Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-15-1201
through -1206; much more expansive than
U.T.C. approach
• Georgia: O.C.G.A. § 53-12-500 et. seq. (July
1, 2018); Statutorily codifies role of trust
director vs. trustee, based on the Uniform
Directed Trust Act

14
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Real Property
And
Revocable Trust Planning
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Types Of Revocable Trusts
• Generic Revocable Trust – Individual or Joint
• Tenancy by the Entirety ("TBE") Trust
• Tennessee Community Property Trust

16
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Generic Revocable Trust
Purposes:
• Management of assets during life
• Avoidance of probate process on death

Grantor(s): Can be an individual trust or a joint trust
created with spouse

Advantages:
• Can provide management of assets during
incapacity
• Avoid the need for probate entirely. NOTE: It is
imperative that all assets be titled correctly!
• RTA's are private documents and generally not a
matter of public record

17
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Generic Revocable Trust
Disadvantages:
• Does not provide asset/creditor protection during
grantor's lifetime
• Work on the front end to properly retitle and
maintain assets in name of RTA
• Probate may still be necessary if assets are not
properly titled or if creditor claims need to be cut
off

If no probate:
• Tennessee: Creditor claim period is full 1 year
following grantor's death.
Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-15-505(a)(6)
• Georgia: No separate claims period.
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-82

18
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Types Of Joint Ownership
Of Real Property
• Joint Tenancy with Right of Survivorship
• Tenancy in Common
• Tenancy by the Entirety

Source of photo: https://www.assetprotectionplanners.com/tenancy-entirety-states/
19
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Tenancy By Entirety Property
Tenancy by Entirety (TBE): Special form of joint
tenancy between a married couple which offers a
level of creditor protection.
• Creditors may only attach to the survivorship
interest on tenancy by entirety property
– Results in "wait and see"
PITFALL: Transferring assets out of TBE status and
into individual Revocable Trusts or Joint
Revocable Trust severs the creditor protection
20
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Tenancy By Entirety Trust
Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-15-510
See also
https://www.actec.org/assets/1/6/KirklandTenancy-by-the-Entirety-States-and-QualifiedSpousal-Trusts.pdf for list of states allowing TBE
Trusts.

21
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Tenancy By Entirety Trust
Purposes:
• Same as generic Joint Revocable Trust
• TBE assets transferred to TBE trust maintain creditor
protection typically extended to TBE property
• Claimants vs. one spouse cannot reach, but claimants vs.
both spouses jointly can

Grantors: Must be created by both spouses who reside in
a TBE state or who own real property in a TBE state.

Advantages:
• Same as for generic Revocable Trust

• Entire property can pass at first death to creditorprotected Marital Trust

22
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Marital Property And
Basis Step-up At Spouse's Death
Separate Property States
• At first spouse's death, surviving spouse receives
one-half step-up in basis on joint property,
including assets in a Joint Revocable Trust

Community Property States (shown in red below)
• At first spouse's death, surviving spouse receives a
full step-up in basis on community property.

Opt in via statute:
• Tennessee & Alaska
23
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Tennessee Community
Property Trust
Purposes:
• Management of assets during life
• Avoidance of probate process on death
• Provide full basis step up in assets held in
trust on death of first grantor to die
Grantors: Must be created by spouses

24
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Tennessee Community
Property Trust
• Georgia residents (or any out-of-state residents) CAN
establish a Tennessee Community Property Trust.
• Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-17-103: Must have qualified
trustee (resident of Tennessee or company licensed to
act as fiduciary therein). Does not maintain TBE creditor
protection
• Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-17-105(a)—"whether or not both,
one or neither is domiciled in this state, spouses may
classify any or all of their property as community
property by transferring property to a community
property trust & providing in the trust that the property
is community property.”
• Can choose any state's law re: construction of the trust
(can specify in trust agreement).

25
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Tennessee Community
Property Trust
Advantages:
• Same as for Generic Revocable Trust
• Full basis step up on death of first spouse to die
of all Trust assets
– Suited best for low basis real estate, stocks, or
similar assets

Disadvantages:
• Same as for Generic Revocable Trust
• No enhanced creditor protection like TBE Trust
• Divorce, if property originates from one spouse
and is not truly marital property
26
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Asset
Protection
Trusts
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Creditor Protection
Planning During Life:
• Tenants by the Entirety property (covered earlier)
• Trusts created for asset protection (TBE, TIST)
• Allocation of assets to one spouse's sole name

Planning after Death: Lifetime trusts for children
to protect inheritance from creditors and
predators.
•
•
•
•
•

Child in high risk profession (i.e. physician)
Child with multiple marriages
Child with substance abuse or mental health issues
Special needs child/beneficiary
Spendthrift child

28
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Creditor Protection
Update re: Beneficiary (i.e. inherited) IRAs:
• 2014 U.S. Supreme Court case1 held that funds in
an IRA that Chapter 7 (bankruptcy) debtor had
inherited from her late mother were NOT
"retirement funds" that are exempt from creditors
in a bankruptcy proceeding
• Result: Mother's IRA funds were NOT protected
from daughter's creditors
• Solution: Make beneficiary of IRA a lifetime Trust
for Daughter drafted as a "see-through" or
"conduit" trust
1Clark

v. Rameker, 134 S.Ct. 2242 (June 12, 2014)
29
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Creditor Protection
From LLC
Bomb containment unit
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Creditor Protection
From Trusts

Bomb shelter
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Domestic Asset Protection
Trusts (DAPTs)
• General rule at common law is that a selfsettled trust is not protected from the creditors
of the settlor/grantor.
• Typical joint RTA does not offer any creditor
protection (clients often think they do).
• Exception to the rule: Domestic Asset
Protection Trusts (DAPTs)
– 16 states have passed DAPT statutes,
including Tennessee
32
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Georgia Governor Vetoes
Self-Settled Spendthrift Trust
In May 2018, Georgia Governor Deal vetoed
House Bill 441, which would have allowed for the
creation and use of self-settled asset protection
trusts in Georgia.
See
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jayadkisson/2018
/05/13/georgia-governor-vetoes-domestic-assetprotection-trust-legislation/#2d12dc0647d6
for Governor Deal's explanation of his decision to
veto the bill.
33
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Tennessee Investment
Services Trust ("TIST")

(a.k.a. Asset Protection Trust)

The Tennessee Investment Services Act of
2007 (Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-16-101, et seq.)
allows a person to transfer assets to an
irrevocable trust which, if the trust complies
with the provisions of the Act, will both…

34
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TIST
• Allow for distributions to be made to the
transferor; and
• Protect the trust assets from the claims of the
transferor's creditors, as follows:
– Persons who are creditors before a qualified
distribution must make their claims within the
shorter of 2 years after the disposition is made or 6
months after the person discovers or reasonably
should have discovered the qualified disposition.
– For persons who become creditors after the
disposition, a set two (2) year statute of limitations
applies.
35
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TIST
Important Considerations
• Trustor must appoint a "qualified trustee"
– Non-subordinate and non-related party is best. Must be a
resident of Tennessee or an entity subject to supervision by the
TN Department of Financial Institutions.

• The Trustee must arrange for custody in Tennessee of
some or all of the trust assets and must materially
participate in the administration of the trust.
• Typically, these trusts are not designed to remove
assets from an individual's estate; rather they are for
creditor protection purposes only.
• Generally set up as "full discretion" trusts (i.e. trustee
may make distributions as she sees fit).
• We recommend these trusts be viewed as a vehicle for
protection of "rainy day" assets for clients with high risk
professions or funds that can be set aside for such a
time.
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TIST
Exceptions to TIST creditor protection:
• An ex-spouse may bring a claim against the trustee
where a beneficiary of the trust fails to pay alimony,
child support or a court ordered property settlement,
provided the ex-spouse was married to the beneficiary
prior to the transfer of assets to the trust.
It is important to note that the rules pertaining to
alimony apply only to ex-spouses and current spouses
at the time of execution of the trust.
• No protection is afforded to assets to the extent
mandatory distributions are required.
• If the trust allows only discretionary distributions, assets
distributed to a beneficiary outside of the trust
(including the transferor) will no longer receive
protection from the beneficiary’s creditors.
37
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Basic TIST Formation Diagram
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TIST—Too Good To Be True?
Because Georgia is seen as a creditor-friendly
state, courts are hesitant to enforce laws of
other jurisdictions when those laws are
contrary to public policy
Also O.C.G.A. § 18-2-70 et. seq. The
Uniform Voidable Transfers Act, clarifies
that Georgia will apply the law of the
debtor's jurisdiction over the law of the
trust's jurisdiction.
39
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Statutory Exceptions to
Spendthrift Trusts
• Georgia: (i) alimony or child support; (ii) taxes or
other governmental claims; (iii) tort judgements;
(iv) judgements or orders for restitution as a
result of a criminal conviction; and (v)
judgements for necessaries
(O.C.G.A. § 53-12-80)
• Tennessee: A claim of the State of Tennessee to
the extent a Tennessee statute so provides
(Tenn. Code Ann. § 35-15-503)
40
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How Does This Apply
To My Practice?
• Always consider and obtain advice of local
counsel when client has property in another
state.
• Your awareness of opportunities available under
another state’s law can significantly benefit your
client, even when they do not have property in
another state (e.g., TN Community Property
Trust or TIST).
• You can learn from other states when working
on drafting, reviewing, passing or defeating new
legislation in your state.
41
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Questions?
Dana Perry, CELA
423.757.0228
dperry@chamblisslaw.com
Leah McElmoyl, Associate
423.757.0294
lmcelmoyl@chamblisslaw.com
Cameron Kapperman, Associate
423.757.0259
ckapperman@chamblisslaw.com
42
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Disclaimer
This presentation is provided with the understanding that the
presenters are not rendering legal advice or services. Laws are
constantly changing, and each federal law, state law, and regulation
should be checked by legal counsel for the most current version.
We make no claims, promises, or guarantees about the accuracy,
completeness, or adequacy of the information contained in this
presentation. Do not act upon this information without seeking
the advice of an attorney.
This outline is intended to be informational. It does not provide
legal advice. Neither your attendance nor the presenters
answering a specific audience member question creates an
attorney-client relationship.
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A. Introduction
Individuals create irrevocable trusts to accomplish any number of objectives that are
important to them at the time. Then life happens — family circumstances change, tax laws are
amended, and time simply passes — and what seemed like a good idea at the time no longer does.
Luckily there are tools available to alter the outcomes under irrevocable trusts.
These tools include the exercise of a power of appointment, a trustee’s exercise of
distribution authority to transfer the assets of one trust to one or more other trusts (decanting), the
resignation or removal of a trustee, the relinquishment of a corpus substitution power, the
modification, division, or termination of a trust, and a sale of the assets of one trust to another.
This paper will explore some of these tools and the tax considerations in using them.
This paper is a revised version of a paper presented by the author’s colleague, Cynthia A.
Duncan, at the Georgia Federal Tax Conference in Atlanta, Georgia in June 2018, which was a
revised version of a paper titled The Battle over Trusts in Divorce — Surrendering presented by
the author’s colleague, James D. Spratt, Jr., at the ACTEC Annual Meeting in Scottsdale, Arizona
in March 2017, which explored these tools in the context of divorce. To illustrate the material,
this paper uses Bob and Jane, a fictional couple, as a case study.1
B. Background — Bob and Jane
Bob and Jane live in Georgia and have been married for 35 years. They have three grown
children — Bobby, Janie, and Wendy. Bobby is married with three young children. Janie is
divorced with one child. Her former husband is a problem. Wendy is the youngest. After
graduating from college, she moved away, and most of the time she is difficult to locate.

1

The author gratefully acknowledges the contributions of her colleagues, James D. Spratt, Jr., Cynthia A. Duncan and
Christa R. Boyd, in the preparation of this paper.
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Bob and Jane built a construction supply business from the ground up that they recently
sold to a larger competitor. None of the children were actively engaged in the business and, while
Bob and Jane have been planning for the sale of the business for the past 5 years, they never
dreamed the business would sell for what it did.
Over the years, Bob and Jane have engaged in extensive estate planning and have
undertaken numerous wealth transfer strategies. As a result of those strategies, Bob and Jane were
able to transfer a significant percentage of the business to generation-skipping trusts prior to the
sale of the business. In addition, they made large gifts to those same trusts last year to take
advantage of the increase in their gift and generation-skipping transfer tax exemptions. They now
consider themselves set for life. They also feel like they have accomplished what they wanted to
accomplish from a wealth transfer standpoint. At this point, they are looking to “turn-off the
spigot” and “declare victory.”
The following is a review of the wealth transfer strategies that Bob and Jane have
undertaken over the years, some of the ways that they might be able to alter or modify the outcomes
of those strategies, and the tax issues that may arise if they choose to modify the various trusts
they have created over the years or redirect the assets of those trusts to new trusts.
References herein to the “IRC” are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
References herein to the “Service” are to the Internal Revenue Service. References herein to the
“O.C.G.A.” are to the Official Code of Georgia Annotated as amended through July 1, 2018. One
purpose of this paper is to highlight a number of practice issues that have arisen under the July
2018 amendments to the Georgia Trust Code. This paper does not purport to definitively answer
those issues, but does provide some arguments that may be made in attempting to answer them.
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C. Hypotheticals
1. Hypothetical One — Trusts for the Benefit of Descendants
a. Facts
In 2012, Bob created two generation-skipping trusts, one for the benefit of Bobby and his
descendants and one for the benefit of Janie and her descendants (“Bob’s 2012 Trusts”). Jane is
the trustee of both trusts. If Jane ceases to serve as trustee, then Bob’s brother is named as
successor. If Bob’s brother ceases to serve, he has the power to name a string of successors. If
he fails to do so or if his last-named successor fails or ceases to serve, a corporate successor
trustee is named in the trust instrument.
The trustee has broad distribution discretion with respect to both trusts. Bob retained the
power in a nonfiduciary capacity to reacquire the trust property of each trust by substituting
property of equivalent value. The trust instruments provide that Bob may renounce this power by
delivering written notice of his renunciation to the trustee.
Bobby and Janie both have limited powers of appointment over their respective trusts
exercisable in favor of Bob’s descendants in a lower generation than Bobby and Janie. Bobby’s
trust provides that in the event his family line dies out, the trust property passes to Janie’s trust.
Janie’s trust has a reciprocal provision. If both Bobby’s and Janie’s family lines die out, the
remote takers are Bob’s heirs at law if he died intestate and unmarried at that time.
The trust instruments contain rule against perpetuities savings provisions that require the
trust property to vest 21 years after the death of the last surviving descendant of Bob who was
living on the date the 2012 Trusts were created. All of the grandchildren were born prior to the
creation of the 2012 Trusts.
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Bob’s 2012 Trusts are grantor trusts with respect to Bob. After paying a very significant
capital gains tax in connection with the sale of the business, Bob would like to terminate the
grantor trust status of Bob’s 2012 Trusts.
b. Discussion
To determine the steps necessary to “toggle out” of grantor trust status, Bob’s 2012 Trusts
must be analyzed to determine which powers or beneficial interests are causing them to be grantor
trusts. Bob retained a corpus substitution power over each trust. A corpus substitution power is
an administrative power under IRC § 675(4)(C),2 which causes each trust to be a wholly grantor
trust3 with respect to Bob. Fortunately for Bob, he can relinquish the corpus substitution powers,
and the trusts will no longer be grantor trusts with respect to him because of this administrative
power. As a result, Bob is in the driver’s seat with respect to this attribute of grantor trust status.4
The corpus substitution powers, however, are not the only trust attributes that cause the
trusts to be grantor trusts. Jane is the trustee of each trust. Her distribution authority is not limited
by a reasonably definite standard such as a HEMS standard. Consequently, the trusts are wholly
grantor trusts with respect to Bob under IRC § 674. Jane has the power to control beneficial

2

IRC § 675 provides: “The grantor shall be treated as the owner of any portion of a trust in respect of which… (4) [a]
power of administration is exercisable in a nonfiduciary capacity by any person without the approval or consent of
any person in a fiduciary capacity.” A power to reacquire trust corpus by substituting other property of an equivalent
value is a power of administration. See IRC § 675(4)(C).
3
A wholly grantor trust is a trust with respect to which the grantor is deemed to be the owner of both the income and
principal of the trust for income tax purposes.
4
If the trust instrument is silent as to whether the grantor may renounce a corpus substitution power, then state law
controls.
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enjoyment under IRC § 674(a),5 and none of the exceptions of IRC § 674(b)6 or 674(d)7 apply,
which means Jane will also need to resign as trustee of Bob’s 2012 trusts.
If Jane resigns, then Bob’s brother will succeed her as trustee of both trusts. Because his
distribution discretion is not limited by a reasonably definite standard and he is related to Bob,
none of the exceptions under IRC § 674(b), 674(c)8 or 674(d) would apply, so the trusts would
remain grantor trusts with respect to Bob. Bob needs his brother’s cooperation. His brother could
resign and appoint successor trustees who are not related or subordinate to Bob.9 This would
disengage grantor trust status because the exception under IRC § 674(c) would apply. He also
could appoint Bobby as trustee of his family’s trust and Janie as trustee of her family’s trust. This
would terminate grantor trust status because Bobby and Janie are adverse parties10 with respect to
their respective trusts. IRC § 674(a) applies only if the power to control beneficial enjoyment is
exercisable by the grantor or a nonadverse party, or both, without the approval or consent of any
adverse party.

5

IRC § 674(a) provides: “The grantor shall be treated as the owner of any portion of a trust in respect of which the
beneficial enjoyment of the corpus or the income therefrom is subject to a power of disposition, exercisable by the
grantor or a nonadverse party, or both, without the approval or consent of any adverse party.”
6
IRC § 674(b)(5) provides an exception for a “power to distribute corpus to or for a beneficiary or beneficiaries or to
or for a class of beneficiaries provided that the power is limited by a reasonably definite standard which is set forth in
the trust instrument.”
7
IRC § 674(d) provides an exception for “a power solely exercisable (without the approval or consent of any other
person) by a trustee or trustees, none of whom is the grantor or spouse living with the grantor, to distribute, apportion,
or accumulate income to or for a beneficiary or beneficiaries, or to, for, or within a class of beneficiaries… if such
power is limited by a reasonably definite external standard which is set forth in the trust instrument.”
8
IRC § 674(c) provides an exception for a power “solely exercisable (without the approval or consent of any other
person) by a trustee or trustees, none of whom is the grantor, and no more than half of whom are related or subordinate
parties whom are subservient to the wishes of the grantor — (1) to distribute, apportion, or accumulate income to or
for a beneficiary or beneficiaries, or to, for, or within a class of beneficiaries; or (2) to pay out corpus to or for a
beneficiary or beneficiaries or to or for a class of beneficiaries (whether or not income beneficiaries).”
9
IRC § 672(c) defines the term “related or subordinate” to mean “any nonadverse party who is — (1) the grantor’s
spouse if living with the grantor; (2) any one of the following: The grantor's father, mother, issue, brother or sister; an
employee of the grantor; a corporation or any employee of a corporation in which the stock holdings of the grantor
and the trust are significant from the viewpoint of voting control; a subordinate employee of a corporation in which
the grantor is an executive.”
10
Treas. Reg. § 672(a)-(1) defines the term “adverse party” to mean “any person having a substantial beneficial interest
in a trust which would be adversely affected by the exercise or nonexercise of the power which he possesses respecting
the trust.”
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Bob would not want grantor trust status to depend upon who was serving as trustee. He
would be concerned that the identity of a future trustee would reengage grantor trust status. Bob
would want Bob’s 2012 Trusts to be modified to provide that the distribution discretion of any
trustee who is related or subordinate to him and who is nonadverse would be subject to a HEMS
standard during his lifetime. He also would want the trust agreements scrubbed of any other
provisions that could trigger grantor trust status.
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b) provides a statutory mechanism for a settlor and the beneficiaries
of a noncharitable irrevocable trust to amend the trust, even if the modification is inconsistent with
a material purpose of the trust, if the settlor and all the beneficiaries consent to such modification.
Although a petition must be filed in court, the court’s approval is not discretionary. If it finds that
the settlor and all of the beneficiaries approve the modification, the court shall approve the
modification.11 A proceeding to approve a modification under this section may be commenced by
a trustee, beneficiary, or settlor.12 The trustee’s consent is not required, the statute merely requires
that notice be given to the trustee.
Through this statutory process, Bob and the beneficiaries should be able to modify the
trusts. Who are the beneficiaries? The Georgia Trust Code defines the term “beneficiary” to mean
a person for whose benefit property is held in trust, regardless of the nature of the interest, and
includes any beneficiary, whether vested or contingent, born or unborn, ascertained or
unascertained.13 So the beneficiaries of the trusts are Bobby, Janie, their living minor and unborn
descendants, and Bob’s heirs at law.

11
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b) states, in part, that “[d]uring the settlor’s lifetime, the court shall approve a petition to
modify or terminate a noncharitable trust, even if the modification or termination is inconsistent with a material
purpose of the trust, if the settlor and all of the beneficiaries consent to such modification or termination and the trustee
has received notice of the proposed modification or termination.”
12
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(e).
13
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-2(2).
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This raises a second question. For purpose of determining the beneficiaries of Bob’s 2012
Trusts, who are Bob’s heirs at law if he died intestate and unmarried? Should this be a snapshot
that is determined as of the date of the proposed modification? If Bob died today, his heirs at law
if he died intestate and unmarried would be Bobby, Janie and Wendy.14 However, the heirs at law
provisions of Bob’s 2012 Trusts only come into play if Bobby, Janie and all of their descendants
are deceased. This would leave Wendy as Bob’s sole heir at law if he died intestate and unmarried
today. Alternatively, are Bob’s heirs at law persons whose identities are unknown, since they will
change over time? Fortunately for Bob, O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8 provides a number of options to sidestep this issue in the context of Bob’s 2012 Trusts.
The consents of the minor and unborn descendants and Bob’s heirs at law would need to
be obtained through “representation.” This is the subject of O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8. Under O.C.G.A.
§ 53-12-8(f)(6), Bobby and Janie should be able to represent their minor and unborn descendants
as long as there is no conflict of interest with respect to the subject matter of the modification.15
With respect to Bob’s heirs at law, O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(e) and (h) appear to provide a
method for Bobby and Janie to represent Bob’s heirs at law, regardless of how those heirs are
determined.

O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(e) allows the holder of a power of appointment to represent

persons whose interests are as permissible appointees, as takers in default, or are otherwise subject
to the power as long as there is no conflict of interest with respect to the particular question. Bobby
and Janie have powers of appointment over their respective trusts and should be able to represent
all takers in default, which would seem to include Bob’s heirs at law.

14

See O.C.G.A. § 53-2-1(c).
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(f)(6) provides: “To the extent there is no conflict of interest between the representative and the
person represented or among those being represented with respect to a particular question or dispute…[a]n ancestor
may represent and bind an ancestor’s minor or unborn descendant if a conservator or guardian for such descendant
has not been appointed.”
15
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O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(h) permits a person who would be eligible to receive distributions of
income or principal from the trust upon the termination of the interests of all persons then currently
eligible to receive distributions of income or principal to represent contingent successor remainder
beneficiaries as long as there is no conflict of interest with respect to the particular question. Bobby
and his descendants are the persons currently eligible to receive distributions of income or
principal from his trust. Janie, as a beneficiary of her trust, would be a person eligible to receive
distributions of income or principal upon the termination of the interests of Bobby and his
descendants. Therefore, with respect to Bobby’s trust, Janie should be able to represent all
contingent successor remainder beneficiaries, which would include Bob’s heirs at law. The same
would be true with respect to Bobby for Janie’s trust.
If Bobby and Janie were satisfied that there were no conflicts of interest in their
representation of their minor and unborn descendants and Bob’s heirs at law, then Bob, Bobby,
and Janie could petition the court to make the necessary modifications to the trusts and the court
would have no discretion. Under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b), it would be required to approve the
modifications.
The termination of grantor trust status for a trust has a significant impact on current and
future beneficiaries. Bob may be concerned that Janie’s former husband might dream up some
conflict of interest that would nullify Janie’s representation of her minor and unborn descendants.
If Janie was unwilling or unable to serve in a representative capacity for her minor and unborn
descendants, then not all beneficiaries would be consenting to the modifications, so O.C.G.A. § 5312-61(b) would not apply. Janie could ask the court to appoint a representative to represent her
minor and unborn descendants, but that could raise questions from the court as to why Bobby’s
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minor and unborn descendants would not similarly need an appointed representative.16
Modification might be possible, however, under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(d)(1) or (4).17 This would
require court approval, which would be discretionary.
An action under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(d) can be commenced by a trustee or beneficiary.18
This could require the appointment of a representative for the minor and unborn beneficiaries or
determining how to interpret heirs at law for purposes of determining who is a necessary party to
the action. Whether that representative or the court would go along with such a modification is by
no means certain. Bob and Jane could decide that the judicial modification process is too
complicated and the outcome is too unclear.
As noted above, a modification of Bob’s 2012 Trusts under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b) would
not require Jane’s participation as trustee, the trustee is simply required to be notified. If Jane were
worried that Wendy or Janie’s former husband might claim that she breached a fiduciary duty by
going along with trust modifications that terminated grantor trust status, she would have some
protection in the fact that neither her consent nor her approval would be required under O.C.G.A.
§ 53-12-61(b). She would be a bystander.
If Jane were not worried about a breach of fiduciary duty claim, or if she were willing to
take the risk, then in lieu of the judicial route the modifications could instead be accomplished

16

O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(i) provides: “If the court determines that an interest is not represented under this Code section,
or that the otherwise available representation might be inadequate, the court may appoint a representative to receive
notice, give consent, and otherwise represent, bind, and act on behalf of a minor, incapacitated, or unborn individual,
or a person whose identity or location is unknown and not reasonably ascertainable. A representative may be appointed
to represent several persons or interests. A representative may act on behalf of the individual represented with respect
to any matter arising under this chapter, regardless of whether a judicial proceeding concerning the trust is pending.
In making decisions, a representative may consider the general benefit accruing to the living members of the
individual's family.”
17
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(d)(1) provides: “The court may, upon petition…[m]odify the trust if, owning to circumstances
not anticipated by the settlor, modification would further the purposes of such trust.” O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(d)(4)
provides: “The court may, upon petition…[m]odify the trust to achieve the settlor’s tax objectives, with such
modification to have either prospective or retroactive effect.”
18
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(e).
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through the exercise of her decanting power. Under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62, a trustee with authority
to invade the principal of an “original trust”19 to make distributions to or for the benefit of one or
more of the beneficiaries may also, independently or with court approval, exercise such authority
by distributing all or part of the principal of the original trust to a trustee of a “second trust,”20
whether a separate trust or an amended version of the original trust. Accordingly, Jane could
exercise her decanting power to modify Bob’s 2012 Trusts or transfer the assets of Bob’s 2012
Trusts to new trusts that have the desired modifications.
In exercising this decanting power, however, the second trust may not (1) include as a
“current beneficiary”21 a person who is not a current beneficiary of income or principal of the
original trust or (2) include as a beneficiary, as defined in O.C.G.A. 53-12-2(2), any person that is
not a beneficiary of the original trust.22 So Jane may not add beneficiaries in the exercise of her
decanting power, but note that she may remove beneficiaries. The second trust may also confer a
power of appointment upon a beneficiary of the original trust to whom or for the benefit of whom
the trustee has the power to distribute the principal of such original trust.23 The permissible
appointees of the power of appointment conferred upon a beneficiary may include persons who
are not beneficiaries of the original trust or second trust.24 So if Bob and Jane wanted to give
Bobby and Janie the ability to reduce the amount of property that passes in trust for his or her
children upon his or her death, the second trusts could expand the scope of Bobby’s and Janie’s
limited powers of appointment by including charities in the class of permissible appointees. It is

19
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(a)(1) defines the term “original trust” to mean the trust from which principal is being
distributed.
20
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(a)(2) defines the term “second trust” to mean the trust to which assets are being distributed
from the original trust, whether a separate trust or an amended version of the original trust.
21
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(b)(1) defines the term “current beneficiary” to mean a person who, on the date of distribution
to the second trust, is a distributee or permissible distribute of trust income or principal.
22
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(b)(2).
23
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(g).
24
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(g).
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also clear under the statute that the second trusts created as the result of Jane exercising her
decanting power need not qualify as grantor trusts for federal income tax purposes.25
Jane would be able to exercise her decanting power without the consent of any person and
without court approval.26 She would, however, need to satisfy the notice provisions of O.C.G.A.
§ 53-12-62(c).27 The notice must be delivered 60 days before the proposed distribution to the
second trust and would need to describe the manner in which Jane intended to exercise the
decanting power and the proposed effective date for the exercise of the power. In accordance with
the provisions of the statute, the notice would need to be sent to Bob, as the settlor of Bob’s 2012
Trusts, and to the persons entitled to annual reports under the trust instruments. Under the terms
of the trust instruments, each adult person who is eligible to receive income from the subject trust
is entitled to an annual report, so the notice would need to be sent to Bobby and Janie as well. Is
the notice requirement waivable by the persons entitled to notice or would Jane need to wait 60
days after providing notice to Bob, Bobby and Janie? There is nothing in the Georgia statute
explicitly allowing a trustee to exercise his or her decanting power before the expiration of the 60day period if waived by those entitled to notice,28 but if Bob, Bobby and Janie all waive the notice
provisions, it is hard to see anyone else with reason to complain. Moreover, Jane could argue that
she has the right to decant under Georgia common law with no notice requirements.29

25

O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(i)(1).
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(c).
27
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(c) provides, in part: “Except as provided in this Code section, a trustee may exercise the power
to invade the principal of the original trust under subsection (b) of this Code section without the consent of the settlor
or the beneficiaries of the original trust if such trustee provides written notice of such trustee’s decision to exercise
the power to such settlor, if living, and those persons then entitled to annual reports from the trustee of the original
trust.”
28
Section 7(f) of the Uniform Trust Decanting Act provides: “The decanting power may be exercised before expiration
of the notice period under subsection (a) if all persons entitled to receive notice waive the period in a signed record.”
29
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(f) provides: “This Code section shall not be construed to abridge the right of any trustee who
has a power of invasion to distribute property in further trust that arises under any other law or under common law,
and nothing in this Code section shall be construed to imply that the common law does not permit the exercise of a
power to invade the principal of a trust in the manner authorized under subsection (b) of this Code section.”
26
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Jane’s compliance with the notice requirements would not alter the rights of the
beneficiaries to petition a court asserting that the exercise of the decanting power was ineffective
because it did not comply with the statute, it was an abuse of discretion, or otherwise a breach of
fiduciary duty. If Jane were uncomfortable proceeding with the exercise of her decanting power
without court approval, then she could petition the court to provide instructions on whether the
proposed exercise of her decanting power is permitted under the statute and consistent with her
fiduciary duties.
Is there another way Bob’s 2012 Trusts could be modified without a judicial action?
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-9(b) provides for binding nonjudicial settlement agreements among the
“interested persons” with respect to any matter involving a trust. “Interested persons” are defined
as the trustee and all other persons whose consent would be required in order to achieve a binding
settlement were the settlement to be approved by the court.30 Under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-9(c), a
nonjudicial settlement agreement is (i) valid only to the extent it does not violate a material purpose
of the trust and includes terms and conditions that could be properly approved by the court under
the Georgia Trust Code or other applicable law and (ii) not valid with respect to any modification
or termination of a noncharitable irrevocable trust when the settlor’s consent would be required in
order to achieve a binding settlement, if such settlement were to be approved by a court. Thus, a
modification under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b) may not be accomplished via a nonjudicial settlement
agreement because the settlor’s consent (along with all of the beneficiaries) is required under
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b).
A modification under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(d), however, may be possible via a nonjudicial
settlement agreement. The question is who the “interested persons” are for a modification under

30

O.C.G.A. § 53-12-9(a).
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O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(d). Since no consents are required, the interested persons are unclear. If the
settlor is an interested person in a trust, then no modification can be made via a nonjudicial
settlement agreement when the settlor is living. If, on the other hand, the settlor is not an interested
person (a position not inconsistent with a typical irrevocable trust where the settlor explicitly
retains no right, title, or interest in or power, privilege, or incident of ownership in regard to any
of the property of the trust), a nonjudicial settlement agreement may be possible. In the case of
Bob’s 2012 Trusts, it would seem that all of the beneficiaries would be interested persons, since
the termination of grantor trust status has a significant impact on all of the beneficiaries. For the
reasons noted above, Bob and Jane may not be comfortable relying on representation for all of the
beneficiaries and may want to default back to decanting.
2. Hypothetical Two — Spousal Access Trust
a. Facts
In 2012, Jane created a trust for the benefit of Bob and their descendants (“Jane’s 2012
Trust”). Bob is the trustee of the trust. He has the authority to name a string of successors. With
respect to distributions to descendants, Bob has broad discretion, but with respect to distributions
to himself, his discretion is limited by a HEMS standard. In exercising this standard, Bob, as
trustee, is required to take into account other resources available to him.
Bob has lifetime and testamentary limited powers of appointment in favor of Jane’s
descendants and trusts for their benefit. Upon Bob’s death, the trust will divide into separate
trusts for Bobby and Janie and their respective descendants. The terms of these separate trusts
are identical to the terms of Bob’s 2012 Trusts, except the remote taker is Jane’s sister, if then
living, and otherwise Jane’s sister’s descendants then living.
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The trust contains a rule against perpetuities savings provision that requires the trust
property to vest 21 years after the death of the survivor of Bob and the last surviving descendant
of Jane’s who was living on the date the trust was created. The trust is exempt from the generationskipping transfer tax because sufficient GST exemption was allocated to the trust to cause it to
have an inclusion ratio of zero.
Jane retained a corpus substitution power over the trust property. The trust instrument
provides that Jane may renounce this power by delivering written notice of her renunciation to the
trustee.
The trust is a grantor trust with respect to Jane. After paying a very significant capital
gains tax in connection with the sale of the business, Jane would like to terminate the grantor trust
status of Jane’s 2012 Trust.
b. Discussion
To determine the steps necessary to toggle out of grantor trust status, Jane’s 2012 Trust
must be analyzed to determine which powers or beneficial interests are causing the trust to be a
grantor trust with respect to Jane. The trust has the same attributes that cause Bob’s 2012 Trusts
to be grantor trusts with respect to him. Jane retained a corpus substitution power over the property
of Jane’s 2012 Trust, and Bob is trustee. To terminate grantor trust status, Jane would need to
renounce her corpus substitution power, Bob would need to resign as trustee and appoint a trustee
that did not trigger grantor trust status under Section 674, and the trust would need the same
modifications that Bob’s 2012 Trusts need. But these actions would not be sufficient because there
are two additional attributes that cause Jane’s 2012 Trust to be a wholly grantor trust with respect
to her.
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First, Bob has lifetime and testamentary limited powers of appointment. These are powers
to control beneficial enjoyment under IRC § 674(a),31 and none of the exceptions under IRC
§ 674(b), 674(c) or 674(d) apply.32 These powers would be attributed to Jane under IRC § 672(e).
Bob would need to renounce his lifetime and testamentary limited powers of appointment.
Second, Bob is a beneficiary of the trust. The trust is thus a wholly grantor trust with
respect to Jane under IRC § 677(a)(1).33 Bob’s beneficial interest in the trust triggers grantor trust
status under IRC § 677(a)(1) unless an adverse party is serving as trustee. Because there is no way
to ensure that there will always be an adverse party willing and able to serve as trustee, Bob would
need to relinquish his beneficial interest in the trust.
There are several actions that Bob and others could take to eliminate his powers and
beneficial interest with respect to Jane’s 2012 Trust, thus terminating grantor trust status. First,
Bob could exercise his lifetime limited power of appointment in favor of trusts for Bobby, Janie,
and their respective descendants. If the new trusts had no attributes that would cause them to be
grantor trusts with respect to Jane, this would work.
Second, Jane, as settlor, and Bob and the other beneficiaries of Jane’s 2012 Trust could
modify and divide the trust under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b).34 As noted above, under O.C.G.A. §

31
Although Bob is a beneficiary of Jane’s 2012 Trust, he is not considered an adverse party because under IRC §
672(e) the interest that would otherwise make him an adverse party is attributed to Jane.
32
IRC § 674(b)(3) provides an exception for a power exercisable only by will, which would include Bob’s
testamentary limited power of appointment. This exception, however, does not apply to “a power in the grantor to
appoint by will the income of the trust where the income is accumulated for such disposition by the grantor or may be
so accumulated in the discretion of the grantor or a nonadverse party, or both, without the approval or consent of any
adverse party.” It would seem that under IRC § 672(e) Bob’s discretion to accumulate income would be attributed to
Jane, the grantor.
33
IRC § 677(a) provides: “The grantor shall be treated as the owner of any portion of a trust, whether or not he is
treated as such owner under section 674, whose income without the approval or consent of any adverse party is, or, in
the discretion of the grantor or a nonadverse party, or both, may be – (1) distributed to the grantor or the grantor’s
spouse….”
34
While O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b) and (c) do not specifically reference “division” or “consolidation,” the author has
been told by a representative of the Trust Code Revision Committee that the term “modification” as used in such
paragraphs is intended to include the division or consolidation of an irrevocable noncharitable trust.
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53-12-61(b), the settlor and all of the beneficiaries may modify or terminate a trust even if the
modification or termination is inconsistent with a material purpose of the trust. So it would not
matter whether Bob’s beneficial interest in Jane’s 2012 Trust was a material purpose.
Modifying Jane’s 2012 Trust under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b) would raise some of the same
representation issues as the modifications of Bob’s 2012 Trusts. Since Bob and Jane file join
income tax returns, Bob likely has a conflict of interest with respect to the other beneficiaries, so
he could not represent the takers in default of the exercise of his power of appointment under
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(e).
Additionally, it is unclear whether Bobby and Janie could represent contingent successor
remainder beneficiaries O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(h). As noted above, Bob and Bob and Jane’s
descendants are currently eligible to receive distributions of income and principal from Jane’s
2012 Trust. O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(h) permits a person who would be eligible to receive distributions
of income or principal from the trust upon the termination of the interests of all persons then
currently eligible to receive distributions of income or principal to represent contingent successor
remainder beneficiaries as long as there is no conflict of interest with respect to the particular
question. If Bob’s and Bob and Jane’s descendants’ interests in Jane’s 2012 Trust all terminate,
Jane’s sister would the person eligible to receive distributions of income or principal from the trust,
so Bobby and Janie could not represent the contingent successor remainder beneficiaries under
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(h).
Because of this uncertainty, Bob and Jane would want Jane’s sister to consent to the
modification as well. If Jane’s sister would agree to consent to the modification, she could
represent her descendants under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(h).35 If Jane’s sister would not consent or if

35
To illustrate an open question under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8, assume that the remote taker provision of Jane’s 2012
Trust does not include Jane’s sister, and if Jane’s sister has no living descendants, the property will go to Wendy.
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Bob and Jane do not want to inform Jane’s sister regarding Jane’s 2012 Trust, Bob and Jane could
take an alternative and perhaps more nuanced position with respect to O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(h) and
decide that “termination of the interests of all persons then currently eligible to receive
distributions of income or principal” means interests in Jane’s 2012 Trust as it exists now. Each
current beneficiary’s interest in that trust terminates upon Bob’s death and that trust splits into
separate trusts for Bobby and Janie.

Bobby and Janie would then be eligible to receive

distributions of income or principal and could represent the contingent successor remainder
beneficiaries of Jane’s 2012 Trust. Bobby and Janie may be less concerned about serving as
representatives in this case than in the case of Bob’s 2012 Trusts because all of the beneficiaries
are benefiting from the termination of Bob’s beneficial interest and lifetime and testamentary
limited powers of appointment. To the remaining beneficiaries of Jane’s 2012 Trust, this benefit
might be worth the loss of grantor trust status.
In exercising his lifetime limited power of appointment or in consenting to a modification,
Bob would be participating in an action that would result in the termination of his beneficial
interest in the trust. Would either action be considered a gift? In Regester v. Commissioner,36 the
Tax Court held that the exercise of a limited power of appointment over the corpus of a trust by
the income beneficiary was a taxable gift of the income interest in the property appointed.37 Bob’s

Also assume that Jane’s sister’s then living descendants are all minors. Jane’s sister should be able to represent her
minor and unborn descendants under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(f)(6). Could Jane’s sister, as representative for her minor
and unborn descendants, also then represent Wendy as a contingent successor remainder beneficiary under O.C.G.A.
§ 53-12-8(h)? In other words, can one representation be “piggy backed” onto another? O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8 is silent
on this issue.
36
83 T.C. 1 (1984).
37
This was contrary to the decision of the Court of Claims in Self v. United States, 142 F. Supp. 939 (1956). In Rev.
Rul. 79-327, 1979-2 C.B. 342, the Service stated that it would not follow Self to the extent it would be contrary to the
Regulations. Here the Service was referring to Treas. Reg. § 25.2514-1(b)(2), which states that the exercise of a
limited power of appointment by an income interest holder is a taxable gift under IRC § 2511(a).
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consent to a modification that would terminate his beneficial interest in Jane’s 2012 Trust also
would be a gift. 38
The value of Bob’s gift would be very hard to determine. IRC § 7520 provides that the
value of an annuity, any interest for life or a term of years, or any remainder or reversionary interest
shall be determined under tables prescribed by the Secretary. Thus, a beneficiary’s interest in a
trust typically is not valued with reference to the willing seller-willing buyer standard, but rather
is valued in accordance with actuarial tables prescribed by the regulations. The use of the actuarial
tables provides a mechanical approach to valuation that avoids the need to examine the facts and
circumstances of every case.
The value of Bob’s beneficial interest in Jane’s 2012 Trust, however, would not be
determined under IRC § 7520 because his beneficial interest in the trust is not an “ordinary income
interest.”39 So how would the value of Bob’s beneficial interest be determined? He is a
discretionary beneficiary, the distribution discretion is subject to a HEMS standard, the trustee is

38
IRC § 2511 provides that the gift tax imposed by IRC § 2501 shall apply whether the transfer is “in trust or
otherwise,” whether the gift is direct or indirect, and whether the property is real or personal, tangible or intangible.
Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(a) provides that the gift tax is “not imposed upon the receipt of the property by the donee,
nor is it necessarily determined by the measure of enrichment resulting to the donee from the transfer, nor is it
conditioned upon the ability to identify the donee at the time of the transfer. On the contrary, the tax is a primary and
personal liability of the donor, is an excise upon his act of making the transfer, is measured by the value of the property
passing from the donor, and attaches regardless of the fact that the identity of the donee may not then be known or
ascertainable.” Therefore, it is not necessary to identify a donee in order to determine that a gift has been made.
39
Treas. Reg. § 20.7520-3(b)(1)(i)(B) provides: “An ordinary income interest is the right to receive the income from
or the use of property during one or more measuring lives or for some other defined period. A standard section 7520
income factor for an ordinary income interest represents the present worth of the right to receive the use of $1.00 for
a defined period, using the interest rate prescribed under section 7520 for the appropriate month.” Treas. Reg.
§ 20.7520-3(b)(2)(ii)(B) provides that “a standard Section 7520 income factor” may not be used to value a term income
interest or life interest if the governing instrument “permits the beneficiary’s income or other enjoyment to be
withheld, diverted, or accumulated for another person’s benefit without the consent of the income beneficiary,” or if
the governing instrument “permits the trust corpus to be withdrawn from the trust for another person’s benefit without
the consent of the income beneficiary….” Treas. Reg. § 20.7520-3(b)(2)(iv), Example 3 describes a trust created by
decedent, A, in which all income is paid to A’s child for life with remainder to grandchild. The trust instrument
authorizes the trustee to distribute corpus to A’s surviving spouse for the spouse’s “comfort and happiness.” Because
the trustee’s power to invade trust corpus in unrestricted, the exercise of the power could result in the termination of
the income interest at any time. Thus, the income interest would not be considered an ordinary income interest and
may not be valued under Section 7520.
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required to take into account his other resources, and the trustee has broad discretion to distribute
trust income and corpus to other beneficiaries. Bob’s other resources are significant, so it is
unlikely that he would ever receive a distribution of income or principal from Jane’s 2012 Trust.
Prior to the enactment of IRC § 7520, the Service issued Rev. Rul. 70-29240 and Rev. Rul.
75-550,41 which could be relevant to the valuation of Bob’s beneficial interest.42 In each of these
rulings, the Service ruled that the income interest of a beneficiary was susceptible to valuation
even though the trustee had discretion to distribute income to another beneficiary because the
discretion to distribute income to the other beneficiary was subject to an ascertainable standard.
The authority of the trustee of Jane’s 2012 Trust to distribute income or principal to beneficiaries
other than Bob is not limited by an ascertainable standard. These rulings imply that Bob’s
beneficial interest would not be susceptible to valuation because the discretion of the trustee of
Jane’s 2012 Trust to distribute income or principal to beneficiaries other than Bob is not limited
by an ascertainable standard.

40

1970-1 C.B. 187. In Rev. Rul. 70-292, a transferor created a trust in which his daughter held a life income interest.
The trustee had the authority to use income for the benefit of the transferor’s spouse. Under state law, this authority
was determined to be limited by an ascertainable standard. The Service held that because the power to divert income
was limited by an ascertainable standard, the income interest was susceptible of valuation. It went on to state that
under the facts of the ruling, the likelihood that the trustee would exercise this power was so remote as to be negligible.
This ruling dealt with the credit under Section 2013 for previously taxed property, which requires that the interest in
the trust be ascertainable.
41
1975-2 C.B. 357. In Rev. Rul. 75-550, the Service dealt with a similar issue under Section 2013 in valuing an
income interest subject to an encroachment power “for the comfort, support, hospital or medical expenses” of the
children of the beneficiary of the income interest. This was deemed to be an ascertainable standard. It was determined
that the children needed $100,000 per year in support based on prior experience, so the Service valued the income
interest assuming an annual encroachment of $100,000. See also PLR 9451049, in which the Service ruled that the
exercise of a limited power of appointment over a trust in which the powerholder had the right to periodic distributions
of income and principal to provide for health, support and maintenance in the standard of living to which the
powerholder was accustomed was a taxable gift under both Treas. Reg. § 25.2514-1(b)(2) and IRC § 2511(a), the
value of which was readily ascertainable. Presumably the powerholder was entitled to trust distributions. The ruling
cited Rev. Rul. 75-550 for guidance on valuing the taxable gift. The Service concluded that the present value of all
possible distributions to the donee annually was the basis for determining the value of the taxable gift.
42
There may be some question whether these rulings apply after the enactment of Section 7520 and the regulations
thereunder or in a context other than Section 2013, but note the reference to Rev. Rul. 75-550 in PLR 200243026,
which deals with the GST tax and gift tax consequences of the exercise of a power of appointment in which the
powerholder had an income interest in the trust.
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, Bob may not be comfortable exercising his power of
appointment or consenting to the modification because he is not willing to take on any exposure
to gift tax liability, then he may wish to consider a third alternative — the exercise of his decanting
power under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62. Bob’s exercise of his decanting power may not have gift tax
implications because he is exercising his distribution power as a fiduciary.43 If there were any
doubts about that, Bob could resign, name a successor trustee who does not have a beneficial
interest in the trust, and the successor trustee could exercise the decanting power.
Exercising the decanting power might be the best alternative from a gift tax perspective. It
would be the best alternative from a generation-skipping transfer tax (“GSTT”) standpoint as well.
Jane’s 2012 Trust is exempt from the GSTT because GST exemption was allocated on a timely
basis to all transfers to the trust. Bob and Jane would not want to jeopardize the GSTT exempt
status of the trust.

43
Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-1(g)(2) provides: “If a trustee has a beneficial interest in trust property, a transfer of the
property by the trustee is not a taxable transfer if it is made pursuant to a fiduciary power the exercise or nonexercise
of which is limited by a reasonably fixed or ascertainable standard which is set forth in the trust instrument. A clearly
measurable standard under which the holder of a power is legally accountable is such a standard for this purpose. For
instance, a power to distribute corpus for the education, support, maintenance, or health of the beneficiary; for his
reasonable support and comfort; to enable him to maintain his accustomed standard of living; or to meet an emergency,
would be such a standard. However, a power to distribute corpus for the pleasure, desire, or happiness of a beneficiary
is not such a standard. The entire context of a provision of a trust instrument granting a power must be considered in
determining whether the power is limited by a reasonably definite standard. For example, if a trust instrument provides
that the determination of the trustee shall be conclusive with respect to the exercise or nonexercise of a power, the
power is not limited by a reasonably definite standard. However, the fact that the governing instrument is phrased in
discretionary terms is not in itself an indication that no such standard exists.” Bob’s discretion to distribute to
beneficiaries other than himself is not limited to a reasonably fixed or ascertainable standard, so the exercise of his
decanting power would not fall within this “safe harbor.” The author is not aware of any case where the Service has
argued that a trustee with a beneficial interest in a trust made a gift by exercising a distribution power that was not
limited by a reasonably fixed or ascertainable standard.
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The regulations under IRC § 2601 provide rules for determining when the exercise of a
discretionary power, modification, judicial construction, or settlement agreement with respect to a
grandfathered trust44 will not result in the loss of the trust’s GSTT exempt status.45
With respect to an exercise of a discretionary power over a trust, the regulations provide
that the distribution of trust principal from an exempt trust to a new trust will not cause the new
trust to lose its GSTT exempt status if (1) either the terms of the trust instrument authorize such
action, or at the time the exempt trust became irrevocable, state law authorized such action,46
without the consent or approval of any beneficiary or court, and (2) the terms of the governing
instrument of the new trust do not extend the time for vesting of any beneficial interest in the trust
in a manner that may postpone or suspend the vesting, absolute ownership, or power of alienation
of an interest in property for a period, measured from the date the original trust became irrevocable,
extending beyond any life in being at the date the original trust became irrevocable plus a period
of 21 years.47
With respect to a modification of a trust, the regulations provide that a modification by
judicial reformation, or non-judicial reformation that is valid under state law, will not cause the
44
No precedential guidance has been issued concerning changes that may affect the status of a trust that is exempt
from the GSTT not because of its effective date but because sufficient GST exemption was allocated to the trust to
result in an inclusion ratio of zero. The Service has noted in multiple private letter rulings that at a minimum, a change
that would not affect the GSTT status of a trust that was irrevocable on September 25, 1985, should similarly not
affect the GSTT status of a trust that is exempt from GSTT because sufficient GST exemption was allocated to the
trust to result in an inclusion ratio of zero. See e.g., PLR 201138027, PLR 201418001, and PLR 201604001. As a
practicing lawyer, defaulting to this “safe harbor” is clearly the safest position to take. From an academic perspective,
however, the author believes there is a compelling argument that the rules applicable to grandfathered trusts should
not and do not apply to trusts that are exempt from the GSTT as a result of the allocation of GST exemption. See
James P. Spica, Means to an End: Electively Forcing Vesting to Suit Tax Rules Against Perpetuities, 40 ACTEC L.J.
347, 356-59 (2014).
45
Treas. Reg. § 26.2601-1(b)(4)(i).
46
For purposes of this discussion, it is assumed that prior to the enactment of O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62, Georgia common
law would have allowed the exercise of Bob’s decanting power. See O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62(f).
47
Treas. Reg. § 26.2601-1(b)(4)(i)(A). For purposes of (b)(4)(i)(A), the exercise of a trustee’s distributive power that
validly postpones or suspends the vesting, absolute ownership, or power of alienation of an interest in property for a
term of years that will not exceed 90 years (measured from the date the original trust became irrevocable) will not be
considered an exercise that postpones or suspends vesting, absolute ownership, or the power of alienation beyond the
perpetuities period.
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trust to lose its GSTT exempt status if the modification does not shift a beneficial interest in the
trust to any beneficiary who occupies a lower generation than the person or persons who held the
beneficial interest prior to the modification and the modification does not extend the time for
vesting of any beneficial interest in the trust beyond the period provided for in the original trust.48
The termination of Bob’s beneficial interest in Jane’s 2012 Trust could be viewed as a shift
of his beneficial interest to his children and more remote descendants. Accordingly, a modification
and division under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61 may jeopardize the GSTT exempt status of Jane’s 2012
Trust. The exercise of Bob’s decanting power would be a better option because under the
regulations an exercise of a discretionary power may shift a beneficial interest to lower generations
as long as the vesting period is not extended.49
Whether the modification and division of Jane’s 2012 Trust are accomplished through a
judicial modification or a decanting, the effect is the same in that Bobby and Janie (and the other
beneficiaries) are each giving up a beneficial interest in one trust in exchange for a beneficial
interest in another. Could this exchange result in gain recognition under IRC § 1001? This
depends upon whether the beneficial interests are materially different. In Cottage Savings
Association v. Commissioner,50 the Supreme Court considered what “materially different” means

48
Treas. Reg. § 26.2601-1(b)(4)(i)(D). This regulation provides that “a modification of an exempt trust will result in
a shift in beneficial interest to a lower generation beneficiary if the modification can result in either an increase in the
amount of a GST transfer or the creation of a new GST transfer. To determine whether a modification of an irrevocable
trust will shift a beneficial interest in a trust to a beneficiary who occupies a lower generation, the effect of the
instrument on the date of the modification is measured against the effect of the instrument in existence immediately
before the modification. If the effect of the modification cannot be immediately determined, it is deemed to shift a
beneficial interest in the trust to a beneficiary who occupies a lower generation (as defined in section 2651) than the
person or persons who held the beneficial interest prior to the modification.”
49
The Service has announced that it will no longer issue rulings in factual situations similar to those set forth in the
examples contained in Treas. Reg. § 26.2601-1(b)(4)(i)(E). Rev. Proc. 2019-3, § 3.01(108).
50
499 U.S. 554 (1991).
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for purposes of IRC § 1001. The Court held that interests are materially different if they involve
legal entitlements that are different in kind or extent.51
The Service has discussed the application of Cottage Savings in numerous private letter
rulings. Although the Service’s view as to what constitutes a taxable exchange for purposes of
IRC § 1001 has evolved, it now takes the position that an action taken by the trustee or a beneficiary
which is authorized (1) under the terms of the trust instrument; (2) by a state statute; or (3) pursuant
to a court approved settlement agreement in connection with a bona fide dispute between the
parties does not result in a sale or exchange for purposes of IRC § 1001.52 Although the private
letter rulings are numerous, none appear to address precisely the fact pattern of the proposed
modification of Jane’s 2012 Trust.
Bobby and Janie are permissive beneficiaries of Janie’s 2012 Trust along with their father
and their descendants. After their father’s death, the trust divides into separate trusts for each of
them and their respective descendants. Thereafter, they are permissive beneficiaries of their
family’s trust along with their descendants. They are permissive beneficiaries before and after the
modification and division. The only difference is that after the modification and division each
trust has fewer current beneficiaries. It is hard to see how their beneficial interests would be

51

499 U.S. at 564-566.
See, e.g., PLRs 20010037 (trustee had discretionary power to divide the trust and Service concluded that trustee’s
division of the trust into 3 trusts, one for each child and that child’s issue, was not an exchange), 200116016 and
200210056 (trustee’s exercise of a power to divide trusts granted to the trustee under the terms of the trust instrument
was not an exchange of interests and did not result in a realization of gain under Section 1001), 200207018 (trustee
had broad discretion to distribute income and principal outright, or in further trust, among several beneficiaries and
Service recognized that the beneficiaries of the new trust and the original trust did not acquire their interests in such
trusts as a result of an exchange of their respective interests, but rather by reason of the authority granted to the trustee
of the original trust to make distributions in further trust), 200112038 (exercise of a power of appointment granted in
the instrument to the beneficiary was not an exchange and thus, did not result in a sale or exchange under the Cottage
Savings doctrine, noting that the beneficiary was simply exercising the authority granted to such beneficiary under the
governing instrument), 200135007 (partition did not result in a sale, exchange or other disposition because the
beneficiaries did not receive their interests in the individual trusts as a result of an exchange of their interests in the
original trust, but rather by reason of the authority granted under Georgia law), and 200119047 (court approved
settlement agreement of a bona fide dispute between parties did not result in an exchange).
52
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materially different in kind. But would they be materially different in extent? Does the fact that
after the modification and division each would be a permissive beneficiary of a trust with fewer
current beneficiaries mean that their beneficial interests would be materially different in extent?
Bob and Jane could consider seeking a private letter ruling on this income tax issue.
3. Hypothetical Three — Life Insurance Trust
a. Facts
In 1998, Jane created a life insurance trust (the “1998 Trust”). Bob is the trustee of the
1998 Trust. The beneficiaries of the 1998 Trust are Bob, Bobby, Janie, and their descendants.
Bob’s discretion with respect to distributions to Bobby and Janie and their descendants is not
limited by a HEMS standard. Bob’s discretion with respect to distributions to himself is limited
by a HEMS standard taking into consideration other available resources.
The 1998 Trust was not intended to be a generation-skipping trust. At Bob’s death, the
trust divides into separate trusts for Bobby and Janie and each trust ends when the beneficiary for
whose primary benefit the trust was created reaches age 40. If Bobby or Janie were to die before
reaching age 40, his or her trust would divide into trusts for his or her descendants until they
reached age 40.
The 1998 Trust contained a rule against perpetuities savings provision that required all
trusts to terminate 21 years after the death of the survivor of Bob and the last surviving descendant
of Jane who was living at the time the trust was created. All of the grandchildren were born after
1998, so Bobby, Janie, and Wendy are the only measuring lives.
Jane has funded the 1998 Trust each year using her annual gift tax exclusion. Bob and the
children have withdrawal rights with respect to additions to the trust. The value of the life
insurance policy in the trust is $450,000. The income tax basis of the policy is less than $450,000.
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When IRC § 2632(c) was enacted providing for the automatic allocation of GST exemption
with respect to certain GST trusts, Jane elected out of these rules for the 1998 Trust. Jane used
all of her GST exemption when she created Jane’s 2012 Trust and has historically topped that
trust off each year as her exemption has increased. Jane also made a substantial gift to Jane’s
2012 Trust last year to take advantage of the increase in her gift tax exemption.
It is no longer necessary for Bob to be a beneficiary of the 1998 Trust and, if they had their
way, Bob and Jane would like to see the policy end up in a generation-skipping trust. The 1998
Trust is a grantor trust with respect to Jane for the reasons that we have already discussed.
b. Discussion
With respect to the termination of Bob’s beneficial interest in Jane’s 2012 Trust, the
conclusion was that the best option was for Bob to exercise his decanting power over the trust.
Because the plan is for his beneficial interest in the 1998 Trust to terminate as well, decanting
might the best option here as well. Bob could exercise his decanting power to distribute the assets
of the 1998 Trust to another trust or trusts — the “second trusts” to use the terminology of the
statute. It would be convenient if the second trusts were the second trusts created in connection
with the exercise of his decanting power over Jane’s 2012 Trust. Using those trusts would avoid
a proliferation of trusts, and those trusts would potentially have income producing assets that could
pay the premiums on the life insurance policy, so Jane would no longer need to fund the premiums
from her resources. There are two problems, however.
First, for purposes of the rule against perpetuities, the 1998 Trust has different measuring
lives than the second trusts that will be created as a result of the decanting of Jane’s 2012 Trust.
Distributing interests in the life insurance policy to these new second trusts would complicate the
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administration of the new trusts because they would then need to hold assets subject to two
different vesting periods.
Second, the 1998 Trust is not exempt from the GSTT. Although the gifts to the 1998 Trust
were not subject to gift tax because they qualified for the gift tax annual exclusion,53 they did not
qualify for the nontaxable gift exception to the GSTT.54 So the 1998 Trust would have an inclusion
ratio of one for GSTT purposes. Jane would need to file a late allocation of $450,000 of GSTT
exemption to cause the 1998 Trust to have an inclusion ratio of zero. As of result of the large gift
that she made to Jane’s 2012 Trust last year and other gifts already made this year, Jane has only
$75,000 of GST exemption, so a late allocation would not have much effect on the inclusion ratio
of the 1998 Trust. If Bob were to exercise his decanting power to distribute interests in the life
insurance policy to the second trusts that will be created as a result of Bob exercising his decanting
power with respect to Jane’s 2012 Trust, those new trusts would no longer have inclusion ratios of
zero for GSTT purposes.
Because of the differing vesting periods and inclusion ratios, decanting is not an ideal
process for migrating the insurance policy held by the 1998 Trust to the second trusts that will be
created in connection with the decanting of the assets of Jane’s 2012 Trust. A sale of the policy
would be a better option, but there are income tax considerations with a sale.
The 1998 Trust and Jane’s 2012 Trust are both grantor trusts with respect to Jane. The
1998 Trust should be able to sell the policy to Jane’s 2012 Trust without gain recognition because
for income tax purposes the sale would be disregarded.55 The sale would need to take place before

53

IRC § 2503(b).
IRC § 2642(c)(2).
55
Rev. Rul. 85-13, 1985-1 C.B. 184.
54
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Bob exercises his decanting power with respect to Jane’s 2012 Trust because one of the purposes
of that exercise is to create second trusts that are not grantor trusts with respect to Jane.
Gain recognition on the sale of the policy is not the only income tax concern in transferring
the life insurance policy from the 1998 Trust. Bob and Jane would not want the sale of the policy
to be a “transfer for value.” As a general rule, gross income does not include amounts received
under a life insurance policy if the amounts are paid by reason of the death of the insured.56 There
is an exception, however, in the case of a transfer for valuable consideration,57 and there are
exceptions to this exception.58 If Jane’s 2012 Trust purchased the life insurance policy from the
1998 Trust would there be a transfer for value?
In Rev. Rul. 2007-13,59 the Service concluded that the sale of a life insurance policy from
one trust to another trust for cash was, in one situation, not a transfer for a valuable consideration
within the meaning of IRC § 101(a)(2) and in another situation, a transfer to the insured within the
meaning of IRC § 101(a)(2)(B). In the first situation, both trusts were wholly grantor trusts with
respect to the insured under the life insurance policy. In the second situation, the selling trust was
not a grantor trust, but the purchasing trust was a wholly grantor trust with respect to the insured.
Citing Rev. Rul. 85-13, with respect to the first situation, the Service held that because the grantor
was treated as the owner of both trusts for federal income tax purposes, the grantor was treated as
the owner of all the assets of both trusts, including both the life insurance policy and the cash

56

IRC § 101(a)(1).
IRC § 101(a)(2).
58
IRC § 101(b)(2) provides that the transfer for value rule does not apply in the case of a transfer if the policy or an
interest therein has a basis for determining gain or loss in the hands of the transferee determined in whole or in part
by reference to the basis of the contract or interest therein in the hands of the transferor, or if such transfer is to the
insured, to a partner of the insured, to a partnership in which the insured is a partner, or to a corporation in which the
insured is a shareholder or officer.
59
2007-1 C.B. 684.
57
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received for it, both before and after the exchange. Accordingly, the Service held that there was
no transfer of the policy within the meaning of IRC § 101(a)(2).
In the second situation, the Service held that because the grantor was treated as the owner
of all the assets of the purchasing trust, but not of the selling trust for federal income tax purposes,
the grantor was treated as the owner of the cash (but not the life insurance policy) before the sale,
and as the owner of the life insurance policy (but not the cash) after the sale. Accordingly, the
Service held that there was a transfer of the life insurance policy for a valuable consideration within
the meaning of IRC § 101(a)(2). Nevertheless, the Service held that the transfer for value rule of
IRC § 101(a)(2) did not apply because the transfer to the purchasing trust was treated as a transfer
to the grantor, i.e., the insured, within the meaning of IRC § 101(a)(2)(B).
If Jane’s 2012 Trust purchased the policy while it is still a grantor trust with respect to Jane,
the purchase should not be a transfer for value. Since, however, the purchase of the policy is part
of a plan the end result of which is the termination of grantor trust status for Jane’s 2012 Trust,
Bob and Jane would want to proceed with caution. If Jane is considered the owner of the assets
of the trust under the grantor trust rules, the transfer of the policy for income tax purposes may not
be deemed to occur until grantor trust status ends. If this were the case, the trust might not be
considered Jane for income tax purposes at the time of the transfer, so the transfer would not be to
the insured. So the transfer would not fit within the exception for transfers to the insured and gain
would be recognized.
If Bob and Jane are comfortable with recognizing some gain (or if the gain is minimal),
they may want to consider a more complicated, but less fraught, exception to the transfer for value
rule. Jane and the second trusts created in connection with the exercise of Bob’s decanting power
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could create a partnership,60 and the partnership could purchase the policy. This would fall within
the exception to the transfer for value rule for transfers to a partnership in which the insured is a
partner. A partnership may not be too much of an added inconvenience because the plan is for the
second trusts to own the policy in equal shares. A partnership could facilitate that co-ownership.
The partnership would need to own assets other than the life insurance policy, so Jane and the
second trusts would need to contribute assets to the partnership. The partnership agreement would
need to provide that any decision relating to the policy that would constitute an “incident of
ownership” could not be made by Jane. This is so that the death benefit would not be included in
Jane’s gross estate for estate tax purposes.61
If Jane wants to avoid the “incident of ownership” issue entirely, assuming Jane and the
second trusts create a partnership, the 1998 Trust could sell the policy directly to the second trusts.
This would fall within the exception to the transfer for value rule for transfers to a partner of the
insured.
4. Hypothetical Four — Pot Trust for the Benefit of Bob’s Father’s Descendants
a. Facts
Under the terms of his Will, Bob’s father created a generation-skipping trust for the benefit
of Bob’s father’s descendants. The trust is somewhat unique in that it remains a pot trust for Bob’s
father’s descendants until the death of the survivor of Bob’s father’s children, Bob and his brother.
Upon the death of the survivor of Bob and his brother, the trust property is distributed outright to
Bob’s father’s then living descendants, per stirpes. Until the trust terminates, the trustee has
discretion to distribute income and principal to Bob’s father’s descendants. The trust agreement
named a corporate trustee as the initial trustee. While the beneficiaries of the trust have no ability

60
61

A limited liability company that is a partnership for federal income tax purposes would work as well.
IRC § 2042.
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to remove a trustee, in the event of a resignation, a majority of the adult beneficiaries has the
ability to name a successor trustee or co-trustees. Bob and his brother have differing investment
objectives and would like to divide the trust into two separate trusts, one for Bob’s family line and
one for his brother’s family line. Bob and his brother would each like to serve as sole trustee of
the trust for his respective family line. Bob’s brother has two adult children, neither of whom have
any children. The corporate trustee has no other relationship with the family and is not keen on
administering a pot trust for multiple family lines. The corporate trustee has agreed in concept to
do whatever is necessary to achieve the family’s goals.
b.

Discussion

Because Bob’s father, who was the settlor of the trust, has passed away, the beneficiaries
cannot pursue a modification under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b), but they could petition the court to
modify the trust pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(c). O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(c) provides a statutory
mechanism for the beneficiaries of a noncharitable irrevocable trust to amend the trust after the
settlor’s death if all of the beneficiaries consent, the trustee has received notice of the proposed
modification, and the court concludes that the modification is not inconsistent with any material
purpose of the trust. While not inconceivable, it would be hard to imagine that the court would
consider the division of the trust and allowing Bob and his brother to serve as sole trustees of their
respective trusts inconsistent with any material purpose of the trust.
The beneficiaries of the trust are Bob, Bob’s brother, Bobby, Janie, Wendy, Bob’s brother’s
children and the minor and unborn descendants of Bob’s father. The consent of the minor and
unborn descendants of Bob’s father would need to be obtained through representation, as would
the consent of Wendy. O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(f)(6) would allow Bobby and Janie to represent their
minor and unborn descendants as long as there is no conflict of interest with respect to the subject
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matter of the modification. Similarly, Bob’s brother’s children should be able to represent their
unborn descendants under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(f)(6). While Bob and his brother could arguably
represent their minor and unborn descendants under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(f)(6), the fact that each
will serve as sole trustee of the discretionary trust created for his family line could be perceived as
a conflict of interest. This should not matter because Bobby, Janie, or Bob’s brother’s children
should also be able to represent Wendy and the unborn descendants of Bob’s father under
O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8(g), which enables a minor, incapacitated or unborn individual or a person
whose identity or location is unknown and not reasonably ascertainable to be represented by
another having a substantially identical interest with respect to a particular question or dispute, but
only to the extent there is no conflict of interest between the representative and the person
represented with respect to such particular question or dispute. As mere permissible beneficiaries
of a pot trust, the interests of Bob’s father’s descendants in the trust, whether born or unborn,
would appear to be substantially identical.
The proceeding could be commenced by Bob and his brother in their capacities as
beneficiaries of the trust and would not require the consent of the trustee.62
Since the corporate trustee has agreed to do whatever is necessary to achieve the family’s
goals and the settlor of the trust is deceased, to avoid a court proceeding, the trustee and all of the
beneficiaries (including beneficiaries represented pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 53-12-8) could divide
and modify the trust under the authority of O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(c) by entering into a nonjudicial
settlement agreement pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 53-12-9(b).

62

O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(c), (e).
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Four years down the road…
5. Hypothetical Five — Charitable Remainder Trust
a. Facts
In 2004, Bob and Jane created a charitable remainder unitrust (the “CRT”) and
contributed assets from a joint account to the trust. Each of them is entitled to one-half of the
unitrust amount for life. The survivor is entitled to the entire unitrust amount for life. Upon the
death of the survivor, the trust assets pass to their donor advised fund at their community
foundation. Bob and Jane are co-trustees of the CRT. We are now 4 years down the road — and
Bob and Jane have decided to get a divorce.
If possible, as a part of the divorce settlement, Bob and Jane would like to terminate the
CRT by dividing the trust assets among themselves and the community foundation based on the
actuarial value of the interests of the beneficiaries. If this is not possible, because they have
different investment objectives, Bob and Jane would like to divide the CRT into separate and equal
CRTs one with Jane as the unitrust beneficiary and the other with Bob as the unitrust beneficiary.
Each would like to have a survivorship interest over the other’s CRT.
b. Discussion
At one time, the Service was willing to rule favorably on the early termination of a
charitable remainder trust and the division of trust assets between the noncharitable beneficiaries
and the charitable remainder beneficiary based on the actual values of their interests.63 In 2008,
however, the Service announced that it would no longer rule on whether the termination of a
charitable remainder trust before the end of its term as defined in the trust instrument, in a

63

E.g., PLR 200304025.
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transaction giving the beneficiaries their actuarial shares of the value of the trust, would cause the
trust to lose its qualification as a charitable remainder trust.64 This remains a no ruling issue.65
Terminating the CRT would be risky because Bob and Jane would not be able to obtain a
private letter ruling, and the fact that the Service will not issue rulings in this area suggests that it
takes a dim view of such terminations. Bob and Jane, however, should be able to divide it.
Dividing a charitable remainder trust can be a high-risk endeavor. Fortunately, for Bob
and Jane, there is useful guidance from the Service. Rev. Rul. 2008-41 addressed the division of
a charitable remainder trust with attributes similar to the CRT.66 This ruling would provide
authority for Bob and Jane to modify and divide the CRT in the manner they wish as long as they
do not retain survivorship interests over each other’s CRTs.
Specifically, the ruling provided that (i) the division of the charitable remainder trust
would not cause the original trust or the post-division trusts to fail to qualify as charitable

64

Rev. Proc. 2008-3, § 5.10.
Rev. Proc. 2019-3, § 3.01(77).
66
2008-30 I.R.B. 170. In Situation 2 described in the ruling, a charitable remainder trust has two noncharitable
recipients who are married to each other but in the process of obtaining a divorce, and under the charitable
remainder trust terms, each of them is entitled to an equal share of the unitrust or annuity amount and upon the
death of one recipient, the surviving recipient becomes entitled to the entire annuity or unitrust amount for life.
At the death of the last surviving recipient, the trust assets are distributed to the charity. A state court approves a
pro rata division of the charitable remainder trust into two separate and equal charitable remainder trusts of
the same type as the charitable remainder trust being divided ( e . g . , annuity trust, unitrust, net income unitrust
with make-up provision). The order incorporates the provisions for the new trusts. The trusts may have different
trustees. Each asset of the original trust is divided equally between the two new trusts. Each separate charitable
remainder trust has the same provisions as the original charitable remainder trust, except that (i) each trust has
only one noncharitable recipient, i.e., husband or wife as the case may be, (ii) each trust is administered and
invested independently by its trustee, and (iii) upon the death of husband or wife, his or her separate charitable
remainder trust terminates and its assets are distributed to the charity. The charitable remainder beneficiaries of
the new charitable remainder trusts are the same as those of the original charitable remainder trust. Each of
husband and wife is entitled to receive from his or her separate charitable remainder trust the same annuity
amount or unitrust percentage that he or she was entitled to receive under the original charitable remainder trust,
except that each has in effect relinquished the interest to which he or she would have been entitled by reason of
surviving the other. The ruling observes that because the charity will receive the assets of one charitable
remainder trust upon the death of the first spouse to die and the assets of the other charitable remainder trust
upon the death of the surviving spouse (as opposed to receiving a distribution only at the death of the survivor, as
would have been the case under the original charitable remainder trust), the value of the charitable remainder
interest as a result of the trust division may be larger than the value of the remainder as computed at the creation
of the original CRT.
65
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remainder trusts under IRC § 664(d); (ii) the pro rata division of assets between the trusts would
not be a disposition producing gain or loss, the basis of each new charitable remainder trust's
share of each asset post-division would be the same share of the basis of that asset in the hands
of the original charitable remainder trust pre-division, and the new charitable remainder
trusts would tack the holding periods of the original charitable remainder trust; (iii) the IRC
§ 507(c) termination excise tax would not apply; (iv) the division of the charitable remainder
trust would not be a self-dealing transaction under IRC § 4941; and (v) the division would not
be a taxable expenditure under IRC § 4945.
Since the CRT has a remainder beneficiary that is a charity, is it a “noncharitable trust” for
purposes of O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b)? The term “noncharitable trust” is not defined under the
Georgia Trust Code. O.C.G.A. § 53-12 170(a) defines the term “charitable trust” to mean a trust
in which the settlor provides that the trust property shall be used for charitable purposes. O.C.G.A.
§ 53-12 170(b) defines “charitable purposes” as: (1) the relief of poverty; (2) the advancement of
religion; (3) the advancement of ethics and religion; (4) the advancement of health; (5) the
advancement of science and the arts and humanities; (6) the protection and preservation of the
environment; (7) the improvement, maintenance, or repair of cemeteries, other places of
disposition of human remains, and memorials; (8) the prevention of cruelty to animals; (9)
governmental purposes; and (10) other similar subjects having for their object the relief of human
suffering or the promotion of human civilization.
A good argument can be made that a trust that merely has a charity as a remainder
beneficiary (or even as a current permissible beneficiary) is not a charitable trust because the
purpose of the trust itself is not charitable. Moreover, “noncharitable trust” does not necessarily
mean “wholly not a charitable trust” and could theoretically include a trust with some charitable
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purposes. However, in two cases interpreting Kansas law,67 both the Kansas Supreme Court and
the Missouri Court of Appeals held that a charitable remainder trust is a “charitable trust.”68
Bob, Jane, and the community foundation could take the position that the CRT is a
“noncharitable” trust as such term is used in O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b) and petition the court to
modify and divide the CRT pursuant O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(b). Alternatively, Bob, Jane, and the
community foundation could take no position with respect to whether the CRT is a charitable trust
and petition the court to modify and divide the CRT pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61(d)(5), but
they would have to show that the division would be helpful to the administration of the CRT.
Finally, Bob, Jane, and the community foundation may be able to modify and divide the CRT by
entering into a non-judicial settlement agreement pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 52-12-9 and O.C.G.A. §
53-12-61(d) as discussed above, but this would depend on whether the settlor is treated as an
“interested party” for purposes of O.C.G.A. § 52-12-9.
D. Conclusion
Bob and Jane have a number of tools at their disposal to accomplish their objectives. They
could relinquish powers, exercise powers of appointment, change trustees, purchase trust assets,
modify trusts under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-61, exercise decanting powers under O.C.G.A. § 53-12-62,
or enter into nonjudicial settlement agreements pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 53-12-9. A number of
factors determine which tool is best suited for the specific objective. Some could be implemented
by Bob or Jane; others would require cooperation. Some tools would involve the exercise of

67
The Kansas statutes defining charitable trusts are similar to the Georgia statutes. K.S.A. 58a-103(3) provides:
“‘Charitable trust’ means a trust, or portion of a trust, created for a charitable purpose described in subsection (a) of
K.S.A. 58a-405, and amendments thereto.” K.S.A. 58a-405(a) provides: “A charitable trust may be created for the
relief of poverty, the advancement of education or religion, the promotion of health, governmental or municipal
purposes, or other purposes the achievement of which is beneficial to the community.”
68
In re Estate of Somers, 277 Kan. 761 (2004); Hudson v. UMB Bank, N.A., 447 S.W.3d 714 (Mo. Ct. App. 2014).
Based in part on Somers, Hudson held that a charitable remainder trust could not be modified under K.S.A. 58a411(b), which provides that a noncharitable irrevocable trust may be modified upon consent of all of the qualified
beneficiaries if the court concludes that modification is not inconsistent with a material purpose of the trust.
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fiduciary duties; others would not. Some would raise income, gift, and generation-skipping
transfer tax issues that others would not. For each objective, Bob and Jane would want to select
the tool that is the safest — the one with the fewest tax and fiduciary issues.
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DISCLAIMER: This paper is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, and
should not be interpreted as, tax advice, legal advice or the legal opinion of the author or of
Cohen Pollock Merlin Turner, P.C. Please contact an attorney with any questions pertaining to
the information contained herein.

PLANNING FOR MARRIED CLIENTS
Representation
Estate planners are in a family-oriented practice. Most work with married couples on a daily basis
to help bring the couple’s mutual goals for their family’s financial well-being to fruition; but what
if the goals aren’t mutual? A discussion about marital issues related to estate planning begins first
and foremost with an emphasis on an attorney’s need to clearly and specifically determine who
that attorney’s client is.
Under Rule 1.7 of the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct, an attorney has the duty to exercise
independent professional judgment on behalf of each client. When an attorney is requested to
represent multiple clients in the same matter, she can do so if she concludes that she can fulfill this
duty with regard to each of the clients on an impartial basis and obtains the consent of each client
after an explanation of the possible risks involved in the multiple representation situations.
Further, if at any time during the representation it is determined that, because of differences
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between the joint clients, an attorney can no longer represent each of the clients impartially, then
the attorney must at that time, withdraw from representing one or perhaps all of the clients.
Attorneys must explain the above-described duty to their clients prior to discussing any substantive
matters relating to the engagement, and should specifically describe the same in a written
engagement letter to their married clients, which should be signed prior to commencing work.
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Commencing Joint Representation – Gathering Prior Agreements
Estate planning attorneys frequently provide questionnaires to their clients to ensure that they (the
attorneys) have a clear picture of the estate that they have been engaged to plan. In addition to the
typical information regarding names, birth dates, assets, values, titling and beneficiary
designations, these questionnaires should inquire as to whether the couple has a prenuptial
agreement and, if so, should include the attorney’s request for a copy of the same, as well as a
copy of any divorce settlement agreements from the parties’ previous marriages. Many prenuptial
agreements contain specific requirements for the last will and testament (or other testamentary
instrument) of either or both spouses, and many divorce settlement agreements impose obligations
on either or both parties to the divorce which are secured by ‘a charge against his/her estate.’
When a prenuptial agreement includes testamentary requirements, it is important to demonstrate
that the Testator made every effort to honor and fulfill such requirements. An acknowledgement
of each requirement should therefore be included whenever the provisions of a will satisfy such
requirement. For example:
“In accordance with the provisions of Article VI, paragraph 4.b. of that certain
prenuptial agreement that my spouse and I entered into on December 31, 1999, I
hereby give and bequeath my beloved pets, Sonny and Cher, to my said spouse, if
she survives me.”
If the beneficial provisions of a will provide more than is required of the Testator in the prenuptial
agreement, the same should be acknowledged in the will. For example:
“I hereby specifically acknowledge that my spouse and I entered into that certain
prenuptial agreement dated December 31, 1999 (the “Prenuptial Agreement”).
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Pursuant to Article VII, paragraph 7.2 of the Prenuptial Agreement, I am required
to bequeath the sum of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) to my spouse under the
terms of my last will and testament. Further, I specifically acknowledge that, at the
time of the execution of this, my last will and testament, the formula set forth in
paragraph B.1. of this Article above to determine the Marital Share (the “Formula”)
would likely result in the sum of Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) or more being
distributed to my spouse following my death. It is currently my specific intention
that my spouse receive any greater amount provided by the Formula than is required
under the terms of the Prenuptial Agreement, though the inclusion of the Formula
herein in no way obligates me to provide more than the amount required for my
spouse pursuant to the provisions of Prenuptial Agreement in any future codicils or
wills of mine.”

Divorce settlement agreements that include child support, alimony or spousal maintenance
payments will often require life insurance to secure the obligor’s financial obligations until such
obligations terminate with time or a particular milestone or event. Many times, the settlement
agreement will further provide that if the required life insurance does not exist at the time of the
obligor’s death, the recipient spouse will have a “first charge” against the obligor’s estate. Putting
aside that, in Georgia, a settlement agreement cannot change the order of priority of debts to be
paid by a decedent’s estate following his death, this type of language leaves certain questions
unanswered. Does the recipient spouse have a charge against the probate estate? The non-probate
estate? If the former, what if there is no probate estate? To avoid confusion and frustration (and
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litigation), an estate planner should include language specifically addressing the obligor’s specific
obligations in the terms of such obligor’s last will and testament. For example:
“In accordance with the provisions of that certain Settlement Agreement between
me and my former spouse, Blanche Devereaux, dated November 1, 2010, ( the
“Settlement Agreement”), if I have not made all payments to my said former spouse
which are required pursuant to the provisions of Section 7.G. of the Settlement
Agreement, then I give and bequeath a sum to Blanche Devereaux equal to the total
sum of all outstanding payments under said Section 7.G. of the Settlement
Agreement which are outstanding on my date of death, as determined by my
Executor, in its sole and absolute discretion. I do hereby expressly relieve my
Executor from any liability whatsoever to anyone having any interest in my estate
for complying with the provisions this paragraph, and my estate shall indemnify
him against any claims or expenses, including counsel fees and any surcharge,
arising out of his compliance complying with the provisions of this paragraph.”
If a divorce agreement is vague or fails to address certain items necessary for an estate attorney to
affect certain provisions, it is vital that the estate attorney contact the client’s family law attorney
for direction/discussion about whether court involvement is necessary. For example, many
settlement agreements include a requirement for a “life insurance policy naming the children as
beneficiaries.” If the children are ages two, five and seven, was such a direct manner of naming
them as beneficiaries intended? Was a trust intended? Sometimes, a settlement agreement will
require “a life insurance policy to be held in trust for the children,” without providing direction on
standards for distribution, the identity of the Trustees, termination provisions, etc. Trying to
decipher the meaning would most certainly result in future liability for the estate attorney.
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Consultation with the client’s family law attorney about appropriate next steps is absolutely
necessary in situations like these.
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Structure of Spousal Inheritance
How many married couples enter their estate attorney’s office and describe their desire that, upon
the death of the first spouse, his/her estate should pass to the survivor?
If the value of an estate is not significant enough to warrant the creation and administration of a
trust, a fee simple distribution to the surviving spouse may be appropriate. For clients with more
valuable estates, however, the merits of a Qualified Terminable Interest Property Trust (a “QTIP
trust”) should be discussed. A QTIP trust is used for the benefit of a spouse and is drafted in a
manner which takes advantage of the unlimited estate tax marital deduction, while controlling the
ultimate distribution of the assets of the first deceased spouse upon the death of the surviving
spouse. Some major factors relevant to the topic at hand for consideration in creating a QTIP are:
• Do both spouses have the same intended remainder beneficiaries? In marriages in which
one or both spouses have children from prior marriages, the answer to this question is
frequently “no.” Establishing a QTIP is a clean, easy way to ensure that the implemented
estate plan doesn’t become a case of the surviving spouse’s beneficiaries “winning.”
• Is asset protection a concern? Even if an attorney is working with clients who are in their
first marriage, who are madly in love and who fully trust each other, such a situation doesn’t
render the asset protection that a QTIP may provide irrelevant. In this day and age when
frivolous lawsuits are continually filed, a discussion about potential protection afforded by
a QTIP trust for the survivor is warranted.
• Do concerns regarding future spouses exist? Try explaining to Joe Client that a fee simple
distribution to his wife, Jane, could result in his support of Jane’s future boyfriend or
husband. Try telling Jane that if she dies and Joe remarries and later divorces, some or all
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of the inheritance she leaves outright to Joe may be up for grabs by his then-ex-wife. Most
married clients are very happy to provide very broad and generous support for their
surviving spouses, but breathe an audible sigh of relief upon learning that they can include
a QTIP to do so, while excluding Jane’s boyfriend and Joe’s new spouse and ensuring that
Jane’s and Joe’s ultimate, remainder beneficiaries will indeed receive the QTIP remainder.
• What about planning for the survivor’s incapacity? If Joe Client leaves his estate in fee
simple to his wife, Jane, who later develops dementia, she might use her inheritance to
purchase thousands of dollars in lottery tickets or invest in a flor on “Shark Tank.” If,
instead, Joe leaves Janes inheritance in a trust for her benefit, he may ensure that her lack
of capacity is addressed and well planned-for to prevent unintentional squandering of
Jane’s inheritance and preservation of such inheritance for the benefit of Jane and,
ultimately, Joe’s remainder beneficiaries.
Not every Joe and Jane Client of the world will want to primarily benefit his/her surviving spouse,
and the simplest manner to provide for his/her wishes related to the inheritance will often be the
best course of action. For example, if Jane has children from prior marriages, she may desire to
provide “something” for Joe while leaving the bulk of her estate to her children. She could
accomplish this goal through the use of percentages and/or specific bequests in her Will, or – state
law permitting - she might also consider designating her spouse as the beneficiary of certain nonprobate property (e.g. transfer-on-death accounts, life insurance, or retirement accounts), while
leaving all remaining property to or for the benefit of her children.
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Year’s Support
Perhaps, instead of the above-described plan for Jane and Joe, Jane desires to leave her entire estate
to her children (as is commonly done in second marriages). Absent a prenuptial agreement between
Jane and Joe obligating Jane to include Joe as a beneficiary of her estate, Jane may disinherit Joe
completely as long as she has executed a valid last will and testament. If Jane and Joe jointly
engage an estate attorney and Jane expresses her intention to leave her estate entirely to her
children, any Georgia estate attorney should discuss with Jane and Joe Joe’s ability to file for
Year’s Support following Jane’s death.
Pursuant to O.C.G.A.§53-3-1(c), “a surviving spouse…of a testate or intestate decedent [is]
entitled to year’s support in the form of property for their support and maintenance for a period of
12 months from the date of the decedent’s death.” The amount “necessary” for a year’s support
must be “reasonably related to the amount needed by the surviving spouse for a period of 12
months after the decedent’s death to maintain the standard of living enjoyed prior to the death,”
and the burden is on the surviving spouse to prove what that amount should be. Taylor v. Taylor,
288 Ga. App. 334, 336, 337 654 S.E. 2d 146, 149 (2007).
In the case in which any married client plans to completely disinherit his or her spouse, a prudent
attorney will discuss the importance of the disinherited spouse executing a waiver of his/her right
to file for Year’s Support and other statutory remedies which he/she may have against the testator’s
estate.
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Some Words About the Tax Structure of Wills Including QTIPs
For years, estate planners have created Wills that were designed to avoid the estate tax. Typically,
an amount equal to your estate tax exemption (the amount that can pass to one’s family without
being subject to estate tax) would be directed into a trust (a “Credit Shelter Trust”), with all other
assets directed to a trust for the surviving spouse (a QTIP or “Marital Trust”).

This type of planning was appropriate for so many families at a time when the estate tax exemption
was $600,000, but under current law, each individual can now leave $11.4 Million to his family
without estate tax. While the Credit Shelter/Marital Trust still has its place in certain situations,
the new tax plan has rendered this structure inappropriate for many families. Consider the
following:
If your client’s estate is worth less than $11 Million, a Credit Shelter/QTIP structure may
force him to forgo useful income tax planning because of estate tax planning that he doesn’t
need.
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When someone dies, the assets in his or her estate (real estate, stocks, etc.) receive a step-up in
basis to their fair market value on the date of death. This means the heirs can sell those assets
immediately without owing any capital gains tax. When a credit shelter trust is funded, its assets
will have this stepped-up basis, but when a surviving spouse later dies, those assets will not receive
a step-up in basis again, resulting in an almost-certain tax bill. At a time when the estate tax
affected many Americans, the risk of owing capital gains tax was worth taking in order to avoid
the hefty estate tax. Now that each person can leave over $11 Million to his family without estate
tax and spouses have the use of portability, there may be no reason to form a Credit Shelter Trust
and miss out on the opportunity to avoid capital gains tax.
Another point of consideration for Wills with formulaic Credit Shelter/ QTIP provisions is whether
the change in the estate tax laws coupled with the implementation of such formulae will result in
the inadvertent disinheritance of your client’s spouse or children. If your client’s will directs assets
equal in value to her remaining estate tax exemption into a trust for her children from her first
marriage, with all other assets directed to a trust for her current spouse, and her total estate is worth
less than $11 Million, her children will receive everything and her new spouse will receive nothing.
Attorneys should explore the merits of QTIP and disclaimer trust planning or Clayton QTIPs with
clients to ensure that the clients’ estate plans are flexible enough to move with the tax laws while
providing for the accomplishment of their personal goals.
A Brief Refresher on Portability
Beginning with the “Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act
of 2010,” the loss of a married person’s Exemption became a thing of the past, as “Portability”
became the law of the land. Essentially, for surviving spouses of individuals dying in 2011 and
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after, her or she may file a Federal estate tax return for his or her deceased spouse, and effectively
elect to inherit his or her spouse’s unused Exemption. For example, if Husband dies in a year with
an $11 Million Exemption, leaves $3 Million to his children and the rest of his estate to Wife, his
estate will have only used $3 Million of his Exemption, leaving $8 Million of Exemption
remaining. Wife may file a Federal estate tax return to elect portability, thereby adding Husband’s
unused $8 Million of Exemption to her $11 Million. Wife will thereafter have $19 Million of
Exemption to use to make gift tax-free gifts during her lifetime and to transfer her estate to children
and other beneficiaries upon her death.
A few important notes about portability:
• While estate tax exemption is “portable,” generation skipping transfer tax exemption is not.
• You can only “port” over the unused exemption of your last deceased spouse. So if your
wife dies and you port her unused $11 Million Exemption, and then you remarry someone
who dies with a $5 Million Exemption, you will no longer be entitled to Wife 1’s $11
Million Exemption, but instead, upon electing portability, only Wife 2’s $5 Million
Exemption.
If, however, in the above example, Husband uses all of Wife 1’s Exemption by making lifetime
gifts, and marries Wife 2 and then inherits her $5 Million Exemption, he will have gained the use
of $16 Million of Exemption from both wives!
Irrevocable Trusts
Painstaking attention to each detail of a client’s irrevocable trust must be explained and discussed
with clients prior to their execution and funding.
In the Georgia Supreme Court case of Gibson v. Gibson, 801 S.E.2d 40, 44, 301 Ga. 622, 625
(2017), Alina Gibson (Wife) appealed the trial court’s order granting her requested divorce from
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Stewart Gibson (Husband). She argued that the trial court erred by excluding approximately $3.2
million in assets from the marital estate which Husband had previously placed into two irrevocable
trusts. She argued that the property so placed in trust by her husband without her knowledge and
consent remains marital property; (2) Husband’s transfer of assets into the trusts was fraudulent;
and (3) Husband failed to properly transfer the assets in question into the trusts. The Court found
that trusts like those here were exempt from equitable division absent a finding of fraud, which the
trial court determined to be unsupported by evidence in the record, but Gibson left the door open
for future attacks to transfers to irrevocable trusts.
The lessons to be gleaned from Gibson are too numerous to fully explore in this paper, but
attorneys should be sure to advise their clients in writing that transfers to an irrevocable trust in
order to avoid the claims of future ex-spouses may be unwound as voidable (fraudulent) transfers,
and to obtain an affidavit from the client confirming that such fraud is not his/her intent. Further,
if an attorney is representing husband and wife in a joint engagement and one spouse is creating
and funding an irrevocable trust, the attorney, in an abundance of caution to avoid the future
unraveling of her brilliant work, should prepare and obtain a written acknowledgement from the
non-donor-spouse about his/her understanding of the creation of the irrevocable trust, his/her
familiarity with and understanding of the provisions included therein, his/her understanding of the
contemplated gift or purchase of assets from the Donor, and such written document should include
the non-donor-spouse’s approval and consent to the same.
A critically important definition to specifically highlight and discuss with a client when drafting
his/her irrevocable trust is the definition of “spouse,” “husband,” or “wife,” as the case may be.
Clients and attorneys alike will need to explore and balance the need to maintain flexibility in an
otherwise-unchangeable trust with meeting client expectations and goals. On one hand, your
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clients may be happily married today and want nothing more than to provide for one another; on
the other hand, they may be divorced tomorrow and want to sever all ties. In order to prevent one
spouse from providing for the other following divorce, the definition of “spouse” may be include
a qualification that such spouse be married to the Donor (or was married to such Donor at the time
of his/her death) in order to maintain his/her beneficial interest or position as Trustee. If a trust is
to provide for this restricted definition of “spouse,” both spouses should be aware of this.
Similarly, the definition of “children” should be carefully addressed. Should “children” include
only the mutual children of husband and wife, or should it include all children of the trust’s Donor
(potentially including children with a future spouse)?
Another major aspect of an irrevocable trust to consider is how the taxes for the trust estate are to
be paid. If a client establishes an intentionally defective grantor trust for the benefit of his spouse
and children, thereby requiring his payment of all income taxes associated with the trust, such
structure is certainly positive from the estate planning perspective, but what if the client divorces
his spouse? Will he still want to pay the taxes associated with the income generated by the trust
estate? Should he be allowed to toggle off grantor status at that point?
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PLANNING FOR DIVORCING CLIENTS
Statistics indicate that 40% to 50% of first marriages, 60% of second marriages and 73% of
third marriages end in divorce.
General Overview on Updating the Estate Plan
If a client who has not jointly-engaged her estate attorney with her spouse notifies the estate
attorney that she is contemplating divorce, the attorney would serve the client well to help her
establish a new will specifically providing that it is made in contemplation of divorce, and to have
the client sign such will prior to the filing of a legal action for divorce. Otherwise, once a divorce
action is filed, a “standing order” may prevent either spouse from revising his or her will until after
a divorce decree is issued. O.C.G.A. §19-1-1(b)(4) provides that “[u]pon the filing of any domestic
relations action, the court may issue a standing order in such action which “[e]njoins and restrains
each party from selling, encumbering, trading, contracting to sell, or otherwise disposing of or
removing from the jurisdiction of the court, without the permission of the court, any of the property
belonging to the parties except in the ordinary course of business or except in an emergency which
has been created by the other party to the action.” This likely includes an inability to create a new
will disposing of his/her estate, so if either spouse dies during the divorce process, the other spouse
may still inherit under the decedent’s will.
The good news for individuals who created wills and failed to consult with their estate attorneys
prior to filing for divorce is that, upon divorce, their former spouses are automatically excluded
from receiving any inheritance pursuant to the terms thereof. O.C.G.A. §53-4-49 provides, “[a]ll
provisions of a will made prior to a testator's final divorce or the annulment of the testator's
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marriage in which no provision is made in contemplation of such event shall take effect as if the
former spouse had predeceased the testator...”
Ultimately, if she makes it through the divorce alive and with capacity to do so, a divorcing or
divorced spouse will have the opportunity to update his or her will to exclude the former spouse.
He and she must be reminded that inheritance does not end with a will. The titling and beneficiary
designations for all non-probate assets must be revisited to avoid the situation in which a client’s
ex-spouse receives an unintended windfall of life insurance following his/her ex’s death.
Additionally, clients should be urged not to rely on the fact that their advance directives for health
care and financial powers of attorney exclude ex-spouses as bona fide agents following divorce,
and they should sign new such documents.
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1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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6SHFLDO7RSLFVLQ/LIH,QVXUDQFH


,UUHYRFDEOH/LIH,QVXUDQFH7UXVW ,/,7







+LVWRULFDOO\DFRUQHUVWRQHRIZHDOWKWUDQVIHUSODQQLQJVWUDWHJLHV
 Remove and amplify assets from insured’s gross estate
&UHDWHVFRQWURO FDQSURWHFWEHQHILFLDULHV
$FRPPRQFRQFHUQ—PDNLQJDQLUUHYRFDEOHGHFLVLRQ
 )OH[LELOLW\VHHPVWREHDNH\SODQQLQJREMHFWLYH
0RGHUQWUXVWFRGHSURYLGHVIOH[LELOLW\DQGRSSRUWXQLW\

QGWR'LH/LIH,QVXUDQFH

3D\DEOHRQWKHQG GHDWKRIWZRLQVXUHGV

%HFDPHSRSXODUDIWHUWKHXQOLPLWHGPDULWDOGHGXFWLRQEHFDPHODZDQGZKHQHVWDWHWD[HVZHUHDJUHDWHU
FRQFHUQ

0RUHDIIRUGDEOH
 *UHDWHUSUREDELOLW\WKDWQG GHDWKLVGHOD\HG

6RPHDSSOLFDWLRQVIRUQGWRGLHFRYHUDJH
 )DPLO\HTXDOL]DWLRQ
 ,QFRPHUHSODFHPHQW IDPLO\VXSSRUW– RYHU DERYHVLQJOHOLIHFRYHUDJH
 )LQDOH[SHQVHVFUHDWHGDWQG GHDWK
 6WDWHHVWDWH LQKHULWDQFHWD[HV
 ,QFRPHWD[HV– ,5' HJUHWLUHPHQWSODQV DQQXLW\GLVWULEXWLRQV
 0LVFHOODQHRXV– KRVSLWDOELOOVRXWVWDQGLQJOLDELOLWLHVOHJDOIHHVRQJRLQJH[SHQVHRISURSHUW\
 /HJDF\
 &KLOGUHQ JUDQGFKLOGUHQ PD[LPL]H*677D[H[HPSWLRQV
 &KDULW\

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\7UDQVIHUULQJWKH)DPLO\9DFDWLRQ+RPH




Bill and Mary’s beach house
 %LOODQG0DU\DUHERWK\HDUVROG
 Bill and Mary’s three children have continued the family tradition of
VSHQGLQJPRVWRIWKHVXPPHUVRQWKHVKRUH
 %LOODQG0DU\DORQJZLWKWKHLUWZR6RQVUHJXODUO\XVHWKHEHDFKKRXVH
KRZHYHUWKHLU'DXJKWHUOLYHVLQ1HZ<RUNDQGUDUHO\PDNHVWKHORQJWULS
 %LOOWKLQNVWKHZHOOPDLQWDLQHGEHDFKKRXVHZLOOEHZRUWKPLOOLRQDW
WKHLUGHDWKV
Bill and Mary’s concerns
 'DXJKWHUGRHVQRWXWLOL]HWKHEHDFKKRXVHDQGGRHVQRWZDQWWRGHDOZLWK
WKHSURSHUW\LQWKHIXWXUH
 (YHQWKRXJK'DXJKWHULVQRWLQWHUHVWHGLQWKHEHDFKKRXVH%LOODQG0DU\
ZRXOGOLNHWROHDYHHYHU\WKLQJHTXDOO\WRWKHWKUHHFKLOGUHQ
 %LOODQG0DU\NQRZKRZPXFKPRQH\DQGHIIRUWJRHVLQWRPDLQWDLQLQJWKH
KRXVHQRWVXUHWKHWZR6RQVZLOOEHDEOHWRDIIRUGWKHVHDGGLWLRQDO
H[SHQVHV
6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\7UDQVIHUULQJWKH)DPLO\9DFDWLRQ+RPH
Qualified Personal Residence Trust (QPRT) Solution


The QPRT Trust. %LOODQG0DU\HVWDEOLVKD4357ZLWKWKHLQWHQWLRQWRXVHWKHSURSHUW\GXULQJWKHWUXVWWHUP
 7UXVWSDVVHVWKHSURSHUW\WREHQHILFLDULHVDWWKHHQGRIDFHUWDLQWHUP
 ,I7HUPH[SLUHVEHIRUH%LOODQG0DU\%LOODQG0DU\FDQUHQWWKHYDFDWLRQKRPHIURPWKHEHQHILFLDULHV
 Property is specially valued using an IRS formula after taking into account Bill and Mary’s objectives
 *LIWLVDWD[DEOHJLIWDOEHLWDWDGLVFRXQW

OR
TrustOwned Life Insurance Solution




The Trust%LOODQG0DU\HVWDEOLVKD7UXVWZKLFKPD\LQFOXGHDQXPEHUVRISURYLVLRQVEXWVKRXOGDOVRLQFOXGH
 $OORZLQJIRUWKH7UXVWHHVWRSXUFKDVHEHDFKKRXVHIURPWKHHVWDWH
 &UHDWLQJDKRXVHFRPPLWWHHWRSURYLGHJXLGDQFHRQWKHPDQDJHPHQWDQGXVHRIWKHEHDFKKRXVHWRWKH
7UXVWHH
 3URYLGLQJDEX\LQRSWLRQIRU'DXJKWHUDQGKHUGHVFHQGDQWVLIWKH\ODWHUZLVKWREHLQYROYHG
 'HILQLQJKRXVHFRPPLWWHHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQLQWKHIXWXUHLQFOXGLQJDSSRLQWLQJDFRPPLWWHHPHPEHUZKRLVDQ
LQGHSHQGHQWQRQIDPLO\PHPEHU
Life Insurance Amount

,QRXUFDVHWKHFDOFXODWLRQLVPLOOLRQPDLQWHQDQFHIXQGIRUDWRWDORIPLOOLRQ'LYLGLQJE\WKH
WZRSDUWLFLSDWLQJFKLOGUHQWLPHVWKHWKUHHWRWDOFKLOGUHQHTXDOVPLOOLRQGHDWKEHQHILWQHHG
6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\7UDQVIHUULQJWKH)DPLO\9DFDWLRQ+RPH


Funding the Trust. %LOODQG0DU\IXQGWKH7UXVWZLWKDQDPRXQWVXIILFLHQWWR
SXUFKDVHDPLOOLRQOLIHLQVXUDQFHSROLF\
 \HDULISUHPLXPVDUHSODQQHGWREHSDLGDQQXDOO\
 1RQtaxable “&UXPPH\” gifts

 \HDULISUHPLXPVDUHSDLGRYHU\HDUV
 8WLOL]HGOLIHWLPHH[HPSWLRQ







Death of 2nd spouse. 7UXVWUHFHLYHVPLOOLRQLQFRPHWD[IUHH7UXVWZLOO
 Buy the beach house for $1.25 million, buy out Daughter’s share for

 /HDYLQJWKHKRXVHDQGDLQLWLDOPDLQWHQDQFHIXQGIRUWKHWZR
6RQV
Option to buy back in. ,I'DXJKWHURUKHUFKLOGUHQZLVKWREX\EDFNLQWKHUHLV
DSURYLVLRQDOORZLQJDSXUFKDVHDWIDLUPDUNHWYDOXHDWWKHWLPHRIWKHEX\LQ
RESULT: /LIHLQVXUDQFHRIIHUVDVROXWLRQWRKHOSWKHIDPLO\HTXDOL]H
LQKHULWDQFHVSURYLGHOLTXLGLW\IRUIXWXUHPDLQWHQDQFHDQGDOORZIXWXUH
JHQHUDWLRQVWRHQMR\WKHIDPLO\KRPH

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\3ODQQLQJIRU&KLOGUHQ *UDQGFKLOGUHQ


6SHFLDOJUDQGSDUHQWJUDQGFKLOGUHODWLRQVKLS



&RPPRQFRQFHUQVRIJUDQGSDUHQWVIRUWKHLUJUDQGFKLOGUHQ





&ROOHJHHGXFDWLRQFRVWDQGVWXGHQWORDQGHEW



+RXVLQJDIIRUGDELOLW\



'HFOLQLQJHPSOR\HUSURYLGHGUHWLUHPHQWEHQHILWV



/RQJWHUPHFRQRPLFFRQFHUQV

2IWHQJUDQGSDUHQWVDUHLQDXQLTXHSRVLWLRQWRSURYLGHPHDQLQJIXOILQDQFLDOVXSSRUW
IRUWKHLUJUDQGFKLOGUHQ6RPHRIWKHPRUHFRPPRQFKRLFHVDUH



*LIWVRIFDVKRURWKHUSURSHUW\



6SHFLILFEHTXHVWE\ZLOORUWUXVW



&ROOHJHVDYLQJVSODQV



/LIHLQVXUDQFH

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\3ODQQLQJIRU*UDQGFKLOGUHQ



2EMHFWLYH$GGDVWDELOL]LQJHOHPHQWWRDQLQYHVWPHQWSRUWIROLR
+HOHQ
 \HDUROGZLGRZ
 PLOOLRQSRUWIROLRRIVWRFNVERQGVDQGUHDOHVWDWH


2EMHFWLYHV0DNHVXUHKHUFKLOGUHQ JUDQGFKLOGUHQUHFHLYHDPHDQLQJIXO
LQKHULWDQFHE\SURWHFWLQJWKHPRQH\VKHSODQVWRSDVVGRZQ



&RQFHUQ:KLOH+HOHQH[SHFWVWRHDUQUHWXUQRQKHULQYHVWPHQWVRYHUWLPH
VKHLVFRQFHUQHGWKDWKHUDFFRXQWVPD\XQGHUSHUIRUPRUKHUUHWLUHPHQWKHDOWK
H[SHQVHVPD\EHPRUHWKDQDQWLFLSDWHG



:HDOWKWUDQVIHUVWUDWHJ\
 $OORFDWHDQQXDOO\ RILQLWLDOLQYHVWPHQWSRUWIROLR WRDOLIH
LQVXUDQFHWUXVWWREX\WKHOLIHLQVXUDQFHSROLF\
 'HDWK%HQHILW PLOOLRQ)DFH$PRXQW3UHPLXPV3DLG
 By coupling the “Crummey” gifts with the automatic GST allocation,
SURFHHGVFDQEHH[HPSWIURPJHQHUDWLRQVNLSSLQJWUDQVIHUWD[HV

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\3ODQQLQJIRU*UDQGFKLOGUHQ


5(68/76$GGLQJDVWDELOL]LQJHOHPHQWWRDQLQYHVWPHQWSRUWIROLR
at 6%
A

Year

at 4%
B

B-A

Portfolio* less
Portfolio* without Insurance Premiums
Insurance Planning plus Death Benefit

Difference with
Life Insurance

A

B

B-A

Year

Portfolio* without
Insurance Planning

Portfolio* less
Insurance Premiums
plus Death Benefit

Difference with
Life Insurance

10 (age 70)

4,658,908

6,590,262

1,931,354

10 (age 70)

4,031,749

5,987,833

1,956,084

20 (age 80)

7,235,142

8,893,999

1,658,857

20 (age 80)

5,418,334

7,212,222

1,793,889

25 (age 85)

9,016,303

10,429,347

1,413,044

25 (age 85)

6,281,334

7,937,556

1,656,222

30 (age 90)

11,235,954

12,305,742

1,069,788

30 (age 90)

7,281,787

8,754,525

1,472,738

35 (age 95)

14,002,043

14,607,145

605,101

35 (age 95)

8,441,587

9,677,725

1,236,138

at 0%
A

$VVXPHVEOHQGHG
HIIHFWLYHLQFRPHWD[
UDWHRI

Year

Portfolio* without
Insurance Planning

B
Portfolio* less
Insurance Premiums plus
Death Benefit

B-A

10 (age 70)

3,000,000

5,000,000

2,000,000

20 (age 80)

3,000,000

5,000,000

2,000,000

25 (age 85)

3,000,000

5,000,000

2,000,000

30 (age 90)

3,000,000

5,000,000

2,000,000

35 (age 95)

3,000,000

5,000,000

2,000,000

Difference with Life
Insurance

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\3ODQQLQJIRU*UDQGFKLOGUHQ


5(68/76DW$JH$GGLQJDVWDELOL]LQJHOHPHQWWRDQLQYHVWPHQWSRUWIROLR

A

B

B-A

Portfolio
Investment
Return

Portfolio without
Insurance Planning

Portfolio less
Insurance Premiums plus
Death Benefit

Difference with Life
Insurance

% Increase to
Children/Grandchildren

6%

9,016,303

10,429,347

1,413,044

15.7%

4%

6,281,334

7,937,556

1,656,222

26.4%

0%

3,000,000

5,000,000

2,000,000

66.7%

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\3URWHFWLQJ/HJDF\'ROODUV8VLQJ/LIH,QVXUDQFH


0DQ\UHWLUHHVKDYHDGHTXDWHO\VDYHGIRUUHWLUHPHQWFDVKIORZQHHGV$VD
UHVXOWWKHVHUHWLUHHVGRQRWQHHGDGGLWLRQDOUHWLUHPHQWVXSSRUWIURPWKHLU
TXDOLILHGSODQV



8QXVHGTXDOLILHGSODQDVVHWVFDQEHYHU\WD[LQHIILFLHQW



,QVWHDGRIVSHQGLQJWKHXQQHHGHG5HTXLUHG0LQLPXP'LVWULEXWLRQVWKHDIWHU
WD[GLVWULEXWLRQVFDQEHDOORFDWHGWROLIHLQVXUDQFHDQGSURYLGHDPRUHHIILFLHQW
XVHRIWKHVHGROODUV

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\3URWHFWLQJ/HJDF\'ROODUV8VLQJ/LIH,QVXUDQFH





9LQFH  DQG%DUEDUD  GRQRWQHHGWKHLU50'V DSSUR[
DQQXDOO\DIWHUWD[ IRUUHWLUHPHQWFDVKIORZQHHGVDQGZDQWWRPD[LPL]HWKH
OHJDF\WRWKHLUFKLOGUHQDQGJUDQGFKLOGUHQ
7KH\GHFLGHGRQDQGWR'LH8QLYHUVDO/LIHSROLF\IXQGHGDW\HDUIRU
\HDUV
7KHSROLF\GHDWKEHQHILWSURMHFWVWRSURYLGHVXSHULRUOHJDF\WRWKHLUKHLUV
DFFHVVWRFDVKYDOXHDQGIUHHVXS50'VIRUXVHDIWHU\HDU
&RPSDULVRQRI/HJDFLHV)XQGHGZLWK50'V











<HDU





'HDWK%HQHILW/HJDF\











50'V&RPSXQGHGDW $IWHU7D[

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\3URWHFWLQJ/HJDF\'ROODUV8VLQJ/LIH,QVXUDQFH


3URMHFWLRQVRI,QYHVWHG50'VDQGQGWR'LH/LIH,QVXUDQFH

6XUYLYRUVKLS8QLYHUVDO/LIH
<HDU








50'V&RPSRXQGHG 3ROLF\&DVK
DW $IWHU7D[
6XUUHQGHU9DOXH








3ROLF\'HDWK
%HQHILW

















,55RQ
,QFRPH7D[)UHH
'HDWK%HQHILW








6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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Case Study 4: “Endow Your Annual Gift” – $&KDULWDEOH6WUDWHJ\


2IWHQDFKDULW\UHOLHVKHDYLO\RQWKHJHQHURVLW\RIDQQXDOJLIWVIURPGRQRUV
7KHVHJLIWVVXSSRUWWKHGD\WRGD\RSHUDWLRQVDQGSULPDU\IXQFWLRQVRIWKH
FKDULW\



Typically, annual gifts cease at the donor’s death; however, some donors may
GHVLUHWRVXSSRUWWKHFKDULW\LQSHUSHWXLW\



$OLIHLQVXUDQFHVWUDWHJ\PD\EHDQDWWUDFWLYHVROXWLRQ



$QDGGLWLRQDODQQXDODPRXQWJLIWHGLVXVHGWRSXUFKDVHDOLIHLQVXUDQFHSROLF\
owned by the charity, in an amount sufficient to replace the donor’s annual gift.

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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Case Study 4: “Endow Your Annual Gift” – $&KDULWDEOH6WUDWHJ\


$VVXPLQJDKLVWRULFDODQQXDOJLIWRIDQGWKDWDZLWKGUDZDOUDWHFDQ
EHVXVWDLQHGLQGHILQLWHO\WKHIROORZLQJFKDUWGHSLFWVVHYHUDOVFHQDULRVLQZKLFKD
PDUULHGFRXSOHPD\HQGRZWKHLUDQQXDOJLIWDWWKHODVWWRGLH
Donors

Male / 60
Female / 60
Male / 70
Female / 70
Male / 75
Female / 75



After-Tax IRR

Annual
Premium

Annual
After-Tax Cost*

@ Age 90

@ Age 95

3,055

2,139

8.2%

6.2%

4,510

3,157

12.8%

8.5%

7,010

4,907

15.8%

9.0%

$VVXPLQJWKH\HDUROGFOLHQWVWKH\ZRXOGLQFUHDVHWKHLUDQQXDOJLIWWR
 
 &OLHQWVUHFHLYHWD[GHGXFWLRQRI
 &KDULW\XVHVIRUFXUUHQWQHHGVDQGSD\VSUHPLXPIRUIXWXUH
EHQHILW
$VVXPHVDQHIIHFWLYHWD[UDWH

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\/LIH,QVXUDQFH&RPSOHPHQWVWKH5HWLUHPHQW3ODQ






*UD\VRQ  DQG/DXUHQERWKZRUNIXOOWLPH*UD\VRQLVDVXFFHVVIXO
H[HFXWLYH
7ZRFKLOGUHQDQGH[SHFWLQJDQHZEDE\
&RQFHUQV
 $GHTXDWHLQFRPHSURWHFWLRQ
 &DVKIORZLQUHWLUHPHQWDUHDOUHDG\PD[LPL]LQJUHWLUHPHQWSODQ
FRQWULEXWLRQV
6ROXWLRQ6XSSOHPHQWDO5HWLUHPHQW,QFRPHZLWK/LIH,QVXUDQFH
 'LVFUHWLRQDU\LQFRPHDOORFDWHGWR9DULDEOH8QLYHUVDO/LIHSROLF\ZLWK
PLOOLRQIDFHDPRXQW
 *UD\VRQLVWKHRZQHUDQG/DXUHQLVWKHEHQHILFLDU\
 7KH\SODQWRFRQWULEXWHDQQXDOO\IRU\HDUV
 $VDVHFRQGDU\EHQHILWWRWKHLQFRPHSURWHFWLRQWKH\LQWHQGWRXWLOL]HWKH
SROLF\WRVXSSOHPHQWUHWLUHPHQWFDVKIORZIRU\HDUVEHJLQQLQJDWDJH

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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&DVH6WXG\/LIH,QVXUDQFH&RPSOHPHQWVWKH5HWLUHPHQW3ODQ
Grayson pays a $40,000
annual premium for the
first 15 policy years

Grayson takes income
tax-free distributions
of $90,000 annually
for 20 years starting at
age 65 to supplement
his retirement income

By age 84, Grayson has
taken distributions of
$1.8 million. A
significant death
benefit remains while
the policy is in force.

(QGRI
<HDU

$JH

3UHPLXP

































































































5HWLUHPHQW
'LVWULEXWLRQ






















&DVK6XUUHQGHU
9DOXH








































'HDWK
%HQHILW








































During critical years,
the policy provides
valuable survivor
protection for
Lauren and their
children if Grayson
should pass away
prematurely.

At age 65, the $600,000
in premium
contributions has
grown, tax-deferred, to
over $1.15 million.

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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/RQJ7HUP&DUH,QVXUDQFH2SWLRQV
 7UDGLWLRQDO,QGLYLGXDO/7&3ROLF\
 *XDUDQWHHG5HQHZDEOH
 3RWHQWLDOULVNRILQFUHDVHGSUHPLXPV
 “Use it or lose it”

 /LIH,QVXUDQFHZLWKDQ$FFHOHUDWHG%HQHILW5LGHU
 0RQWKO\EHQHILWLVW\SLFDOO\4% of Face Amount “accelerated”
 /7&EHQHILWVUHFHLYHGUHGXFHWKHGHDWKEHQHILW

 $VVHW%DVHG/LIH/7&3ROLF\
 /LIH,QVXUDQFHEDVHGSROLF\ZLWKPLQLPDOOLIHEHQHILWVIRFXVHGRQ
SURYLGLQJ/7&EHQHILWV
 &RPELQDWLRQRI5HWXUQRI3UHPLXPV/LIH,QVXUDQFH/7&%HQHILWV

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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/LIH,QVXUDQFHZLWK$FFHOHUDWHG'HDWK%HQHILW5LGHU


$OVRNQRZQDV/LQNHG/LIH/7&3ROLF\



4XDOLILHG%HQHILW5LGHUVFODVVLILHGDV,5&6HFWLRQ%



&KDUDFWHULVWLFV
 )OH[LEOHSUHPLXPSD\PHQWV
 $OORZV/LIH,QVXUDQFHWREHDFFHOHUDWHGWRSD\/7&EHQHILWV
 +LJKHU/LIH,QVXUDQFHDPRXQWVWKDQ$VVHW%DVHG/LIH/7&
 /7&EHQHILWVUHFHLYHGUHGXFHWKH/LIH,QVXUDQFH'HDWK%HQHILW
 /LPLWHGGHVLJQRSWLRQV HJQRLQIODWLRQULGHU



Ideal for clients who view LTC as a secondary issue, but understand the need
for LTC insurance. Client wants some protection, but are also concerned they
may never utilize the LTC benefits.



&DQEHIXQGHGXVLQJFDVKYDOXHLQDQH[LVWLQJOLIHLQVXUDQFHYLD,5&6HFWD[
IUHHH[FKDQJH
6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
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([DPSOH/LIH,QVXUDQFHZLWK$FFHOHUDWHG'HDWK%HQHILW5LGHU
Plan Design – Female, 55
$QQXDO3UHPLXP
 WRDJH

/LIH,QVXUDQFH


/RQJ7HUP&DUH%HQHILWV


5HWXUQRI3UHPLXP
/LPLWHGWRH[WHQWRI
6XUUHQGHU9DOXH
LQWKHSROLF\

0RQWKO\%HQHILW

RI)DFH$PRXQW

%HQHILW'XUDWLRQ
0RQWKV#.PRQWK

,QIODWLRQ 1RW$YDLODEOH

$Q\/7&%HQHILWVUHFHLYHGZLOOUHGXFHWKH
/LIH,QVXUDQFHGHDWKEHQHILWGROODUIRUGROODU
6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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$VVHW%DVHG/LIH/7&3ROLF\


$OVRNQRZQDV/LQNHGRU+\EULG/LIH/7&3ROLF\



&KDUDFWHULVWLFV
 *XDUDQWHHGSURGXFWV
 ,I/7&EHQHILWVDUHQRWXVHG'HDWK%HQHILWLVSDLGWRWKHEHQHILFLDU\
 5HWXUQRISUHPLXPIHDWXUHLIOLTXLGLW\LVQHHGHG
 Remains an asset on the client’s net worth statement
 +LJKHULQLWLDOSUHPLXPRXWOD\ 0XOWL\HDUSD\PHQWVDUHDYDLODEOH



Ideal for clients who like the idea of selfinsurance and have the ability to
reposition lowyielding assets or “emergency funds” (e.g. cash or CDs)



&DQEHIXQGHGXVLQJFDVKYDOXHLQDQH[LVWLQJOLIHLQVXUDQFHYLD,5&6HFWD[
IUHHH[FKDQJH

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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([DPSOH$VVHW%DVHG3ROLF\

Plan Design – $100,000 Premium, Female, 55
/XPS6XP3UHPLXP

/RQJ7HUP&DUH%HQHILWV


5HWXUQRI3UHPLXP


/LIH,QVXUDQFH


0RQWKO\%HQHILW

%HQHILW'XUDWLRQ
<HDUV
$JH 7RWDO/7&%HQHILWV

,QIODWLRQ– 6LPSOH
,QIODWLRQ

$JH 0RQWKO\%HQHILW


$Q\/7&%HQHILWVUHFHLYHGZLOOUHGXFHWKH/LIH,QVXUDQFHGHDWKEHQHILWDQGUHWXUQRISUHPLXP
GROODUIRUGROODU
6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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([LVWLQJ3ROLF\$QDO\VLV3URFHVV5HYLHZ2EMHFWLYHVDQG1HHGV


Has the Client’s Life Insurance Needs Changed?
 5HWLUHG– LQFRPHSURWHFWLRQQRORQJHUQHHGHG
 &KDQJHLQWD[ODZFRYHUDJH RULJLQDOSXUSRVHREVROHWH
 &KDQJHLQHVWDWHSODQQLQJODQGVFDSH RWKHUZHDOWKWUDQVIHU
VWUDWHJLHVPRUHVXLWDEOHEHWWHUEHQHILW



Premiums No Longer Affordable
 &DVKIORZFKDQJHV
 3ROLF\XQGHUSHUIRUPDQFH



May Need Cash Quickly
 0HGLFDOH[SHQVHV
 'LYRUFH
 )LQDQFLDOWURXEOHV
 6XSSOHPHQWDOUHWLUHPHQWIXQGVQHHGHG

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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([LVWLQJ3ROLF\$QDO\VLV3URFHVV

,V&RYHUDJH
1HFHVVDU\"

([FKDQJHWR
$QQXLW\

([FKDQJHWR
3ROLF\ZLWK/7&
%HQHILWV

1R

<HV

2WKHU1HHGV"

,QVXUDEOH"

/DSVH

6XUUHQGHU

/LIH6HWWOHPHQW

1R

<HV

0RGLI\3ROLF\
'HVLJQWR0HHW
2EMHFWLYHVDV
%HVWDV3RVVLEOH

,V([FKDQJH
)DYRUDEOH"

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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([LVWLQJ3ROLF\$QDO\VLV3URFHVV:KHQ&RYHUDJHLV1HHGHG


If Coverage Is Needed (or a Portion of Coverage):
 Review current coverage and current objectives
 $PRXQW3UHPLXP'XUDWLRQ'HVLJQ&DVK)ORZ
 If client is insurable, a 1035 exchange may be beneficial
 7DNHDGYDQWDJHRISURGXFWLQQRYDWLRQV
 %HWWHUPRUWDOLW\WDEOHVORZHUFKDUJHV
 0RUHHIILFLHQWGHVLJQWRPHHWREMHFWLYHV
 &RQVLGHUDWLRQVVXUUHQGHUFKDUJHVFRQWHVWDELOLW\SHULRG
 If client is NOT insurable
 ([SORUHFKDQJLQJGHVLJQRIFRYHUDJH

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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([LVWLQJ3ROLF\$QDO\VLV3URFHVV:KHQ/LIH&RYHUDJHLV1RW1HHGHG



1035 TaxFree Exchange to an Annuity

 1HHGIRUIL[HGPRQWKO\LQFRPH
 1RLQVXUDELOLW\LVVXHV
 1RGHDWKEHQHILW

 *DLQLQOLIHSROLF\– WD[GHIHUUHGXQWLODQQXLWL]HG
 &RPSDUHWRLQFRPHWKURXJKZLWKGUDZDOVORDQVLQOLIHSROLF\

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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([LVWLQJ3ROLF\$QDO\VLV3URFHVV:KHQ/LIH&RYHUDJHLV1RW1HHGHG


1035 TaxFree Exchange to Policy with LTC Benefits
 1HHGIRU/7&FRYHUDJH

 0XVWEHLQVXUDEOHIRU/7&
 *DLQLQOLIHSROLF\QRWWD[HG– EHQHILWVSDLGXQGHUTXDOLILHG/7&
SROLFLHVDUHWD[IUHH
 $VVHWEDVHGFRYHUDJH/7&ULGHURUWUDGLWLRQDO/7&SROLF\
 'HDWKEHQHILWDQGVXUUHQGHUYDOXHDYDLODEOHZLWKDVVHWEDVHGRU
/7&ULGHUSROLFLHV

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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([LVWLQJ3ROLF\$QDO\VLV3URFHVV:KHQ/LIH&RYHUDJHLV1RW1HHGHG



Policy Lapse
 6WRSSD\LQJSUHPLXPVDQGSROLF\H[SHQVHVDQGRUSUHPLXP
UHTXLUHPHQWVFRQVXPHWKHUHPDLQLQJFDVKYDOXH
 FDVKYDOXHPHDQVWKHSROLF\ODSVHVDQGFRYHUDJHHQGV
 1RGHDWKEHQHILWQRSD\RXW
 ,IORDQRQSROLF\SRWHQWLDOWD[DWLRQDWRUGLQDU\LQFRPHUDWHV

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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([LVWLQJ3ROLF\$QDO\VLV3URFHVV:KHQ/LIH&RYHUDJHLV1RW1HHGHG


Policy Surrender

 “Cash policy out”
 &RYHUDJHHQGV– QRGHDWKEHQHILW
 3D\RXWLVDIUDFWLRQRIWKHGHDWKEHQHILW

 ,IVXUUHQGHUYDOXHJUHDWHUWKDQEDVLVWKHQJDLQLV
WD[DEOH RUGLQDU\LQFRPH 1,,7
 &RQVLGHUDWLRQV
 6XUUHQGHU&KDUJHV"
 3ROLF\/RDQ"

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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([LVWLQJ3ROLF\$QDO\VLV3URFHVV:KHQ/LIH&RYHUDJHLV1RW1HHGHG


Life Settlement
 UG SDUW\SXUFKDVHRISROLF\IRUYDOXHJHQHUDOO\JUHDWHUWKDQFDVK
YDOXHEXWOHVVWKDQWKHGHDWKEHQHILWDPRXQW
 )DFWRUVDJHKHDOWKPHGLFDOKLVWRU\OLIHH[SHFWDQF\SROLF\W\SH
SUHPLXPLQWHUHVWUDWHV
 &RQVLGHUDWLRQV
 ,QVXUHGPXVWEHFRPIRUWDEOHZLWKUG SDUW\RZQLQJFRYHUDJH
 0XVWDXWKRUL]HPHGLFDOUHFRUGVWREHJDWKHUHGE\RZQHULQIXWXUH
 3ROLF\FDQEHVROGDJDLQ
 ,IIDYRUDEOHRIIHUVKRXOG\RXVHOO"
 7D[DWLRQ– 5HY5XOLQJUHYRNHGE\7D[$FW
 *DLQRIFDVKYDOXHDERYHEDVLV !RUGLQDU\LQFRPH
 *DLQDERYHFDVKYDOXH !FDSLWDOJDLQV
6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
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,PSRUWDQW'LVFORVXUHV
7KLVLQIRUPDWLRQLVLQWHQGHGIRUHGXFDWLRQDOSXUSRVHVRQO\DQGVKRXOGQRWEHFRQVWUXHGDVDGYLFH\RXVKRXOGFRQVXOWZLWKDSURSHUO\TXDOLILHG
ILQDQFLDOSURIHVVLRQDOSULRUWRPDNLQJDQ\GHFLVLRQV
9DULDEOHOLIHLQVXUDQFHSURGXFWVDUHORQJWHUPLQYHVWPHQWVDQGPD\QRWEHVXLWDEOHIRUDOOLQYHVWRUV$QLQYHVWPHQWLQYDULDEOHOLIHLQVXUDQFHLV
VXEMHFWWRIOXFWXDWLQJYDOXHVRIWKHXQGHUO\LQJLQYHVWPHQWRSWLRQVDQGLWHQWDLOVULVNLQFOXGLQJWKHSRVVLEOHORVVRISULQFLSDO.
7KLVLQIRUPDWLRQKDVEHHQWDNHQIURPVRXUFHVZKLFKZHEHOLHYHWREHUHOLDEOHEXWWKHUHLVQRJXDUDQWHHDVWRLWVDFFXUDF\,WLVQRWD
UHSODFHPHQWIRUDQ\DFFRXQWVWDWHPHQWRUWUDQVDFWLRQFRQILUPDWLRQLVVXHGE\WKHSURYLGHU7KHGDWDVKRZQLQWKHUHSRUWZDVREWDLQHGGLUHFWO\
IURPWKHFDUULHUDQGZDVPDQXDOO\HQWHUHGE\1HDVH/DJDQD(GHQDQG&XOOH\,QF7KHILUPKDVPDGHUHDVRQDEOHVWHSVWRDFFXUDWHO\
UHSURGXFHWKHLQIRUPDWLRQIURPWKHRIILFLDOSURGXFWSURYLGHU
7KLVUHSRUWLVEHLQJJHQHUDWHGDVDFRXUWHV\LVIRULQIRUPDWLRQDOSXUSRVHVRQO\DQGLVQRWLQWHQGHGLQDQ\PDQQHUDVDUHSODFHPHQWIRU\RXU
RIILFLDODFFRXQWVWDWHPHQWVWUDQVDFWLRQFRQILUPDWLRQVRUWD[UHSRUWV<RXDUHHQFRXUDJHGWRFRPSDUHWKLVUHSRUWZLWK\RXURIILFLDODFFRXQW
VWDWHPHQWWKDW\RXUHFHLYHIURPWKHFDUULHURUSURGXFWSURYLGHU7KLVPDWHULDOLVQRWLQWHQGHGWRSUHVHQWDQRSLQLRQRQOHJDORUWD[PDWWHUV
3OHDVHFRQVXOWZLWK\RXUDWWRUQH\RUWD[DGYLVRUDVDSSOLFDEOH
9DULDEOH8QLYHUVDO/LIHLQVXUDQFHFRPELQHVWKHSURWHFWLRQDQGWD[DGYDQWDJHVRIOLIHLQVXUDQFHZLWKWKHLQYHVWPHQWSRWHQWLDORID
FRPSUHKHQVLYHVHOHFWLRQRIYDULDEOHLQYHVWPHQWRSWLRQV7KHLQVXUDQFHFRPSRQHQWSURYLGHVGHDWKEHQHILWFRYHUDJHDQGWKHYDULDEOH
FRPSRQHQWJLYHV\RXWKHIOH[LELOLW\WRSRWHQWLDOO\LQFUHDVHWKHSROLF\ VFDVKYDOXH
7KHSROLF\YDOXHVUHIOHFWFXUUHQWSROLF\FKDUJHVFXUUHQWFRVWRILQVXUDQFHUDWHVFXUUHQWPRUWDOLW\DQGH[SHQVHULVNFKDUJHVDYHUDJHIXQG
H[SHQVHVDQGWKHVWDWHGK\SRWKHWLFDOJURVVUDWHRIUHWXUQ7KHSROLF\YDOXHVDUHK\SRWKHWLFDOIRULOOXVWUDWLRQSXUSRVHVRQO\ DQGPD\QRWEHXVHG
WRSURMHFWRUSUHGLFWLQYHVWPHQWUHVXOWV 3ROLF\YDOXHVZLOOYDU\EDVHGRQWKHDFWXDOSHUIRUPDQFHRIVXEDFFRXQWLQYHVWPHQWVVHOHFWHGDFWXDO
LQVXUDQFHFKDUJHVRYHUWKHOLIHRIWKHSODQDQGWKHWLPLQJRISUHPLXPSD\PHQWV/RDQVDQGSDUWLDOZLWKGUDZDOVZLOOGHFUHDVHWKH GHDWKEHQHILW
DQGFDVKYDOXHDQGPD\EHVXEMHFWWRSROLF\OLPLWDWLRQVDQGLQFRPHWD[3OHDVHUHIHUWRWKHDWWDFKHGLOOXVWUDWLRQVIRULOOXVWUDWHGYDOXHVDVVXPLQJ
PD[LPXPSROLF\FKDUJHVDQGDUHWXUQ'HDWKEHQHILWJXDUDQWHHVRIYDULDEOHOLIHLQVXUDQFHSURGXFWVDUHVXEMHFWWRWKHFODLPVSD\LQJDELOLW\RI
WKHLQVXUDQFHFRPSDQ\7KLVVXPPDU\LVQRWFRPSOHWHZLWKRXWWKHDFWXDOLOOXVWUDWLRQV3OHDVHUHIHUWRWKHDFWXDOLOOXVWUDWLRQV DERXWWKH
JXDUDQWHHGHOHPHQWVRIWKHSROLF\DQGRWKHULPSRUWDQWGHWDLOV
,QYHVWRUVVKRXOGFRQVLGHUWKHLQYHVWPHQWREMHFWLYHVULVNVFKDUJHVDQGH[SHQVHVRIDQ\YDULDEOHSURGXFWFDUHIXOO\EHIRUHLQYHVWLQJ7KLVDQG
other important information about the investment company is contained in each carrier’s prospectus, which can be obtained by FDOOLQJ
3OHDVHUHDGLWFDUHIXOO\EHIRUH\RXLQYHVW)LOH

6HFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK0+ROGLQJV6HFXULWLHV,QFDUHJLVWHUHG%URNHU'HDOHU0HPEHU),15$6,3&
1/(&LVLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG
)25('8&$7,21$/385326(621/< '2(6127&2167,787($12))(5
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I.

Introduction
Estate disputes can arise for any number of reasons and at virtually every procedural step

of the probate process. The risk of dispute can be minimized, however, by careful planning:
including drafting and executing a Will as well as working with your client to plan for efficient
estate administration once the Will is admitted to probate. My name is Ray Smith and I have
been practicing law for 31 years and litigating in the area of Estate and Probate matters
throughout. During this presentation, attorney Bill Witcher and I will take you through common
issues we see in an Estate case, and we will also look at ways one can avoid litigation when
dealing with Estate matters.
The probate of an estate generally begins in one of two ways: with the filing of a petition
for letters of administration (in situations where the decedent died intestate) or a petition to
probate an existing will. Disputes may arise even at this stage which is why we, as attorneys,
should help to ensure that our clients give careful thought not only to their final wishes for
distribution of their property, but also to the persons why choose to administer their estate.
Will contests, which occur when a party files a caveat prior to a will being admitted to
probate, typically involve questions of whether the decedent was competent to make the will at
issue or whether the will was the result of undue influence. Other issues regarding the validity of
a will can include matters as simple as whether the formalities of the will were met (e.g.,
signature requirements and sufficient number of witnesses). A petitioner can defend these
allegations procedurally (by asserting that the caveator does not have an interest in the estate and
thus lacks standing) as well as substantively on the merits. Proactively ensuring that all of the
statutory formalities are adhered to as well as making a record of the client’s competence when
signing the Will are areas where attorneys can be helpful in minimizing disputes.
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Disputes will often arise after a will has been admitted to probate even if the will is not
challenged. These post-probate disputes include, for instance, allegations that the executor of the
estate has failed to properly carry out his duties of administration. Common allegations are that
the executor has a conflict of interest, is engaged in self-dealing, has failed to provide required
accountings, or failed to properly and/or promptly make distributions.
Of course, even the most vigilant attorneys cannot prevent all litigation because long
standing family tensions may be exacerbated by the probate of an estate, or new issues may be
created. These tensions also can often make estate disputes particularly acrimonious. Moreover,
there may be genuine problems with a will or administration of the estate that cannot be
prevented despite our best efforts. However, we can reduce the likelihood that certain types of
disputes will arise and also reduce the likelihood that an opposing claim will be successful.
We will start by taking you through some of the common estates dispute issues and will
then provide an overview of some of the areas where lawyers may help to minimize a potential
conflict. But it is important to remember that estate cases are not one-size-fits all, but rather can
involve the application of general rules to fact-intensive disputes. While these disputes may be
acrimonious and hard fought, avoidance of disputes with well-crafted estate plans is possible and
settlement after a dispute arises is a possibility that is achieved in a large number of cases.
II. Caveats
There are several reasons that a will may be deemed invalid, requiring either that the
assets be distributed as though the testator died intestate or that an alternate will control. This can
be due to a procedural or technical failure, an affirmative decision, or act by the testator prior to
his or her death, a change in the stated intention of the testator during his or her life, or the
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circumstance under which the will was executed. As attorneys, our job is to ensure that all of the
formalities are adhered to and that our clients understand the different implications of the same.
A. Incapacity
The ability to make a will is considered a “valuable right” under the law. Curry v.
Sutherland, 279 Ga. 489 (2005). Accordingly, the Code explicitly states that, “[e]very individual
14 years of age or older may make a will, unless laboring under some legal disability arising
either from a want of capacity or a want of perfect liberty of action.” O.C.G.A. § 53-4-10(a).
Simply defined, “[t]estamentary capacity exists when the testator has a decided and
rational desire as to the disposition of property.” O.C.G.A. § 53-4-11(a). Interestingly, incapacity
to contract is broader than is testamentary incapacity; in other words, a person who would not be
found to be able to enter into a contract may nevertheless have capacity to make a will. O.C.G.A.
§ 53-4-11(b).
Even insanity does not preclude making a will if the will is executed “during a lucid
interval”, and neither does monomania “if the will is in no way connected to the monomania.”
O.C.G.A. § 53-4-11(c). The main test in these situations is “that the will expresses the wishes of
the testator unbiased by the insanity or monomania with which the testator is affected.” Id.
Finally, and likely most importantly, the Code expressly notes that “[n]either advancing age nor
weakness of intellect nor eccentricity of habit or thought” disqualifies an individual from making
a will. O.C.G.A. § 53-4-11(d). Given these considerable lengths to which the Code goes to
permit individuals to make a will, it is clear that a finding of incapacity is not favored.
A testator is deemed to have possessed the mental capacity to make a will if he or she
“understood that a will had the effect of disposing of [his or her] property at the time of [his or
her] death, was capable of remembering generally what property was subject to disposition by will
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and remembering those persons related to [him or her], and was capable of expressing an intelligent
scheme of disposition.” Ashford v. Van Home, 276 Ga. 636, 637 (2003) (quoting Ouarterman v.
Ouarterman. 268 Ga. 807 (1997)). A self-proving affidavit can establish a prima facie case that
the testator had sufficient mental capacity to make a will and that he or she acted freely and
voluntarily in doing so. See e.g., Reeves v. Webb, 297 Ga. 405, 408-409 (2015) (quoting Singelman
v. Singelman, 273 Ga. 894, 896 (2001)).
Because advanced age or failing health may prompt people to make or revisit their wills,
many disputes as to the capacity of a testator revolve around the testator’s mental health at the time
the will was executed. However, it is not sufficient for a caveator to simply allege that he or she
was concerned that the testator may not have been fully mentally health. For example, a showing
that a testator had some forgetfulness at the time the will was executed is insufficient to
demonstrate a lack of testamentary capacity. See Andrews v. Rentz, 266 Ga. 782, 783 (1996).
Medical documentation indicating that the testator had or may have had early forms of dementia
has also been found insufficient to deprive a testator of the right to make a will, where it is shown
that the testator understood what he or she was doing. See Pope v. McWilliams, 280 Ga. 741, 745
(2006) see also Curry, 279 Ga. at 490 (upholding summary judgment in favor of propounder where
the word “dementia” appeared on one medical record). And, even if a testator suffered brain
damage and was disabled, but the evidence shows that he was not “continuously disabled over a
period which would have included the date of execution of the will” and the witnesses to the will’s
execution testify that the testator had capacity on the day the will was signed, capacity still exists.
Dean v. Morsman, 254 Ga. 169, 173 (1985).
Nevertheless, at times, the circumstances of the testator at the time of execution of the
will necessitate a finding that the will could not have expressed the testator’s wishes. In these
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circumstances, a will may be invalidated. In Murchison v. Smith, 270 Ga. 169 (1998), the testator
was suffering from terminal lung cancer. The month after her initial diagnosis, she executed a
will which left most of her estate to her brother-in-law and his wife, who were her caretakers. Id.
at 169. Approximately six weeks later, and one month before her death, she executed a second
will. Id. at 169-70. The beneficiary of the second will argued that the second will acted to revoke
the first. Id. at 170. The Court noted that “[t]he issue of revocation is dependent upon evidence of
the testatrix’s mental capacity [at] the time of alleged revocation and of execution of the second
will.” Id. at 171. The testator’s health was described as “deteriorating.” Here is a quote from the
case, so you can understand the actual condition of the testator:
Witnesses described her as depressed, very irritable, fearful, “not too
clear,” and that sometimes she “just rambled,” and her mind had
begun to waver. A physician inquired if she was “senile” because of
her responses. In March 1995, Ms. Smith was said to be crying
constantly, unclear in thought, “speaking out in different tones of
voices,” hallucinating at times, and susceptible to any suggestion. A
witness testified that on March 19, 1995, the day before Murchison
accompanied Ms. Smith to the probate court to withdraw the
January will and file the later one, Ms. Smith's state of mind was “in
and out, going and coming.” There was also testimony that
Murchison had Ms. Smith sign or initial a document on April 13,
1995, three days before Ms. Smith died, while Smith was
hospitalized, on constant pain medication, and “about dead” and
“out of it.”
Id. at 172. Under these circumstances, the Court found “sufficient evidence to
support a finding of [the testator’s] lack of testamentary capacity, and therefore,
lack of intent to revoke the [first] will.” Id. at 172-73. Accordingly, the Court
upheld the trial court’s judgment on the verdict that the second will was invalid. Id.
So, as you can see, our laws favor a finding of capacity and lean toward
validity of wills where possible; however, it is nevertheless important to be aware
of and on the lookout for signs of incapacity when dealing with a will.
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B. Undue Influence
Also, in keeping with the prioritization of the wishes of the decedent above all else, and
often intertwined with the testator’s capacity, a will can be invalidated if improper pressure
applied by a third party influenced the decedent to create a will that did not reflect his or her own
wishes. So another thing to watch out for is undue influence on the testator. Pursuant to
O.C.G.A. § 53-4-12, “[a] will must be freely and voluntarily executed. A will is not valid if
anything destroys the testator's freedom of volition, such as fraudulent practices upon the
testator's fears, affections, or sympathies; misrepresentation; duress; or undue influence whereby
the will of another is substituted for the wishes of the testator.”
“Undue influence sufficient to invalidate a will amounts to deception or force and
coercion operating on the testator at the time of execution such that the testator is deprived of
free agency and the will of another is substituted for [hers].” See Holland v. Holland. 277 Ga.
792, 793 (2004); citing Ouarterman v. Ouarterman. 268 Ga. 807 (1997). A presumption of
undue influence arises “when it is shown that the will was made at the request of a person who
receives a substantial benefit, who is not a natural object of the maker's estate, and who held a
confidential relationship with the testator.” See Holland, 277 Ga. at 793 (quoting Andrews v.
Rentz, 266 Ga. 783 (1996)).
Just because an individual was present during the creation of the Will, that does not rise to
the level of undue influence. See Dean v. Morsman, 254 Ga. 169 (1985); see also Holland v.
Holland. 277 Ga. 792, 793, (2004); Pope v. McWilliams, 280 Ga. 741 (2006); Andrews v. Rentz,
266 Ga. 782 (1996). In Holland, there was no undue influence, despite evidence that the
propounder suggested that the testator make a will in his favor. In Pope, summary judgment was
upheld in favor of propounder despite evidence that the propounder encouraged the testator to
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make a new will and was present at the execution of the will. In Dean, there was no undue
influence despite the fact that the propounder paid for the testator's will. And finally, in Andrews,
the Georgia Supreme Court sustained a directed verdict in favor of the propounder even though
the propounder was present at the signing of the will.
The Georgia Supreme Court case of Milbourne v. Milbourne, 301 Ga. 111 (2017) is also very
informative. The Court noted that “‘[u]ndue influence to procure a will may take many forms
and may operate through diverse channels’ and that ‘the existence and effective power of undue
influence can rarely be shown except by circumstantial evidence.’” Id. at 116. Among the factors
that may support a claim of undue influence are “evidence of a confidential relation between the
parties, the reasonableness or unreasonableness of the disposition of the testator’s estate, old age,
or disease affecting the strength of the mind.” Dyer v. Souther, 272 Ga. 263, 264-5 (2000). As to
the age and health of the testator, the amount of influence necessary to dominate a mind impaired
by age or disease may be less than that required to control a strong mind.” Id. The Court added
that, “when a beneficiary under a will occupies a confidential relationship with the testator, is not
the natural object of the testator’s bounty, and takes an active part in the planning, preparation, or
execution of the will, a rebuttable presumption of undue influence arises.” Id. at 117 (citing
Davidson v. Hines, 291 Ga. 434, 437 (2012).
In Milbourne, the caveator set forth evidence that the testator’s sister and caretaker had
exerted undue influence over the testator. Specifically, the record showed her position as the
testator’s guardian, her emotional control over him, the fact of the testator’s having suffered
brain damage, that she had made “extensive budgetary requests” and stated that “it was her turn
to get paid,” and that she had played a role in the creation of the will. Id. The caretaker sought
out the attorney who drafted the will, drove the testator to and from the attorney’s office, and
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paid the attorney’s bill. Id. Additionally, there was evidence that she visited the attorney’s office
multiple times even without the testator, filled out the client information form herself, and may
have isolated the testator from others including his daughter. Id. Finally, there was evidence that
the caretaker “induced in [the testator] a fear of adult care facilities and then threatened [him]
that he would be sent back to one.” Id. While “[t]he indulgence of mere suspicion of undue
influence cannot be allowed,” id. (citing Harper v. Harper, 274 Ga. 542 (2001)), “here, the
evidence reflected more than a mere opportunity … to exert influence on [the testator.” Id.; see
also Bean v. Wilson, 283 Ga. 511, 512 (2008). Compare Lipscomb v. Young, 284 Ga. 835 (2009)
(finding “simply no evidence” that the proponent and beneficiary exerted influence over the
making of the will”).
C. Statutory Formalities
As attorneys it is also important for us to ensure that statutory formalities have been followed in
the execution of a will under the laws of this State. Georgia law provides considerable guidance
both in what differentiates a will from other instruments of conveyance and in what formalities
are required for a will to be deemed valid. O.C.G.A. § 53-4-3 provides as follows:
No particular form is necessary to constitute a will. To determine
whether an instrument is a will, the test is the intention of the maker
to be gathered from the whole instrument, read in light of the
surrounding circumstances. If the intention is to convey a present
interest, though the possession is postponed until after death, the
instrument is not a will. If the intention is to convey an interest
accruing and having effect only at death, the instrument is a will.

1. Execution and Witnesses
Although a will is not required to take a “particular form,” there are specific execution
and attestation requirements. O.C.G.A. § 53-4-20 provides guidance on this issue:
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(a)

A will shall be in writing and shall be signed by the testator or by
some other individual in the testator’s presence and at the testator’s
express direction. A testator may sign by mark or by any name that
is intended to authenticate the instrument as the testator’s will.

(b)

A will shall be attested and subscribed in the presence of the testator
by two or more competent witnesses. A witness to a will may attest
by mark. Another individual may not subscribe the name of a
witness, even in that witness’s presence and at that witness’s
direction.

(c)

A codicil shall be executed by the testator and attested and
subscribed the witnesses with the same formality as a will.

Moreover, “[k]knowledge of the contents of a will by the testator is necessary to the
validity of a will. If the testator can read, the testator’s signature or acknowledgment of that
signature is presumed to show such knowledge.” O.C.G.A. §53-4-21. A witness must be
competent and at least fourteen years old at the time that the will is executed. O.C.G.A. § 53-422. If a witness to a will is also a beneficiary of the will, the gift to the witness is void unless at
least two additional witnesses subscribe to the will who are not beneficiaries. O.C.G.A. § 53-423. However, if a witness’s spouse is a beneficiary, the witness is competent, with the fact of the
gift to the witness’s spouse merely bearing on the witness’s credibility. Id.
These disputes are perhaps some of the easiest to avoid by ensuring that a formal will
execution ceremony occurs that complies with the statutory formalities. Best practices include
developing an “execution ceremony checklist” that is then followed for each and every will
execution of your clients. By having a checklist and never straying from the procedure set forth
in the checklist, you will be able to testify that you followed a certain procedure. Because you
may have to testify in any given case in which you prepared a will, it can be helpful to fill out the
checklist and place it in the file as possible evidence. This will not only help refresh your
recollection if it becomes necessary to testify but may be useful evidence upon which a jury can
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rely. The checklist and execution ceremony should be carefully constructed to ensure that not
only all of the statutory formalities are complied with but also that the witnesses can testify as to
the competency of the testator. There are a few essential tasks that may be completed before the
actual ceremony. The testator and two or more witnesses should attend the signing ceremony,
with the witnesses being in the line of vision of the testator as he signs the will.
2. Self-Proving Will
The Georgia Code provides for a means by which a will may be admitted to probate
without the testimony of any subscribing witness. This procedure is called a self-proving will.
O.C.G.A. § 53-4-24 provides instruction on this:
(a)

At the time of its execution or at any subsequent date during the
lifetime of the testator and the witnesses, a will or codicil may be
made self-proved and the testimony of the witnesses in the probate
regarding such will may be made unnecessary by the affidavits of
the testator and the attesting witnesses made before a notary public.
The affidavit and certificate provided in subsection (b) of this Code
section shall be the only prerequisites of a self-proved will or
codicil.
…

(c)

A self-proved will or codicil may be admitted to probate without the
testimony of any subscribing witness, but otherwise it shall be
treated no differently from a will or codicil that is not self-proved.
In particular, without limiting the generality of the foregoing
sentence, a self-proved will or codicil may be contested, revoked, or
amended in exactly the same fashion as a will or codicil that is not
self-proved.

A self-proving affidavit “is a sworn statement that the will has been duly executed
[and] creates a rebuttable presumption that the requirements of signature and
attestation were met without the need for live testimony or affidavits from the will’s
witnesses.” Duncan v. More, 275 Ga. 656, 657 (2002).
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D. Revocation
Because the underlying intention of estate law is to carry out the wishes of the testator,
the Georgia Code explicitly provides that “[a] will may be changed or revoked by the testator at
any time prior to the testator’s death.” O.C.G.A. § 53-4-40. Thus, if a caveator believes that the
will presented for probate was affirmatively revoked prior to the decedent’s death, the caveator
can present evidence that the will was no longer valid even before the decedent died.
A testator desiring to revoke his or her previously executed will can do so in a few
different ways. Importantly, “[i]n all cases of revocation, the intent to revoke is necessary.”
O.C.G.A. § 53-4-41. Therefore, the accidental occurrence of a condition that might otherwise
constitute revocation is ineffective to revoke the will if revocation was not the actual intent of the
testator. However, this does not mean that the testator’s intent is required to be explicitly set out,
as a “revocation may be express or implied.” O.C.G.A. § 53-4-42(a).
1. Express Revocation
“[U]nder Georgia law, there are only two ways to expressly revoke a will: by so stating in
a subsequent will or legal document, or by ‘destruction or obliteration of the will done by the
testator with an intent to revoke, or by another at the testator’s direction.’” Milbourne v.
Milbourne, 301 Ga. 111, 119 (2017) (citing O.C.G.A. § 53-4-44). In other words, express
revocation occurs when a testator “by writing or action expressly annuls a will.” O.C.G.A. § 534-42(b). When properly effected, “[a]n express revocation takes effect instantly.” O.C.G.A. § 534-42(b).
a. By Written Instrument
Express revocation by writing only carries its full and instantaneous effect if it is
“executed, subscribed, and attested with the same formality as required for a will.” O.C.G.A. §
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53-3-43. Other instruments lacking the formalities of a will may be instructive of the testator’s
intent, but do not have the effect of an express revocation. See Harper v. Harper, 281 Ga. 25, 27
(2006) (overturning denial of summary judgment by finding no issue of material fact as to the
existence of an express revocation where there is no evidence of a subsequent writing executed
with the formalities of a will).
b. By Destruction or Obliteration
i. Complete Destruction
In addition to executing a written document that formally revokes or overrides a previous
will, a testator can revoke a will by the “destruction or obliteration of the will done by the
testator with an intent to revoke or by another at the testator’s direction.” O.C.G.A. § 53-4-44.
The inclusion of these two discrete elements—intent to revoke and actual destruction—prevent
accidental revocation. While ensuring that a will is not invalidated by inadvertent damage to the
physical document is the more obvious impact of this Code provision, Georgia courts have also
been careful to note that intent to revoke without the corresponding destruction is likewise
insufficient.
Joint operation of act and intention is necessary to revoke a will. The
destroying of a will without intention to revoke it would not revoke
the will, neither would the intention to destroy a will without
actually doing so revoke the will; there must be both.
Payne v. Payne, 213 Ga. 613, 615 (1957); Baucum v. Harper, 176 Ga. 296, 301 (1933). It is the
burden of the caveator to “show both that the testator made the material obliterations or directed
another to do so and that the testator intended for this act to revoke the will.” Lovell v. Anderson,
272 Ga. 675, 677 (2000).
In Milbourne v. Milbourne, 301 Ga. 111, 118-19 (2017), a caveator argued that a testator
had revoked his will because he had explicitly told his caretaker that he no longer wanted the
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will and that the caretaker therefore had an affirmative obligation to destroy the will on his
behalf. The Court first held that the statement was not “a sufficient revocatory act in and of
itself.” Id.; see also Driver v. Sheffield, 211 Ga. 316, 316 (1955) (“[R]evocation of a will cannot
be established by proof of parol declarations by the testator.”); Harper v. Harper, 281 Ga. 25, 27
(2006) (rejecting parol evidence to prove revocation “because it puts us in danger of returning to
the days of revocation by oral declaration”). The Court then added that, because the parties
agreed that neither the testator nor his caretaker in fact took any steps to obliterated the will,
revocation had not occurred. Milbourne, 301 Ga. at 119. Although “the law does not require that
the testator in particular perform the act of destruction … the law does require that someone
perform the act of destruction.” Id.; see also Wells v. Jackson, 265 Ga. 181, 183 (1995)
(“Revocation is not accomplished by the maker’s unsuccessful attempt to destroy or obliterate.”).
Even affirmative steps by a testator to destroy a will, if unsuccessful, has been deemed
insufficient to revoke. In Payne, caveators alleged that the testator had revoked his will by
throwing the instrument into the fire, stating “I am going to get rid of this damn will right now,”
and walking out of the room. Payne, 213 Ga. at 613. However, the testator’s wife removed it
from the fire before it was destroyed. Id.
[A] photostatic copy of the will … show[ed] a slight singeing of the
cover sheet and a ragged left edge of the cover sheet, and the two
sheets on which the will was written, but no word contained in the
will [was] destroyed or rendered obscure in the slightest degree.
Id. at 614. The Court summarized the question before it as whether “an attempt by the testator to
destroy his will with an intention to revoke it effects its revocation.” Id. at 615. Fearing that to
allow a failed attempt to constitute revocation would “open wide the gate to fraud,” the Court
construed the statute strictly and declared the will to be valid. Id.
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ii. Partial Destruction
A possible complication arises relating to destruction of a will if only certain portions of
the will are destroyed, obliterated, or altered. Neither revocation in part by obliteration nor
alteration by notation are allowed in Georgia, Peterson v. Harrell, 286 Ga. 546, 548 (2010)
(citing Morris v. Bullock, 185 Ga. 12 (1937)), so when a provision of a will is struck through or
edited, the question becomes whether the altered will should be deemed revoked in full or
effective as originally drafted. In an effort to clarify this situation, O.C.G.A. § 53-4-44 states,
“The intent to revoke shall be presumed from the obliteration or cancellation of a material
portion of the will, but such presumption may be overcome by a preponderance of the evidence.”
“The question of whether or not the canceled provision is ‘material’ is one of law.”
Carter v. First United Methodist Church, 246 Ga. 352, 354 (1980). The Georgia Supreme Court
has found provisions material if they “directly affect[] the distribution of all property in the
estate.” Lovell, 272 Ga. at 676. And, a term need not be “essential”, as “the language of the code
indicates that it does not use the word in so restricted a meaning.” Hartz v. Sobel, 136 Ga. 565,
578 (1911). Unfortunately, exactly how to apply these standards is not thoroughly explained in
Georgia authority. In Lovell, the Georgia Supreme Court deemed the striking out of two out of
four beneficiaries to be material. Lovell, 272 Ga. at 676. In Mosley v. Lancaster, 296 Ga. 862,
868 (2015), the focus appeared to be on the amount of obliterating markings rather than the
substance, as the Georgia Supreme Court determined that a material portion of the will was
eliminated when the markings were “so extensive that it could not be determined, even by an
experienced lawyer, what she intended to remove and what, if anything, was intended to
remain.”
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Another possible source of dispute is the question of what type of marking is sufficient to
be deemed an “obliteration.” Courts have found that the mere “drawing of pencil lines through
provisions of a will is a sufficient ‘cancelling.’” Carter v. First United Methodist Church, 246
Ga. 352, 354 (1980) (citing McIntyre v. McIntyre, 120 Ga. 67, 70 (1904)); see also Peterson, 286
Ga. at 546. Thus, the marking need not obscure the entire provision, and can even be erasable,
and still the marking can be deemed an obliteration constituting cancellation. In Carter, pencil
marks were made diagonally through the property disposition provisions. 246 Ga. at 352. In King
v. Bennett, 215 Ga. 345 (1959), a will was torn into four pieces and the signature was torn from
it. In Morris v. Bullock, 185 Ga. 12 (1937), a note was written in the margin contradicting the
terms of the will. And in Hartz v. Sobel, 136 Ga. 565 (1911), the testatrix had cut out certain
words from the purported will. And in McIntyre, pencil lines had been drawn through portions,
including the signatures of the testator and witnesses, and blank papers were pasted over certain
clauses through which lines had been drawn. 120 Ga. at 67. In each of these cases, the markings
or destruction were deemed sufficient to trigger the presumption of revocation.
By contrast, in Wells v. Jackson, 265 Ga. 181, 182 (1995), “the marks were described by
witnesses as smudges or a water stain. All agreed that the legibility of the names of the
beneficiaries was in no way obscured by the smudges.” “The attorney who drew the will
compared the original containing the smudges with a copy made the day of execution and
maintained in an office file and concluded that the names were identical.” Id. at 182-83. Thus,
the Supreme Court of Georgia determined that the trial court had correctly admitted the will to
probate because, in contrast to the cases listed above, “[t]here [was] no evidence … that an
obliteration or cancellation in fact occurred.” Id.
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The final issue influencing whether the presumption of revocation comes into effect
surrounds any uncertainty as to whether the obliteration was truly made by or at the direction of
the testator. “When an obliterated will is found among the testator's effects or in his custody, a
common law presumption arises that the testator made the obliterations.” Lovell, 272 Ga. at 677.
For instance, in that case, the will was found in the testator’s pickup truck. Id. The Court
presumed that the testator had made the obliterations because “a vehicle may be particularly
personal to its owner” and “may be a repository for a testator’s effects.” Id. Similarly, in Morris,
“the alteration [was] presumed to have been made by the testatrix, since the paper was found in a
safety-deposit box in a bank with her other effects after her death.” 185 Ga. at 25.
Once it is established that obliteration of a material portion of a will was enacted by the
testator, triggering the presumption of revocation, a propounder seeking to probate the will must
overcome the presumption by providing evidence that shows the testator did not intend by the
obliteration to revoke the entire will. If the evidence shows that the testator desired only to alter
or eliminate the particular provision, the entire will is not revoked, as the testator would have
lacked the second condition—intentionality—required by the Code. See Peterson, 286 Ga. at
547-48. Because piecemeal revocation or alteration is not permitted without the requisite
attestation, such evidence will allow the will to be probated and the alterations or obliterations
are discarded by the court.
The facts of the Peterson case are illustrative. At some time after the execution of the
will, the testator struck through the names of all successor beneficiaries, as well as language
regarding a successor executor and trustee. Id. at 546. “None of the strike-throughs were
witnessed or attested to.” Id. The testator also wrote the name of a different executor near the
bottom of the document. Id. The Supreme Court found
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that the will was found in good condition on the testator’s desk
among her personal papers. It bore the signatures of both testator
and her subscribing witnesses and set out a primary bequest …
which remained intact. Handwritten alterations … were initialed by
testator and she added language to the will indicating her desire to
substitute … her executrix. As found by the trial court, this evidence
clearly indicates testator’s intent to cancel only certain provisions of
the will, not an intent to revoke the will in its entirety as required for
revocation under O.C.G.A. § 53-4-44.
Id. at 547. Thus, the evidence of the testator’s intent, namely that the will should remain in
effect, overcame the presumption, and the will was properly admitted to probate. Id.; see also
Morris, 185 Ga. at 25 (finding “that the alteration made in the will in this case … shows clearly
that the intention of the testatrix was only to revoke the second item of the will” rather than to act
as complete revocation).
A similar holding was made in Carter v. First United Methodist Church, 246 Ga 352
(1980). There, an executed, but marked up, will was found among the testator’s personal papers
alongside a new will that was “captioned as her will but unsigned and unwitnessed.” Id. at 352.
The Court applied the doctrine of dependent relative revocation or conditional revocation,
stating:
The mere fact that the testator intended to make a new will, or made
one which failed of effect, will not alone, in every case, prevent a
cancellation or obliteration of a will from operating as a revocation.
If it is clear that the cancellation and the making of the new will were
parts of one scheme, and the revocation of the old will was so related
to the making of the new as to be dependent upon it, then if the new
will not be made, or if made is invalid, the old will, though canceled,
should be given effect, if its contents can be ascertained in any legal
way.
Id. at 354. Having determined that this doctrine applied to the case before it, the
Court found that the testator did not intend for the markings the testator made on
the old will to constitute revocation unless and until the new will became effective.
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Id. “This evidence was sufficient to rebut the statutory presumption of revocation
and to give rise to a presumption” that the old will was not revoked. Id. at 356.
2. Implied Revocation
Even if the testator did not carry out one of the two means of express revocation, a will
can be invalidated based by implication. “An implied revocation results from the execution of a
subsequent inconsistent will that does not by its terms expressly revoke the previous will.”
O.C.G.A. § 53-4-42(c). Unlike express revocation, implied revocation does not occur until such
time as the subsequent inconsistent will comes into effect, and “[i]f the subsequent inconsistent
will fails to become effective from any cause, the implied revocation is not completed.” Id.
The Georgia Supreme Court analyzed the statutory scheme in Mitchell v. Mitchell, 279
Ga. 282 (2005). In Mitchell, the deceased had validly executed two different wills, first in 1991
and then in 2001. Id. at 282. “The 2001 will did not expressly revoke the 1991 will, and did not
reference the specific bequests made in the prior will.” Id. However, the devises set out in the
two were significantly different. The earlier will “included several specific devises of his
business, and both real and personal property, to his wife and youngest two children …. The
residuary was devised to [his second wife], or if she predeceased, to all four of his children in
equal shares.” Id. at 283. The testator divorced his second wife and married his third, and later
that year executed the second will. That will included a specific devise of $100 each to his two
youngest children, with the residuary divided into thirds between his third wife and other two
children. Id. The Court determined that the two testamentary schemes were “completely
inconsistent” because it was “unreasonable to assume that the testator intended to supplement his
previous bequests of almost his entire estate to his younger two children with a mere $100 each
in cash.” Id. Instead, the Court found that the testator must have intended for the devises he set
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out in the second will to completely replace those in the first will; thus, the second will acted as
an implied revocation of the first. Id.
Had the two testamentary schemes not been entirely inconsistent, both wills could have
been admitted, at least in part, under O.C.G.A. §53-4-47. Under that Section, “an implied
revocation extends only so far as an inconsistency exists between testamentary instruments. Any
portion of a prior instrument that can stand consistently with the testamentary scheme in a
subsequent instrument shall stand unrevoked.” O.C.G.A. § 53-4-47. Thus, to the extent multiple
documents are compatible, the Court should not find revocation of the entire will, but rather
should deem the testator to have revoked those provisions which were altered by the subsequent
will and leave the first intact.
3. Revival or Republication
Once express revocation of a first will is completed, the revocation of the second will or
document that effectuated the initial revocation does not automatically revive the initial will.
O.C.G.A. § 53-4-45; see also Driver v. Sheffield, 211 Ga. 316 (1955). Instead, the Code lays out
different factors for determining revival based on (a) whether the first will was revoked in whole
or in part and (b) the means by which the second instrument or will was revoked. O.C.G.A. § 534-45(a) deals with complete revocation of the initial will and revocation of the secondary will by
written instrument. Under these circumstances, “[t]he previous will is revived if it appears from
the terms of the later will or other written instrument that the testator intended the previous will
to take effect.” Id. If by contrast the revocation of the second instrument is effectuated by an act
of the testator, rather than by an additional written instrument, “the previous will is revived if it
appears from the circumstances of the revocation of the will or other written instrument or from
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the testator’s contemporaneous or subsequent declarations that the testator intended the previous
will to take effect.” O.C.G.A. § 53-4-45(b).
Meanwhile, O.C.G.A. § 53-4-45(c) applies when there is partial revocation of the intial
will and revocation of the secondary will by written instrument. There, “the revoked or amended
part of the previous will is revived to the extent it appears from the terms of the later will or other
written instrument that the testator intended the previous will to take effect.” O.C.G.A. § 53-445(c). If the subsequent revocation is completed by an act, “the revoked or amended part of the
previous will is revived unless it is evident from the circumstances of the revocation of the will
or other written instrument or from the testator’s contemporaneous or subsequent declarations
that the testator did not intend the revoked or amended part of the previous will to take effect as
executed.” O.C.G.A. § 53-4-45(d).
Finally, if “the previous will or any revoked or amended portion is not revived in
accordance with the provisions of this Code section, the previous will may be republished in
whole or in part in accordance with Code Section 53-4-50,” which makes explicit that
republication requires the same formalities to create any valid will. O.C.G.A. §§ 53-4-45(e); 534-50.
Notably, O.C.G.A. § 53-4-42 does not apply in cases of implied revocation, because if an
instrument which impliedly revokes a previous will is itself revoked, the implied revocation
never came effective under O.C.G.A. § 53-4-42(c), and the initial instrument remains in effect as
though the second instrument had never been written.
E. Original Will
There is a preference in Georgia law for probating only the original will that bears the
witness attestations and testator’s signature. In fact, if the original cannot be found, there is a
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rebuttable presumption that the testator intended to revoke the will. O.C.G.A. § 53-4-46(a).
When the will submitted for probate is a mere copy, the propounder of the will must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that the version submitted is “a true copy of the original will”
and that the testator did not intend to revoke the original. O.C.G.A. § 53-4-46(b); Tudor v.
Bradford, 289 Ga. 28, 29-30 (2011). In Tudor, the Supreme Court, analyzing O.C.G.A. § 53-446, noted that the code “clearly requires that the presumption of intent to revoke be rebutted in
order for a copy of a will to be probated. There is absolutely no mention in this provision that a
caveat must be filed before the presumption arises.” Id. Thus, the presumption of revocation is
inherent in the loss of the original will; “the propounder must prove that it is a true copy and
rebut the presumption of intent to revoke that automatically arises pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 53-446(a).” Id. Tudor also described the purpose of this presumption—that the testator did not
intentionally or deliberately discard or destroy the original of the will with the purpose of
revoking it. Id. at 32.
In the absence this presumption, a testator could enact valid revocation by destroying his
or her original will, only for that revocation to be undone by a beneficiary who had access to a
copy. Under this statutory scheme, there is at least one additional layer of protection for a
testator’s wishes when he or she revokes by destruction.
Importantly, the rule disfavoring a copy of the will applies even if a duplicate will was
attested and executed alongside the original; “Georgia’s statutory scheme [recognizes] that an
individual has only one will, no matter how many copies [are made].” Id. (citing Horton, 267 Ga.
at 2) (alterations in original).
III.

Administration Disputes

Disputes often arise after a will is admitted to probate or letters of administration are
granted, even when none of the heirs or beneficiaries challenge the will itself or the appointment
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of an administrator in the case of an intestate estate. These disputes arise when the executor either
fails to carry out her duties or one of the parties believes that the executor has failed to carry out
those duties. Common breaches of fiduciary duty include self-dealing, failing to provide
accounting, and failure to timely or properly make distributions.
An executor or personal representative is a fiduciary of the estate who must act in the best
interests of all persons who are interested in the estate and with due regard for their respective
rights.” O.C.G.A. § 53-7-1(a). “An administrator or executor is a trustee invested with a solemn
trust to manage the estate under his control to the best advantage of those interested in it . . .
Nothing can be tolerated which comes into conflict or competition with the interests and welfare
of those interested in the estate. Myers v. Myers, 297 Ga. 490, 494 (2015) (internal quotation marks
and citations omitted). An executor’s relationship with those he represents requires the utmost
good faith, and the executor has a duty not to take any act inconsistent with the interest of the
beneficiary. Bloodworth v. Bloodworth, 260 Ga. App. 466, 471(2003).
Pursuant to OCGA § 53-7-54 if the executor “commits a breach of fiduciary duty or
threatens to commit a breach of fiduciary duty the beneficiary of a testate estate or heir of an
intestate estate” shall have the following causes of action:
(1)To recover damages;
(2) To compel the performance of the personal representative´s or
temporary administrator´s duties;
(3) To enjoin the commission of a breach of fiduciary duty;
(4) To compel the redress of a breach of fiduciary duty by payment of
money or otherwise;
(5) To appoint another personal representative or temporary administrator
to take possession of the estate property and administer the estate;
(6) To remove the personal representative or temporary administrator; and
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(7) To reduce or deny compensation to the personal representative or
temporary administrator.
O.C.G.A. § 53-7-54. In addition, under OCGA § 53-7-55 an executor can be removed for “good
cause.” See also, Nesmith v. Pierce, 226 GA. App. 851, 852 (1997). The Court has broad authority
to revoke letters of administration and require accountings. In re Estate of Jackson, 241 Ga. App.
392, 394-395 (1999) (“The discretionary powers of the probate court under O.C.G.A. § 53-7-55
are very broad and may be exercised whether the violation of law under consideration is a minor
or major matter.”). The court has authority to remove an Executor, sua sponte. Myers v. Myers,
297 Ga. 490 (2015). However, the Court must provide notice that removal is a possibility and an
opportunity to have a hearing regarding the management of the estate. In re Estate of Zeigler, 259
Ga. App. 807, 809 (2003) (explaining that O.C.G.A. § 53-7-55 requires that “the executor be given
notice of the charge and an opportunity to answer”).
A. Conflicts of Interest and Self-Dealing
One of the most common breaches of fiduciary duty is self-dealing. When there is a conflict
of interest, such as when an executor is acting in two different capacities in the same transaction,
then an actual conflict need not be proven, the appearance of a conflict is sufficient. Ray v. Nation
Health Investors, Inc. 280 Ga. App. 44, 50-51 (2006). As the Georgia Supreme Court has
explained:
It is generally, if not always, humanly impossible for the same person to act fairly
in two capacities and on behalf of two interests in the same transaction. Consciously
or unconsciously he will favor one side as against the other, where there is or may
be a conflict of interest. If one of the interests involved is that of the trustee
personally, selfishness is apt to lead him to give himself an advantage. If permitted
to represent antagonistic interests the trustee is placed under temptation and is apt
in many cases to yield to the natural prompting to give himself the benefit of all
doubts, and to make decisions which favor the third person who is competing with
the beneficiary.
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Ringer v. Lockhart, 240 Ga. 82, 83 (1977) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). The
courts have warned that the executor “must avoid being placed in such a position. If she cannot
avoid being placed in such a position she may resign, or she may fully inform the affected
beneficiary of the conflict or upon so informing the court, she may request the court to appoint a
guardian ad litem to protect the unprotected interests. Where she fails to do any of these things she
proceeds at her peril.” Id.
Conflicts arise when an administrator claims that she, rather than the estate, is entitled to
certain property. In In re Estate of Moriarty, 262 Ga. App. 241 (2003), the executor, was the
decedent’s wife, but was not a beneficiary under the will. The will provided that the assets of the
Estate were to be put into trust for the decedent’s daughter’s benefit. The decedent’s daughter
petitioned to have the executor disqualified because the executor claimed entitlement to funds held
in a joint account with her deceased husband. The executor contended that she had a right of
survivorship to the funds in the joint account. The court of appeals affirmed the probate court’s
removal of the executor based on this conflict of interest, finding that she could not reasonably be
expected to fully and without prejudice investigate whether the Estate had a claim to the property
that was superior to the claim she was asserting. Id. at 242-243.
Where an executor files a lawsuit maintaining that she, rather than the estate, is entitled to
certain real property, the executor may be removed due to a conflict of interest. Wardlaw v. Huff,
259 Ga. 1 (1989). In Wardlaw, the parties were a brother and sister who had been deeded property
by their parents prior to the parents’ deaths. The children constructed personal residencies on their
respective properties. Following the father’s death, the daughter constructed a commercial ceramic
shop behind her house that encroached on her mother’s property by less than 4 feet. In addition,
the mother gave the daughter permission to use a portion of the mother’s property for a parking
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lot. The mother named the children as co-executors of her will. One of the clauses in the will
bequeathed to the sister any portion of the real estate owned by the mother on which the sister’s
“ceramic shop is located.” Id. at 2. Other than that clause, and a few items of personal property,
the will instructed that all of the property was to be sold and the proceeds equally divided between
the brother and sister.
The sister, however, refused to sell the property adjoining her residence, arguing that they
should wait for real estate prices to rise. She also filed a declaratory judgment action seeking a
determination that she was the owner of the property on which the parking lot sat pursuant to a
clause in the will that bequeathed her any portion of the real estate on which her “ceramic shop is
located.” Id. at 2. The court of appeals affirmed the sister’s removal as co-executor because she
had “filed a lawsuit in which she maintained that she, rather than the estate, was entitled to certain
property, thus asserting a personal claim which conflicted with the interests of the estate.” Id.
Self-interest warranting removal can also be found based on an executor’s using personal
funds for the executor’s own benefit and overpaying executor’s fees. See Myers v. Myers, 297 Ga.
490 (2015). In Myers, the deceased, who died testate, was survived by his wife and two sons. The
will provided that the house was to be placed in trust as a life estate for his wife with the remainder
to be divided between his two sons. The rest of the estate was to be divided evenly into separate
trusts for each son. The remainder of the estate was to be divided between the two sons. One of
the sons, Appellant, was named executor. The Appellant established the trusts and also began
managing a company, Buckshot, which had been solely owned by the decedent and which was one
of the estate’s major assets, which had an operating agreement requiring the company to be
dissolved upon the decedent’s death. Appellee filed a Petition based on alleged mismanagement
of the estate including using estate funds to pay personal expenses, and using a truck owned by the
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estate as a personal vehicle. The Petition also claimed a conflict of interest based on Appellant’s
dealing with Buckshot. In addition, Appellant withdrew $63,401.04 from the estate in executor
fees. The probate court removed Appellant as executor finding that he “had a conflict of interest
and had breached his fiduciary duty in numerous ways including using the estate’s truck, using
estate funds to pay maintenance on the house, not paying rent for his use of Buckshot’s property,
not keeping records of rent paid by other tenants to Buckshot, and using Buckshot’s business
checking account to pay personal bills.” Id. at 492. The probate court also found that Appellant
had overpaid himself $53,066.70 in executor’s fees. The appellate court affirmed, rejecting the
argument that the Appellant’s continued operation of Buckshot was for the benefit of the company.
The appellate court noted that the transactions were “tainted by an impermissible conflict of
interest” and that the estate was losing money because of Buckshot, while Appellant was
personally benefitting from the continued operation of the business.
Other cases have found a breach of fiduciary duty where the executor fails to marshal the
estate assets or sales property at below fair market value. In re Estate of Zeigler, 273 Ga. App.
269, 271 (2005); Greenway v. Hamilton, 280 Ga. 652 (2006) (by failing to recover the estate’s
money from the possession of one who held it, Greenway failed to perform his duty); Cornelison
v. Sansom, 175 Ga. 467,470 (1932) (It is the duty of the administrator of the estate to recover estate
funds in the hands of another).
In certain circumstances, even if a challenge is not asserted while the estate is open, a
beneficiary may have a cause of action for fraud against the executor centered on a breach of
fiduciary duty in the administration of the estate. For example, in Ringer v. Lockhart, 240 Ga. 82
(1977), the Georgia Supreme Court reversed a trial court’s grant of summary judgment to the
defendant. The defendant was the executor and widow of the deceased. In the estate case, she
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sought and obtained a judgment for year’s support which awarded her all of the property of the
decedent’s estate. The will, however, had left the widow/executor, a life estate in all of the
property, with a remainder to Ringer, the plaintiff in the fraud action, who was the decedent’s son.
Ringer alleged that she had assured him that the deceased’s estate “would be handled fairly and
that he would not have to be worry about his father’s estate.” Id. at 86. But, she then filed the
“uncontested” request for years support without actual notice to Ringer that she was doing so. The
Court noted that “the rights of a widow to a year’s support are a paramount claim against the
estate” but that “it was never intended by the legislature or by the courts, that because of her
priority she could take an unfair advantage of the estate, and this she might easily do where she
also represents the estate’s interest in her dual capacity as executrix.” Id. at 85.
B. Timing of Distributions
An administrator has a duty to disburse the assets of the Estate “within a reasonable
time,” and “to accurately account for the property under her control as representative of the
estate.” In re Estate of Holtzclaw, 293 Ga. App. 577, 579 (2008); see also In re Estate of
Jackson, 241 Ga. App. 392 (1999); In re Estate of Arnsdorff, 273 Ga. app. 612 (2005) (executive
breached fiduciary duty by, inter alia, delaying the distribution of bequests); Bailey v. Waldrup,
69 Ga. App. 204, 210 (1943) (“The purpose of administration is to preserve the estate and cause
it to pass to the heirs and distributees without waste or loss, and without undue delay.”) (J,
Felton, dissenting). Thus, where the estate should be closed and the administrator fails to settle
the estate, the administrator may be liable for breach of fiduciary duty. Id. at 578. Accordingly,
an action may be brought against the executor for settlement of accounts and final distribution of
an estate. O.C.G.A. 53-7-62; Holtzclaw, 293 at 579; Langford v. Johnson, 46 Ga. App. 444
(1933) (“[h]eirs at law may bring their suit for their distributive shares against an administrator ...
and pray for an accounting and settlement.); Greenway v. Hamilton, 280 Ga. 652, 655 (2006).
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C. Refusal or Failure to Share Information
Section 53-7-67 of the Georgia Code requires that an annual return must be filed in the
probate court each year, “[w]ithin 60 days of the anniversary of the date of qualification.”
O.C.G.A. § 53-7-67. The annual return must contain a “verified accounting of the receipts and
expenditures on behalf of the estate . . . together with a note or memorandum of any other fact
necessary to the exhibition of the true condition of the estate” and an “updated inventory of the
assets of the estate.” Id. A beneficiary of a testate estate or heir of an intestate estate may request
an accounting where the executor either fails to file an annual return or files an inadequate
return. See In re Estate of Jackson, 241 Ga. App. 392 (1999); In re Estate of Holtzclaw, 293 Ga.
App. 577 (2008) (fees assessed against executor where, inter alia, discrepancies existed in
accounting and executor failed to account for the discrepancies after multiple hearings). Further,
failure to file a return may be the basis for removal. Fowler v. Cox, 264 Ga. App. 880 (2003); In
re Estate of Jackson, 241 Ga. App. 392 (1999); Conkle v. Babb, 93 Ga. App. 405 (1956).
D. Virtual Adoption
A potential heir may also have a cause of action against an estate or executor for an order
in equity to establish his right to a share of an intestate estate through the doctrine of virtual
adoption. “Virtual adoption is an equitable remedy utilized when the conduct of the parties
creates an implied adoption without a court order.” Johnson v. Rogers, 297 Ga. 413, 414 (2015)
(quoting Morgan v. Howard, 285 Ga. 512 (2009). The doctrine of virtual adoption is an
equitable doctrine that “considering that done which ought to have been done, will decree to the
injured child, from the estate of him who has so breached his contract to adopt, the equivalent of
the benefit which the child would have received had the adopter performed his contractual
obligation to formally and legally adopt the child . . .” Baker v. Henderson, 208 Ga. 698, 702-
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703 (1952). The doctrine is not a legal adoption and is applied only after the death of the person
who agreed to adopt the child. Johnson, 297 Ga. at 414; Baker, 208 at 702-703.
To establish virtual adoption, four elements must be met: (1) some showing of an
agreement between the natural and adoptive parents, which may be oral; (2) a severance of the
actual relationship of parent and child between the child and the natural parents; (3) the
establishment of such a relationship between the child and the adoptive parents; and (4) the
intestacy of the adoptive parent. Johnson, 297 Ga. at 415; Morgan, 285 Ga. at 513; Lee v.
Gurley, 260 Ga. 23, 24 (1990); Williams v. Murray, 239 Ga. 276, 276 (1977).
In Johnson, the Georgia Supreme Court held that the 2002 amendment of O.C.G.A. § 534-48 did not alter the law of virtual adoption. That amendment changed the old law that
provided that a subsequent adoption would revoke an antecedent will. The amended O.C.G.A. §
53-4-48 provides that a child adopted after a will is executed is entitled to an intestate share of
the estate. O.C.G.A. § 53-4-48. The Johnson court held that the old version of O.C.G.A. § 53-448 was never applied to virtual adoption “and there is no reason to think that O.C.G.A. § 53-448, even as amended in 2002, is meant to apply to any ‘adoption’ other than statutory adoption.
Accordingly, O.C.G.A. § 53-4-48 did not remove the requirement that the adoptive parent die
intestate. Id. at 417. Thus, when a will is admitted to probate, a child cannot claim an intestate
share under the doctrine of virtual adoption under O.C.G.A. § 53-4-48. Id. at 317-418.
While oral agreements are sufficient to show an agreement to adopt, there must be some
evidence of an agreement. The evidence must be sufficient to show no reasonable doubt as to the
agreement, if such agreement was oral rather than written. Sanders v. Riley, 296 Ga. 693, 699
(2015). However, the agreement does not need to use any technical words, or even the word
“adopt.” Id. Where a claim is based only on the child’s testimony that the parent treated the
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child as his own is insufficient to show an agreement to adopt. Thus, an affidavit from the natural
parent attesting that recounted a discussion at the time the child was born between him and the
adoptive parents wherein they agreed that the adoptive parent would be the “legal father” and
that the adoptive parents would raise the child was sufficient to survive summary judgment. Id.
at 700. But, testimony by the children that they never spoke to their parents about the adoption
but that they always considered themselves adopted is not sufficient. Davis v. Bennett, 263 Ga.
714 (1994). Similarly, evidence that over the years the parent Cox had occasionally introduced
the child to others as his daughter, had referred to the child’s child as his granddaughter, and may
have referred to the child as his daughter in a 1969 unexecuted will is not sufficient to show an
agreement to adopt the child. Willis v. Kennedy, 267 Ga. 165, 476 (1996).
E. Attorneys’ Fees
An administrator is entitled to reasonable attorneys’ fees necessary for the administration
of the estate. However, it is improper for an administrator to deduct attorneys’ fees from the
estate for the costs of litigation brought on by the administrator’s own fault or misconduct.
Nesmith v. Pierce, 226 Ga. App. at 853; Hudson v. Abercrombie, 258 Ga. 729, 731 (1988). In
Estate of Sims, 246 Ga. App. 451, 452 (2000) the probate court granted a motion to prohibit
executors from using estate funds to defend against allegations of maladministration brought by
a beneficiary. The probate court reserved the issue of whether the executors would be entitled to
reimbursement until the conclusion of the litigation. Estate of Sims, 246 Ga. App. at 452.
Additionally, where an administrator “unnecessarily expand[s] the proceedings by
‘failing to disburse property to the beneficiaries of the estate within a reasonable amount of time
and . . . failing to timely and accurately account for the property under her control,’” the
administrator may be liable for the heir’s attorneys’ fees under O.C.G.A. § 9-15-14(b);
Holtzclaw, 293 Ga. App. at 579. In addition, an administrator that acts to promote his own
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interest above those of the heirs may be found to have acted in bad faith under O.C.G.A. § 9-1514(b) and may be liable for fees. Greenway, 280 Ga. at 655; In Re Estate of Arnsdorff, 273 Ga.
App. 392 (2005); In Re Estate of Garmon, 254 Ga. App. 84 (2002).
IV.

Settlement

While adhering to the terms of a decedent’s will is in general a responsibility of an
executor, this maxim is not universal, and the law provides an executor considerable discretion to
reach unanimous agreement with all beneficiaries even in contravention of the terms of the will.
This is expressly provided for in the Georgia Code, which states,
Upon petition of the interested parties, any superior court on appeal or any probate
court which is so authorized by Article 6 of Chapter 9 of Title 15 may approve a
settlement agreement under which probate is granted or denied, providing for a
disposition of the property contrary to the terms of the will.
O.C.G.A. § 53-5-25. The Georgia Supreme Court has affirmed this statutory discretion on
multiple occasions. For instance, in Beckworth v. Beckworth, 255 Ga. 241, 242-43 (1985), in
response to concerns that the agreement between the beneficiaries “thwart[ed] the testator’s
expectation that the terms of a will should be inviolate after death,” the Supreme Court noted that
“[i]t is well settled that agreements among the heirs at law to distribute or divide property
devised under a will, in lieu of that manner provided by the will, are valid and enforceable.”
According to the Court, “[s]uch agreements have as their consideration the termination of family
controversies,” and “are supported by the public policy of furthering family harmony and
avoiding lengthy litigation.” Id. (quotations omitted). Such agreements “are in essence solely
contractual and governed by the rules applicable to all contracts.” Id.
O.C.G.A. 53-5-25 provides that “[u]pon petition of the interested parties, any superior
court on appeal or any probate court which is so authorized by Article 6 of Chapter 9 of Title 15
may approve a settlement agreement under which probate is granted or denied, providing for a
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disposition of the property contrary to the terms of the will.” This statute is not mandatory and
there is no requirement that a settlement agreement be approved by the court. King v. King, 199
Ga. App. 49 (1991). But, in practice, submitting the agreement to the court for approval acts as a
second layer to bind the parties and to serve as res judicata. Id. If a settlement agreement is not
submitted to the Court for approval, then its validity is governed by the rules applicable to all
contracts. Beckworth, 255 Ga. at 243.
It is critical, however, that all parties interested in the estate as either heirs or
beneficiaries under a will are parties to the agreement if they do not seek approval from the
court. Leone Hall Price Foundation v. Baker, 276 Ga. 318, 320 (2003). Otherwise, the parties
who did not agree are not bound to the terms of the agreement. When court approval is sought
and granted, however, the “judgement entered in the court based upon the settlement agreement
shall be binding on all parties . . . .” O.C.G.A. § 53-5-25(d). When a settlement agreement
contrary to the terms of a will is submitted to the court for approval, the court will hold a hearing
and take evidence. O.C.G.A. § 53-5-25(a). For settlement agreements reached between only
some of the heirs or beneficiaries, the agreeing parties may provide notice of the settlement
agreement to the remaining heirs and beneficiaries and request that they consent.
V.

Conclusion
Estate disputes arise at all stages of the administration of an estate, from the

determination of whether there a will presented for probate is valid to the distribution of the final
asset of the estate. Courts (and sometimes juries) must take many factors into consideration in
interpreting the last wishes of a decedent, while an interested party has many devices available to
ensure that his interests are adequately protected. Because the administration of an estate
combines intense emotions, actual or perceived inequities, wealth, and family politics, disputes
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can be or become extreme and personal. Therefore, combining prudent estate planning with a
thorough understanding of the avenues of argument available to an interested party at any stage
of an estate dispute is crucial to be able to achieve the best possible outcome for your clients,
whoever they may be.
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Louis Montag
starts Atlanta’s
first independent
advisory firm,
Montag &
Caldwell.

1979

Tony leaves
Montag &
Caldwell and
opens Wood,
Struthers &
Winthrop, a
Boston firm
growing
nationally.

Tony acquires the
Atlanta office of Wood,
Struthers & Winthrop
and incorporates
Montag.

1982

Montag launches
its popular semiannual seminar,
Facts & Finances
for Women.

1983

Tony’s wife,
Jackie, joins
the team to
lead Montag
business
development.

1985

Montag moves into
Georgia-Pacific
Center on the
threshold of its
25th anniversary.

1995

2006

Tony’s sons, Ned
and John, join
their family’s
growing firm to
become CEO and
CIO. The Montag
Advisory Board is
also created.

2018

Montag
celebrates
its 36th
anniversary,
continuing to
grow in AUM,
clients and
staff.
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WHO WE ARE
§$1.7 billion
AUM as of
12/31/18

300+ clients
90% - HNW
10% - 501c(3)

Local, regional
and national
clients ser ved
from Atlanta, GA

Long-time
investment
manager using
independent
research

Never had a
legal dispute
with a client,
regulator or
employee.

Independent,
SEC-Registered
Investment
Adviser.

Client wealth is
$3-300 million.
Portfolios range
$1-50 million.

- 27 staff 17 investment
professionals

Many multi-gen
relationships.
Client tenure
measured in
decades

All portfolios
individually and
continuously
managed by an
experienced
professional

Fee-based
ser vices. No
commissions,
transaction
costs or
product fees.

Only use public
securities, like
individual
stocks, bonds,
ETFs, etc.

Manage many
trusts, but we
are not a trust
company

*Preliminary value, contingent upon reconciliation
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SECTION I
Assuming there are circumstances to place and
manage assets in a trust…
... what are the main investment considerations
and priorities when creating that trust?
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Trust Formation – Communication Flow
Grantor(s)
+
Trustee(s)

The
Attorney

Beneficiary(ies)

The CPA

The
Investment
Manager
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As a Trusted Professional, You Are Truly In The
Business of…..
Setting Expectations
Which Means…
 Start With Where Things Are Currently.
 Address Commitments or Obligations Already Established.
 Consider the Future of the Trust and its Beneficiary(ies).
 Keep in Mind: The Future is a Continuation of the Present.
SO WHAT IS THE PRESENT?
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Ever Meet This Client?
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Questions for the Grantor or Trustee
Ideal to discuss ahead of trust formation
•

Will the grantor explain the trust outline to the trustee(s) and beneficiary(ies)?
Letter of Instructions / Outline (front page)

•

Who manages the assets currently? What will the beneficiaries expect?

•

Have the trustees any experience overseeing these kind of assets?

•

Will new investment management be considered? If yes, when? And how will the
transition occur?

•

How will a solid relationship form between the next asset manager and the client?

•

What are the signs that things are going well with the investment advisor?

•

Will the beneficiaries be included in investment management conversations?
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Everyone Has Their Own Goals
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Investment Personality of the Trustee
CONFIDENT / EXPERIENCED
INDIVIDUALIST

ADVENTURER

Business owner, lawyer, etc.
Thoughtful, methodical, analytical

May be entrepreneurial or
willing to stick out their neck.

CAREFUL

IMPETUOUS

GUARDIAN

SELF-CENTERED/CELEBRITY

Can be rigidly risk averse, worried
about income limits, headed into
retirement perhaps

Do not want to miss out. Can
be overly demanding.

ANXIOUS / ROOKIE
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SECTION II
Assuming there is an assignment to manage
trust assets…
...how to select an Investment Manager?
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Some Basics of Selecting an Investment Firm
 Firm size, age, style, location, staff tenure and quality, culture…
 How many trusts managed by the firm and what experience is there with taxable assets?
 What is your staff-member’s client load and how many clients have trusts?
 Who makes the final choice of what to buy or sell? The firm or an outsourced party?
 What categories of assets are managed? What sort of accounts? Taxable? Tax-free?
 What historical results can be reviewed? [Composite returns, Anonymous example, etc.]
 What do investors here currently own and why?
 Fees? Contract details? Reporting? Benchmarks? Meeting Schedule?

 For a trust, be sure to ask about the firm’s Fiduciary status.
 What is the cultural identity, especially if they offer multiple services.
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Ask How The Investment Firm Views the Assignment
Fiduciary Standard – The Highest Standard of Care
Advisors registered with the SEC under Investment Advisers Act of 1940;
The CFA Institute’s Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional
Conduct requires that: “Members and Candidates must act for the
benefit of their clients and place their clients’ interests before their
employer’s or their own interests.”

Suitability Standard – Lower than Fiduciary Standard
Broker-Dealers and others that call themselves “advisory” in nature
and operate under supervision of FINRA. Requires only that the broker
has a reasonable basis to believe a recommended course of action is
suitable for the client based on a reasonable inquiry into their
investment profile.
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This Will Impact The Investing Experience
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How To Tell the Difference Between Advisors?
1)

Ask. Are you a Fiduciary?
Pay attention to the reply. Maybe ask for the answer in writing.

2)

Do you receive any type of compensation in addition to the published fee schedule?
Some advisors receive commissions or product-based compensation if they steer clients
into certain products (private equity, real estate, mutual funds, annuities, insurance).
This is a conflict of interest and may indicate the advisor is not a fiduciary.

3)

Are you “dual-registered?”
Some advisors are registered as both investment advisors and broker-dealers.
Often a professional plays the role of salesperson. If an advisor is both, be sure to
understand which role they are using when servicing or providing advice to you.

4)

Have you ever been cited by a professional or regulatory party for disciplinary reasons?
Check the FINRA website’s BrokerCheck section for complaints on any advisor.
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SECTION III
The Primary Tool for the Investment Manager
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The Golden Rule – Investment Objectives
A Good Advisor Acts Responsibly With Every Client
9 Surface Investment Objectives with the Client
9 Establish Investment Objectives with the Client
9 Record the Investment Objectives
9 Implement the Investment Objectives
9 Regularly Review the Investment Objectives with the Client
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The Golden Rule – Investment Objectives
Investment Objectives Are the Directives to the Financial Advisor.
9 Written in concert with the investment professional.
9 Approved by the trustee and written in language a reasonably educated
person can understand.
9 Can be short or long. May describe a fixed or flexible policy.
9 Likely to change over time, so best reviewed annually or more often by
the investment manager and trustee together, perhaps with the
beneficiary.
9 Record investment objectives maintained by all parties. Communication
is vital.
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The Golden Rule – Investment Objectives
The “big picture” basics of a well written investment policy:
• Establishes context for the client situation
• Identifies key goals and addresses Risk & Return
• Establishes Asset Allocation (specific or a range)
• Often identifies key people involved, and their responsibilities
• Describes types of investments that can be employed
• Other possible topics: reporting to beneficiaries, specific
requirements or obligations, etc.
MONTAG
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Some Important Definitions
Some “big picture” basics defined…:
• Risk is often simplified to volatility. But risk is many things.
Mostly, it is the chance of not achieving the goal. You do not
avoid risk. You choose which risks to accept, and manage
assets to reach one or more goals.
• Return is what is needed to achieve the objectives, not simply
what “the trustee desires.” It is easy to be tempted to seek
“more return” and not understand the risks.
• Asset Allocation is often the most important decision.
It is often predicated on several other factors.
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The Golden Rule – Investment Objectives
What are the established trust directives that provide guidance?
Consider when drafting a trust, what characteristics will be
imposed upon the assets (or portfolio) within the context of:
• Legal issues – dictated by the Trust document
• Tax Issues – dictated by the Government
• Liquidity/Cash flow (often called “income”) – Needs and Wants
• Time Horizons – Shorter term and longer term implications
And does the economic climate allow the fiduciary to accomplish
these goals?
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Investment Objectives – A Basic Outline
Investment Policy Statement + Date
I. TRUST NAME, TRUSTEE, PORTFOLIO NAME, ACCOUNT NUMBER, CUSTODIAN
II. BACKGROUND OF TRUST ORIGIN –OR– EXPECTATIONS OF GRANTOR (For context)
III. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES
• Usually Includes: Language on Growth, Income, Liquidity and some Context or Background
• May include: Asset Allocation (simple or elaborate), Time Horizon, Distributions Anticipated
OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION – Included in main text or recorded separately in same document
• Investment Constraints
• Tax Considerations and Sensitivity
• Performance Benchmarks
• Remarks on Risk & Return or Comments on Volatility and how it may be approached
• Sharing Information with Other Parties
• Names of other parties involved and their roles
OPTIONAL: When the situation is very formal, sometimes a statement about each party’s role helps
Trustee – Authority in general held by trustee
Investment Manager – Reporting, frequency of meeting, availability to update or change trust
Attorney or CPA – Responsibilities associated with each and data to be provided to each
Others – an additional party associated with assignment. [Professional, relative, colleague, etc.]
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The Golden Rule – Investment Objectives
Unique “subjective” topics that may direct the Trust and
could be trouble spots from the start, including:
• Concentrations

• Relationships/Other Generations

• Illiquid assets

• Adding/withdrawing large
amounts

• Debts already in place
• Tax Sensitivity Matters

• Personal preferences
(e.g. social investing)

Fiduciaries must consider: Are these issues more influential than the
topics on the previous page?
See Appendix I at back of presentation.
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Implementing the Objectives
A Few Final Thoughts To Consider
• Monitor the economic environment and verify appropriate asset
classes are being used.
• What is the pace of the investment process? And in the given
climate, how long will it take before the portfolio looks “fully
invested?”
• What occurs when/if the value goes down?
• How to deal with unpredictability, including events outside the
investment markets?
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Questions
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APPENDIX I
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Example I
CLIENT: Trustee, who oversees investment portfolio meant to support beneficiary that cannot successfully support himself.
CIRCUMSTANCES: This Life Trust portfolio was created by the Last Will & Testament of a man who was President for a large school. His wife
predeceased him. At his death, a portion of his estate went into this trust to support an adult child, who for medical reasons is unable to
support himself. The will also appointed a trustee-- someone the family knew well who has experience with financial topics and reports.
PORTFOLIO: $3.054 million held in a single portfolio.
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES: The trust has current income needs of approximately $7,000 a month. The trustee characterizes this trust as
“living” money as opposed to “investment” money because it is the beneficiary’s only source of income.
The late father of this beneficiary never owned stocks. Initial funding of the portfolio came from his estate, in the form of cash and municipal
bonds.
The beneficiary’s tax bracket is not high, but some of the municipal bonds have sentimental value, so we may retain a few of the more
attractive issues. The remaining assets will be invested mostly in taxable bonds, rated “A” or better. We will avoid high premiums. A portion of
the trust can be invested in diversified, high-quality stocks, not to exceed 30% of the total. Low-cost mutual funds and exchange-traded funds
may be used from niche investment areas.
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Example II
CLIENT: Clients are a married couple in their mid-60s with grown children. He is an entrepreneur, real estate developer, and investor. They reside in the Atlanta area.
CIRCUMSTANCES: The family decided to create a foundation as a way to discuss broader financial matters and estate planning. In order to accomplish this they created
a particular type of trust known as a Charitable Lead UniTrust (“CLUT”). The trust must distribute 5% of the portfolio value annually to a family foundation. The Foundation
then distributes funds throughout the community. The term of the trust is 15 years. At the end of this time the funds will be distributed to the children. The foundation
may or may not be maintained thereafter.
PORTFOLIO: $8.125 million, held in the family trust account.
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES: The investment objectives for the client family Charitable Lead UniTrust are to satisfy a 5% distribution policy for the life of the CLUT, 15 years.
After the duration of the CLUT the remaining funds will be distributed to generation two. The trust can take moderate risk.
Initially the portfolio will be $7.5 million. The annual payout will be $375,000. These distributions will be made annually and go to a family foundation. The foundation is
not dependent upon these distributions for any specific gifts at this time, nor does the Trustee foresee such a situation.
This is a Grantor Trust. It will be taxed at the client’s personal tax rates. The client plans to continue earning an income and will be in a high tax bracket. Capital gains
and losses should be balanced with client’s personal situation.
Initially the portfolio will be 20-40% fixed income and 60-80% equities. Over time this asset allocation is expected to adjust as needed based on the CLUT distribution
requirements, the investment environment, or other matters. To confirm, this is the starting allocation; not necessarily a long term commitment. In time the investment
objectives of the beneficiaries must be considered.
The fixed income component will be a ladder of bonds with various maturities providing some portion of the distributions. Securities will include corporate bonds,
municipal bonds, mutual funds, exchange traded funds or preferred stocks as reasonable. All holdings will be relatively liquid, easily purchased and sold.
The equity component will be more growth oriented. However, while the holdings will not be yield oriented, any income can be distrusted. Securities will include domestic
common stocks, foreign stocks, exchange traded funds, mutual funds, REITs, or limited partnerships. All holdings will be relatively liquid, easily purchased and sold.
In addition to the above the Trustee may suggest specific investments, asking for investment thinking and assuming responsibility for such investments in the process.
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APPENDIX II
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TIME HORIZON
One Year Period Returns
Series
Large-Cap Stocks
Small-Cap Stocks
Long-term Gov't Bonds
U.S. Treasury Bills

Maximum
Return
53.99
142.87
40.36
14.71

Year
1933
1933
1982
1981

Minimum
Return
-43.34
-58.01
-14.9
-0.02

Year
1931
1937
2009
1938

Times Positive
(Out of 91 Years)
67
63
67
90

% Positive
Times
74%
69%
74%
99%

Period
Ending
1999
1945
1986
1983

Minimum
Return
-12.47
-27.54
-2.14
0.03

Period
Ending
1932
1932
1969
2015

Times Positive
(Out of 87 Years)
75
75
81
87

% Positive
Times
86%
86%
93%
100%

Period
Ending
1958
1984
1991
1987

Minimum
Return
-1.38
-5.70
-0.07
0.15

Period
Ending
2008
1938
1959
1942

Times Positive
(Out of 82 Years)
78
80
81
82

% Positive
Times
95%
98%
99%
100%

Period
Ending
1999
1961
2001
1991

Minimum
Return
3.11
5.74
0.69
0.42

Period
Ending
1948
1948
1969
1950

Times Positive
(Out of 72 Years)
72
72
72
72

% Positive
Times
100%
100%
100%
100%

5-Year Rolling Period Returns
Series
Large-Cap Stocks
Small-Cap Stocks
Long-term Gov't Bonds
U.S. Treasury Bills

Maximum
Return
28.56
45.90
21.62
11.12
10- Year Rolling Period Returns

Series
Large-Cap Stocks
Small-Cap Stocks
Long-term Gov't Bonds
U.S. Treasury Bills

Maximum
Return
20.06
30.38
15.56
9.17
20- Year Rolling Period Returns

Series
Large-Cap Stocks
Small-Cap Stocks
Long-term Gov't Bonds
U.S. Treasury Bills

Maximum
Return
17.88
21.13
12.09
7.72

What happens when returns are negative? Note the big disparity between minimum & maximum returns.
Source:IbbotsonYearbook2017,Exhibit2.9BasicSeries,Maximum and Minimum Values of Compounds Returns (% per annum) for 1, 5, 10, and 20Year Holding periods Using Data From 19262015
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THANK YOU
montagwealth.com
Georgia-Pacific Center
133 Peachtree Street NE
Suite 2500
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
T 404 522 5774
F 404 525 3287
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Example III
CLIENT: Married couple. The husband is currently the CEO of a company he founded in 1980. They have two adult children. Their principal residence is in Fayetteville, GA.
They own a second home in Florida.
CIRCUMSTANCES: In 2012, the husband sold the company to a publicly traded competitor who asked him to be COO for several years.
The lifestyle of these clients is supported with his earnings. At age 63, he expects to work for 5 more years and is slowly transitioning major duties to others. This couple is
donating substantially to a university so they regularly gift low-cost basis stock of the public company to the university as part of their tax-planning strategy.
In his own account, the husband deposited two separate portions of cash over a two year period after the sale of the company. He hired us to grow this portfolio and
placed very few constraints on our firm. It is his nest egg for retirement. He also hired us to manage his IRA and his wife’s portfolio. Finally, they established portfolios for
children and grandchildren. They do not live a grand lifestyle.
PORTFOLIO:

$7.365 million – Husband’s personal account
$3.615 million – Husband’s IRA
$1.406 million – Wife’s personal account

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES: As investors, these clients are very willing to take sizable risks if they are well thought-out, but the investment goals are best described as
constant positive absolute return. They see these portfolios as nest eggs and want to grow them for as long as possible.
The clients will permit us to invest in any publicly traded securities that in our judgement would foster achievement of that goal, including mutual funds with exotic
strategies such as short-selling funds and funds owning foreign securities.
They are insensitive to asset allocation matters and prefer the manager to use asset allocation for risk management and growth opportunities. The husband does not like
to miss “up” markets, but does not expect to beat the S&P 500 regularly in short intervals. Rather, he expects returns to compete well in the longer intervals by not losing
money as markets fall. They are quite willing to pay taxes on gains as shifts occur.
They plan to make no withdrawals while he is employed, but this can change if their lives do. All three portfolios pay their own income and capital gains taxes.
The clients are agnostic as to how the portfolios’ returns are generated, whether though capital gain or through income strategies.
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The Suitability Standard
1) Lower than the fiduciary duty and
2) Requires only that the broker has a reasonable basis to
believe a recommended course of action is suitable for the
client based on a reasonable inquiry into their investment
profile.
Often the compensation structure at many financial firms makes
it inherently difficult for staff to act without conflicts of interest.
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A Trustee is a Fiduciary…

Fiduciary

vs.

Suitability
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Some Financial Advisors Are Fiduciaries…
Fiduciary Standard

Known as The Highest Standard of Care

Advisors registered with the SEC under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940;
The CFA Institute’s Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct requires that:
“Members and Candidates must act for the benefit of their clients and place their clients’ interests
before their employer’s or their own interests.”

Suitability Standard Lower

Lower than Fiduciary Standard

Broker-Dealers and others that call themselves “advisory” in nature and operate under supervision of
FINRA. Requires only that the broker has a reasonable basis to believe a recommended course of action
is suitable for the client based on a reasonable inquiry into their investment profile.
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MONTAG – Executive Summary
 $1.8 billion AUM for 300+ clients. 90% HNW families + 10% foundations/philanthropies.
Assets held at Fidelity & Schwab.
 100% publicly-traded securities: individual securities, ETFs/Index funds and some lowcost mutual funds. (Hedge funds, partnerships, illiquid assets NOT used.)
 Portfolios governed by specific investment objectives and serviced by a designated, longtime portfolio manager. (Not a relationship manager).
 27 staff: 17 investment professionals + 10 support staff. Low turnover and long tenure.
 Many multigenerational relationships. Manage nearly 100 trusts, but do not serve as
corporate trustee. In some specific instances we agreed to serve as trustee.
 Registered with the SEC. Never had a legal dispute with a client or any regulator.
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The Rules of the Trust [Parking lot per JLM]
How do the language and assets in the trust impact the assignment?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be sure to match assets to an advisor with expertise/experience in that asset category
Consider the mechanical aspects of the assets. Must they stay in current form?
Implied expectations for the investment manager.
Requirements to hold or not hold certain assets.
Liquidity and accessibility for payouts.
What are the payout expectations and requirements?
• Dollar size or portfolio percentage, tax burden, other governing considerations)

Important:

1. Share the entire trust document with your advisor.
2. Important: Confirm the advisor reads the trust.
MONTAG • January 19
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Time Horizon
Time Horizon
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Marjorie Fine Knowles Professor of Law
Georgia State University College of Law
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Professor Radford is the author of the following Thomson-West treatises:
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for their invaluable assistance in preparing this outline.

© 2018, Mary F. Radford. All rights reserved.
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8. Lack of Capacity and Undue Influence
Mullis v. Welch, 346 Ga. App. 795, 815 S.E.2d 282 (June 2018).
9. Trustee’s Warranties

44
44
48
48
48
48
50

Rivers v. Revington Glen Investments, LL, 346 Ga. App. 440, 816 S.E.2d
406 (June 2018).
50
G. GUARDIANSHIPS AND CONSERVATORSHIPS
1. Guardianship of Adults

51
51

a) In re Estate of Gladstone, 303 Ga. 547, 814 S.E.2d 1 (May, 2018),
reversing in part, 341 Ga. App. 72, 798 S.E.2d 660 (Mar. 2017).
51
b) In re Estate of Russell, ___ Ga. App. ___, 819 S.E.2d 68 (Sept. 2018).
56
2. Guardianship of Minors

56

a) In Interest of K.M., 344 Ga. App. 838, 811 S.E.2d 505 (March 2018). 56
b) Patten v. Ardis, 304 Ga. 140, 816 S.E.2d 633 (June, 2018).
60
H. NON-PROBATE ASSETS / RETIREMENT PLANS

62

a) Employees’ Retirement System of Georgia v. Pendergrass, 344 Ga. App.
888, 812 S.E.2d 322 (March 2018).
62
b) Metlife & Annuity Co. of America v. Akpele, 886 F.3d 998 (11th Cir.
2018).
64
I.

DEEDS

J. POWERS OF ATTORNEY AND ADVANCE DIRECTIVES

66
66

a) State Farm Life Insurance Company v. Jefferson, ___ F.3d ___ (S.D.
Ga. Jan. 2018).
66
K. ATTORNEY DISCIPLINE AND MALPRACTICE

68
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In the Matter of David E. Morgan, III, 303 Ga. 678, 814 S.E.2d 394 (May
2018).
68
II. GEORGIA LEGISLATION - 2018

71
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I. GEORGIA CASES: January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018
A. INTESTACY
1. Children Born Out of Wedlock
[No cases during the reporting period].
2. Virtual Adoption
[No cases during the reporting period].

3. Uniform Partition of Heirs Property Act
Faison et al. v. Faison, 344 Ga. App. 600, 811 S.E.2d 431 (Feb. 2018).
Alfonzo Faison died in 2000 leaving 400 acres of property in Wilcox County, GA. He
was survived by Lora Faison; Bertine Faison; Sonya, Daryl, and Natalie Faison
(Defendants); and nine other heirs. On April 30, 2015, Lora filed a complaint for
partition of the property against the other heirs stating that: (1) they were all the heirs at
law to Alfonzo’s property; (2) the heirs owned the property as tenants in common; (3)
the property likely could not be fairly and equitably divided in kind; and (4) the property
should be sold and the proceeds distributed among the heirs. Apparently eight heirs
answered the complaint but five (including Bertine, the three Defendants, and one other
heir) did not. The trial court conducted a hearing and entered default judgements
against the non-answering heirs. The court then ordered mediation between Lora and
the other eight, non-defaulting heirs. A Settlement Agreement was reached that the
heirs would transfer their interests in Alfonzo’s property to Lora in exchange for
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$13,000 each to be paid by Lora to each heir. Lora filed a motion for approval and
enforcement of the Settlement Agreement and the trial court entered a Final Order
directing all the heirs to comply with the Settlement Agreement as made between Lora
and the non-defaulting heirs. The defaulting heirs filed a Motion to Set Aside the Final
Order and a Motion for a New Trial. They argued that, even though they were in
default, because an appraisal of the property had not been submitted to the court as
evidence of the property’s fair market value, as required by the Uniform Partition of
Heirs Property Act (UPHPA), the trial court lacked proper evidence on which to
determine the fair market value of the property. They further argued that, because the
UPHPA governs, the trial court erred in not making an initial determination as to
whether Alonzo’s property was “heirs property.” The trial court denied both motions,
stating that the non-defaulting parties had reached a Settlement Agreement, thereby
allowing for partition of the property without invoking the mandates of the UPHPA.
The court further stated that a determination had not been made as to whether the
property was heirs property because “the case did not progress that far.” The defaulting
heirs filed an appeal seeking review of both denials. They argued that the trial court
erred by failing to follow the mandatory procedures of the UPHPA, and that the
judgement undervalued the property, which is one of the problems the UPHPA was
designed to address. The Court of Appeals agreed that the law governing this case is the
UPHPA. The Court noted that Georgia adopted the UPHPA in 2012 and it applies to
partition actions filed on or after January 1, 2013. Thus, because Lora filed her petition
after the effective date, the UPHPA was applicable. The Court held that, in light of the
mandatory language of OCGA §44-6-181(b) (“In an action to partition real property…
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the court shall determine whether the property is heirs property”), the trial court was
required, before ordering parties to mediation, to make an initial determination of
whether the property was heirs property. If the property was heirs property, the
partition must be made in accordance with the procedures set forth in the UPHPA,
unless all the cotenants (heirs) agree otherwise. The Court of Appeals set aside the trial
court’s Final Order and reversed its Denial for a New Trial finding that the trial court
erred in not making an initial determination of whether the property was heirs property
and not following the UPHPA procedures. The Court further held that if the trial court
had concluded the property was heirs property, it would have been required to partition
pursuant to the UPHPA unless all the co-tenants agreed otherwise. Based on these
findings, the Court remanded the case for further proceedings.

B. YEAR’S SUPPORT
[No cases during reporting period]
C. WILLS
1. Proper Execution and Attestation
[No cases during reporting period]
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2. Lack of Capacity and Undue Influence
[No cases during the reporting period].
3. Construction of Wills
[No cases during the reporting period].
4. Probate of Lost Wills
[No cases during the reporting period]

5. Revocation of Wills
[No cases during the reporting period].
6. Setting Aside Probate
In re Estate of Jones, 346 Ga. App. 877, 815 S.E.2d 599 (June 2018).
The 2013 will of Robert Ellsworth Jones, Jr. was admitted to probate. Swygert, who was
Mr. Jones’ stepson, filed a petition to set aside the probate of the 2013 will along with a
petition to probate an earlier will instead. (Originally, Swygert sought to have a 2004
will admitted to probate. Later in the proceeding, he replaced that petition with a
petition to have a copy of a purported 2005 will admitted to probate.). Swygert claimed
that Mr. Jones had lacked testamentary capacity and had been unduly influenced to
make the 2013 will, from which Swygert was excluded. The probate court denied
Swygert’s attempt to set aside the 2013 will and have the earlier will admitted to
probate. The two sets of statutes that the probate court examined were O.C.G.A. §§53-550, 53-5-51 and O.C.G.A. §9-11-60. O.C.G.A. §53-5-50(a) provides in part: “The probate
court shall have original jurisdiction over any action to vacate, set aside, or amend its
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order admitting a will to probate which alleges: (1) That another will is entitled to be
admitted to probate.” O.C.G.A. §53-5-50(b) requires that any such action be
accompanied by a petition to probate the other will in solemn form. O.C.G.A. §53-5-51
sets forth the procedure (service, notice, etc.) for such actions. O.C.G.A. §9-11-60(d)
(which appears in the Georgia Civil Practice Act (CPA)) provides:
(d) Motion to set aside. A motion to set aside may be brought to set aside a
judgment based upon:
(1) Lack of jurisdiction over the person or the subject matter;
(2) Fraud, accident, or mistake or the acts of the adverse party unmixed with
the negligence or fault of the movant; or
(3) A nonamendable defect which appears upon the face of the record or
pleadings. Under this paragraph, it is not sufficient that the complaint or
other pleading fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, but the
pleadings must affirmatively show no claim in fact existed.
(Georgia probate courts, as “courts of record,” are subject to the CPA. O.C.G.A. §9-11-1.)
The probate court stated that the reason it denied Swygert’s motion was that he had not
set out any of the grounds for a set aside that are listed in O.C.G.A. §9-11-60(d) and that
no separate basis exists for obtaining relief under O.C.G.A. §53-5-50. The Court of
Appeals disagreed with the probate court. The Court of Appeals concluded that the
provisions of the CPA apply unless there are “special rules of practice or procedure
which are conflicting and have been expressly prescribed by law” and that the
proceedings for the probate of a will are “special proceedings.” The Court of Appeals
stated that the plain language of the Probate Code provisions (O.C.G.A. §§53-5-50, 53-551) set forth a procedure for setting aside the probate of a will that is “broader” than the
procedure of set-aside that is set forth in the CPA and that the “constraints” of the “more
restrictive” O.C.G.A. §9-11-60 thus do not apply in a procedure to set aside the probate
of a will. The Court of Appeals reversed the probate judge’s ruling on the set-aside
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petition and remanded that case to the probate court for the court “to consider the
petition’s merits.”
7. Interference with the Expectation of a Gift or Inheritance
Copeland v. Miller, 347 Ga. App. 123, 817 S.E.2d 692 (July 2018).
Gerald Copeland brought suit in the Tift County Superior Court against Elizabeth
Miller, who was the former common law wife of Carlton, Copeland’s brother (now
deceased). According to the facts alleged by Gerald, Carlton Copeland executed a will in
2001 bequeathing his house and two acres of land to Miller and leaving the remainder of
his real estate, including farm land, to Carlton’s four nieces and nephews (it is unclear
whether these four were Gerald’s children). However, after Carlton underwent a monthlong hospital stay in 2011, he transferred some of his real estate to Miller, which she
subsequently transferred into an LLC she created. Notably, Gerald argued that the deeds
for the transfer to Miller were “‘not executed, delivered, witnessed or notarized with the
proper formalities required by law.’” In 2012, Miller and Carlton signed a divorce
decree–despite the fact that they had never been ceremonially married–that purported
to transfer the same real estate to Miller. After Carlton died, Miller submitted a will for
probate that had been executed by Carlton in 2013, which also provided for said real
estate to transfer into the LLC that Miller had created.
Gerald alleged that Miller and Carlton created the transfer deeds, the divorce
decree and the 2013 will to defraud the hospital and others (presumably the nieces and
nephews, although this was not directly specified). Accordingly, he requested that the
court issue an injunction prohibiting Miller from using and selling Carlton’s real and
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personal property, order Miller to pay damages, and impose a resulting or constructive
trust over any property fraudulently placed into Miller’s name. Gerald also filed a caveat
to the 2013 will in probate court, alleging that the 2013 will reflected the intent and
wishes of Miller, not Carlton, and that the 2001 will was the only valid will.
Miller moved to dismiss Gerald’s complaint, and the trial court granted Miller’s
motion. Gerald appealed, arguing that the trial court erred for two reasons: first,
because he stated claims upon which relief can be granted in Georgia, specifically fraud,
interference with the expectation of a gift or inheritance, and constructive trust; and
second, because the trial court acted improperly as the trier of fact in its ruling on his
motion to dismiss.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court’s ruling, addressing Gerald’s claims
sequentially. First, the 2011 deeds transferring the real estate to Miller could not support
Gerald’s fraud claim because one of the elements for fraud is “justifiable reliance by
plaintiff”; and if Gerald himself believed, as he alleged, that the deeds were
unenforceable, “it would be impossible for him to prove that he justifiably relied on
them.” Second, the 2012 divorce decree could not be used as evidence of fraud because
the statute of limitations had run prior to Gerald filing his complaint in September 2017.
(Georgia’s statute of limitations is four years for general fraud (O.C.G.A. § 9-3-31) and
three years for setting aside a judgment based upon fraud (O.C.G.A. § 9-11-60).) Gerald
argued on appeal that the statute of limitations can be tolled in situations involving
fraud; however, he failed in his complaint to allege facts that would allow tolling. Third,
the superior court lacked jurisdiction to consider whether the 2013 will was invalid
because Miller’s probate proceeding was pending, and “‘to the extent that a claim is
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based upon expected inheritance or gift, the superior court has no jurisdiction over it
while probate proceedings are pending.’”
The Court of Appeals further ruled that Gerald’s claim for tortious interference
with the expectation of a gift or inheritance failed because Gerald did not meet his
required burden to show the following elements of the claim: that the donor “took steps
toward perfecting the gift” and the defendant “diverted the gift away from the plaintiff”
to herself. Specifically, Gerald did not allege that he was the beneficiary of any property
under either will, nor did he allege that his brother “took any steps toward perfecting,
bequeathing or giving any of his property to him.” The equitable remedy Gerald sought
(a resulting or constructive trust) was predicated upon his above claims and thus was
not available to him when his claims failed to survive Miller’s motion to dismiss. The
Court of Appeals noted, citing the following cases, that “[a] constructive trust is an
equitable remedy imposed by a court to prevent unjust enrichment. It is not the basis for
an independent cause of action.” City of Atlanta v. Hotels.com, LP., 332 Ga. App. 888,
982, 775 S.E.2d 276 (2015); Morrison v. Morrison, 284 Ga. 112, 113, 663 S.E.2d 714
(2008).
As to Gerald’s second claim that the trial court acted as a trier of fact, the Court of
Appeals ruled that Gerald’s complaint simply did not state claims upon which relief can
be granted; and, even if it had, the record failed to show that the trial court made
findings of fact. The Court of Appeals also made note of, but did not specifically address,
the fact that Gerald made requests upon appeal that he did not make in the prayers for
relief in his complaint.
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D. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ESTATE
1. Claims By and Against the Estate
a) Coleman v. United Health Services Of Georgia, Inc. et al., 344 Ga. App. 682, 812
S.E.2d 24 (Feb. 2018).
In 2009, Coleman signed an Advance Directive for Health Care that authorized his sister
and brother-in-law, Charles Biggerstaff, to make health care decisions on his behalf. In
April of 2013, Coleman was admitted to one of the defendant’s nursing facilities for long
term care. Coleman signed the admission documents, including a voluntary arbitration
agreement, and indicating on several forms that Biggerstaff was his “representative” or
“responsible party.” In March of 2014, Coleman began exhibiting memory and
behavioral issues, and he was transferred to another facility’s memory unit, also
operated by defendant. Biggerstaff represented himself to the staff at the second facility
as having “power of attorney” and signed the admission paperwork and executed a
voluntary arbitration agreement. Coleman did not sign anything and was not present
when the documents were signed. Later that year, Coleman suffered an injury at the
second facility and in December of 2014, he sued the defendant for those injuries.
Defendant moved to dismiss or stay the proceedings and compel arbitration. Finding
that Coleman had authorized Biggerstaff to sign the arbitration agreement for him, the
trial court granted the motion, stayed the lawsuit pending the conclusion of arbitration,
and issued a certificate of immediate review. The Court of Appeals granted the
application for interlocutory review and reversed the trial court’s judgment.
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On appeal, the defendants argued that Coleman expressly permitted Biggerstaff to sign
the arbitration agreement by executing the Advance Directive for Health Care. The
Court of Appeals disagreed, finding that an Advance Directive for Health Care did not
serve to authorize the designated representative to bind the principal to an arbitration
agreement that was included in documents preceding the principal's admission to a
nursing care facility. The Court of Appeals ruled that the Advance Directive appointed
an agent only for health care decisions and that signing the arbitration agreement was
not such a decision. Because signing the agreement was voluntary, and “not a
precondition to admission, expedited admission, or the furnishing of services,” the
Court found that it was not a health care decision and that Biggerstaff lacked authority
to sign it on Coleman's behalf. See Life Care Centers of America v. Smith, 298 Ga. App.
739, 743-44 (681 SE2d 182) (2009) (“[T]he execution of an arbitration agreement is
considered a health care decision within the authority of a health care surrogate, only
when that arbitration provision is required for admission to the nursing home.”). The
defendants also argued that Coleman had expressly given Biggerstaff broad agency
authorities when he named him as his "representative" or "responsible party." However,
the record contained no evidence that Coleman had done so and Biggerstaff himself
denied that he had been given broad agency authority, and that he was only Coleman’s
agent with respect to health care decisions. The Court of Appeals found that defendants
had not shown express authority had been given. See United Health Svcs. of Ga. v.
Alexander, 342 Ga. App. 1, 4 (802 SE2d 314) (2017) (although mother may have
authorized daughter to sign medical forms for her, there was no evidence that she gave
daughter express authority to enter arbitration agreement on her behalf); Life Care
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Centers of America, supra at 742 (“[T]he plain language of the health care power of
attorney did not give [daughter] the power to sign away her mother’s or her mother’s
legal representative’s right to a jury trial.”). Defendants finally argued that Biggerstaff
had implied or apparent authority but the Court of Appeals rejected that argument also.
Apparent authority to perform an act “is created as to a third person by written or
spoken words or any other conduct of the principal which, reasonably interpreted,
causes the third person to believe that the principal consents to have the act done on his
behalf by the person purporting to act for him.” McKean v. GGNSC Atlanta, 329 Ga.
App. 507, 510 (765 SE2d 681) (2014). The Court found that the second facility’s
admission director did not speak to Coleman prior to his admission or review the
arbitration agreement with him. And although she understood from Biggerstaff that he
had "power of attorney," she did not obtain supporting documents or confirm
Biggestaff's authority with Coleman. See McKean, supra McKean v. GGNSC Atlanta,
329 Ga. App. 507, 510 (765 SE2d 681) (2014) (“Any manifestations of implied agency or
apparent authority arising only through the words or acts of the purported agent are
insufficient to authorize a finding that an agency existed.”) Thus, because the
defendants did not show that Coleman either expressly or impliedly authorized
Biggerstaff to sign the arbitration agreement, the Court of Appeals found the arbitration
agreement to be invalid. As an alternative argument, defendants suggested that hat
Coleman was bound as a "direct third-party beneficiary." A non-party is a third-party
beneficiary to a contract when “one party to the contract promised another party to the
contract to render some performance to the nonparty to the contract. . . [and] both
parties to the contract intended that the contract benefit the nonparty.” Vaughn,
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Coltrane & Assoc. v. Van Horn Constr., 254 Ga. App. 693, 694 (563 SE2d 548) (2002).
Pursuant to OCGA §9-2-20 (b), the third-party beneficiary “may maintain an action
against the promisor on the contract.” The beneficiary is also “bound by any valid and
enforceable provisions of the contract in seeking to enforce [his] claim[].” Lankford v.
Orkin Exterminating Co., 266 Ga. App. 228, 229 (597 SE2d 470) (2004). The Court of
Appeals found that while Coleman did receive care at the second facility, he was not a
third-party beneficiary to the arbitration agreement because it was not required by his
admission agreement and thus had no bearing on the [facility’s] duties and obligations
with respect to the provision of care and treatment.” The Court also pointed out that
Coleman had repudiated the alleged benefit of the agreement and was not seeking to
enforce it. The Court further found that while Biggerstaff had signed the arbitration
agreement both as Coleman’s representative and in his own individual capacity, it could
not be enforced against Coleman. See United Health Svcs. of Ga., supra at 2 (party not
required to arbitrate dispute unless he agrees to arbitration); Mendez v. Hampton Court
Nursing Center, 203 So3d 146, 149 (Fla. 2016) (patient not subject to arbitration
agreement as a third-party beneficiary because “[t]he third-party beneficiary doctrine
does not permit two parties to bind a third – without the third party’s agreement –
merely by conferring a benefit on the third party.”). Compare JP Morgan Chase & Co. v.
Conegie, 492 F3d 596, 600 (5th Cir. 2007) (nursing home patient bound as third-party
beneficiary by arbitration clause within admission agreement, through which patient
accepted benefit of nursing care); THI of South Carolina at Columbia v. Wiggins, 2011
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 103638, at *17-18 (D.S.C. 2011).
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b) Skyjack, Inc. v. Mois, 346 Ga. App. 26, 815 S.E.2d 239 (May 2018).
In May, 2015, Mois, as surviving spouse, brought claims against Skyjack, Inc. and
others, for wrongful death on behalf of herself and her children, and for negligence,
products liability, and failure to warn. In August, 2016, Mois’s lawyer brought a petition
in the probate court to have Mois removed as personal representative of her husband’s
estate and to have Taylor, a bank employee, appointed to replace her. The removal was
requested because, according to the lawyer, Mois had “disappeared.” After the probate
court appointed Taylor, the lawyer then was allowed by the state court to substitute
Taylor for Mois as the party plaintiff in the actions connected with the husband’s death.
The defendants filed an interlocutory appeal and the Court of Appeals reversed in part
and affirmed in part. The Court of Appeals first held that it was improper for Taylor to
replace Mois in the wrongful death action for a couple of reasons. First, under O.C.G.A.
§9-11-25(b), a court may allow an action to be continued by the “representative” of an
individual who has become “incompetent.” In this case, however, the fact that Mois had
been found incompetent to serve as personal representative of her husband’s estate did
not mean that Mois had been adjudicated incompetent to handle her own legal affairs.
Furthermore, even if Mois had become incompetent during the course of the action, the
record did not show that the new administrator was Mois’s representative (i.e., Mois’s
guardian or conservator). Second, the Court of Appeals found that O.C.G.A. §§51-4-5
and 51-4-2, the only time a personal representative can bring a wrongful death case is
when there is “no person entitled to bring an action for the wrongful death of a
decedent….” Clearly, according to the Court of Appeals, Mois was entitled to bring such
a claim and thus the new administrator could not do so. On the other hand, the Court of
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Appeals approved of the substitution of the new administrator for the other personal
injury claims that belonged to the estate.
c) Hayes v. Hines, ___ Ga. App. ___, ___ S.E.2d ___ (Oct. 2018).
In his capacity as the administrator of his wife’s estate, Mr. Hayes sued health care
providers for medical malpractice that allegedly resulted in his wife’s death. The trial
court granted partial summary judgment to the defendants. Among the grounds for
appeal Mr. Hayes stated that the trial court had incorrectly concluded that the tolling
provisions of OCGA §9-3-92 did not apply in this case. OCGA §9-3-92 provides in part:
The time between the death of a person and the commencement of
representation upon his estate … shall not be counted against his estate in
calculating any limitation applicable to the bringing of an action, provided that
such time shall not exceed five years. At the expiration of the five years the
limitation shall commence, even if the cause of action accrued after the person's
death.
Ms. Hayes died in May, 2015 of uterine cancer, which Mr. Hayes claimed had been
misdiagnosed. Mr. Hayes was appointed administrator of her estate in December, 2017.
The health care providers claimed that Mr. Hayes’ claim was not timely filed due to the
running of the two-year statute of limitation. They contended that Mr. Hayes had
waived the application of OCGA §9-3-92 because he had obtained counsel and sought
expert advice and thus had been “acting as the estate’s administrator” before he was
formally appointed as such. The Court of Appeals disagreed with the health care
providers. The Court of Appeals pointed first to the mandatory wording (“shall”) in the
statute and concluded that tolling occurred by operation of law. The Court of Appeals
also cited case law that holds that the running of the statute of limitation is only revived
upon the appointment of a permanent administrator for the estate, regardless of
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whether a temporary administrator had been appointed. The Court of Appeals reiterated
that, even if Mr. Hayes had hired a lawyer and experts, he was not actually appointed
administrator until December 9, 2015.

d) Regal Nissan, Inc. v. Scott, ___ Ga. App. ___, ____ S.E.2d ___ (Octoober 2018).
Prior to his death, Andrew Scott and other shareholders of Regal Nissan entered into a
shareholders’ agreement that provided that the corporation or its shareholders had the
option to purchase the stock of a deceased shareholder at fair market value from the
personal representative of that shareholder’s estate. The agreement contained an
arbitration clause that stated that the shareholders, the shareholder’s heirs, legatees,
and peronsal representative were all bound to arbitrate any “dispute [that] arises in
connection with this Agreement.” The agreement also provided a method for
determining fair market value of the shares to be purchased. When Andrew passed
away, his widow, Stacey, was appointed administrator of his estate and granted all of the
fiduciary powers set forth in OCGA §53-12-261. Shortly after her appointment, Stacey,
as a “shareholder.” requested access to the corporation’s records, per OCGA §14-21602(b). The corporation denied her access, claiming that she was not a “shareholder”
and notified her that it would be exercising its right to purchase Andrew’s shares. Stacey
filed a “Petition to Inspect Corporate Records” in response to which the corporation
sought to compel arbitration. The trial court denied that motion to compel arbitration
and the Court of Appeals affirmed the denial. The Court of Appeals agreed with the trial
court that Stacey’s petition to inspect the corporate records was based on statute and not
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on any provisions of the shareholder agreement (which was silent as to inspection). As
to whether Stacey qualified as a “shareholder,” the Court of Appeals looked to the
relevant statutes and determined that she did so qualify. OCGA §14-2-140(27) defines a
“shareholder” as “the person in whose name shares are registered in the records of a
corporation or the beneficial owner of shares to the extent of the rights granted by a
nominee certificate on file with a corporation.” Additionally, OCGA §14-2-1602(g)
includes as a “shareholder” for purposes of the right to inspect corporate records “a
beneficial owner whose shares are held in a voting trust or by a nominee on his behalf.”
Stacey had not contended that she met either of these definitions of “shareholder.” The
Court of Appeals then went on to look at the Georgia Probate Code, specifically OCGA
§53-2-7(b), which provides: "The title to all other property owned by an intestate
decedent shall vest in the administrator of the estate for the benefit of the decedent's
heirs and creditors” as well as OCGA §53-7-2, which provides that the “personal
representative shall be entitled to possess and administer the entire estate.” The Court
of Appeals also pointed out that Stacey had been granted all of the powers set forth in
OCGA §53-12-261, including the power to vote and otherwise exercise all options and
privileges pertaining to shares of stock in the estate. The Court of Appeals construed all
of the statutes together so as to give them “sensible and intelligent effect.” The Court of
Appeals concluded that these statutes gave Stacey the right to inspect the corporate
books and records even though Andrew’s estate was not listed as on the corporateion’s
records as a shareholder. Finally the Court of Appeals examined the corporation’s
contention that Stacey had not made an appropriate request to inspect the records in
that her request was not made in good faith and did not specify why the requested
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records were relevant to her purpose. Again the Court of Appeals looked to the wording
of OCGA §14-2-1602 and found therein only the requirement that a shareholder make
the request to inspect corporate records by making a written demand within five days of
the requested inspection date. As Stacey had made her written request within the
relevant time period, the Court of Appeals held that she was entitled to inspect the
records. According to the statute, Stacey was entitled to inspect the eight categories of
documents that the corporation is required to maintain under OCGA §14-2-1602.
2. Administration of Estate Property
a) Mercer v. Mercer, ___ Ga. App. ___, ___ S.E.2d ___ (October 2018).
Marion and John Mercer were the co-executors of their mother’s estate. Their mother
had devised property to them jointly, subject to a life estate in the marital dwelling for
their father. The co-executors/brother signed two executor’s deeds. One executor’s deed
(the “first executor’s deed”) conveyed the two-acre tract of land on which the marital
dwelling was located to their father for life, remainder to themselves. The other
executor’s deed (the “second executor’s deed”) conveyed the rest of their mother’s land
(specifically excepting the two-acre tract) to themselves jointly. After their father died,
the brothers executed quitclaim deeds to each other that resulted in all the land to the
east of a certain surveyed line belonging solely to John and all the land west of that line
belonging solely to Marion. The two-acre tract on which the marital dwelling was
located fell on the east side of the line. When John sought a declaratory judgment that
he owned the two-acre tract, Marion objected, claiming that he had not conveyed his
interest in that tract via his quitclaim deed. The trial court granted summary judgment
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to John. The Court of Appeals affirmed (although the decision is physical precedent
only in that two of the three judges concurred only in the decision). Marion’s contention
was that his quitclaim deed to John, while it specifically conveyed all of the land east of
the surveyed line (as evidenced by the plat that accompanied the quitclaim deed), also
included this language: “The same being the entire interest of Grantor [Marion Mercer]
in said surveyed lands jointly deeded to Grantor [Marion Mercer] and Grantee [John
Mercer III] pursuant to an Executor’s Deed recorded in Deed Book 146, Page 201, in
the Office of the Clerk of Superior Court of Atkinson County, Georgia, ....” [emphasis in
original]. The executor’s deed refenced by this language was the second executor’s deed,
which expressly excluded the two-acre tract. The Court of Appeals cited earlier case law
for its conclusion that the reference in the quitclaim deed to the second executor’s deed
served only to show the source of the land in question and did not otherwise restrict or
alter the description in the quitclaim deed and accompanying plat. Finally, the Court of
Appeals countered Marion’s argument that the trial court had failed to consider the
intention of the parties by citing OCGA §13-2-3, which provides:
The cardinal rule of construction [of contracts] is to ascertain the intention of the
parties. If that intention is clear and it contravenes no rule of law and sufficient
words are used to arrive at the intention, it shall be enforced irrespective of all
technical or arbitrary rules of construction.
The Court of Appeals found that the clear language of the quitclaim deed conveyed the
tract in question to John, that the trial court had property determined the parties’ intent
by examining that language, and that Marion had failed to overcome the presumption of
regularity in the trial court’s proceedings.
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b) Cooper Tire & Rubber Company v. Koch, 303 Ga. 336, 812 S.E.2d 256 (March 2018).
Decedent Gerald Koch was seriously injured in an accident that occurred when the tread
on his left rear tire detached. His car was towed by a wrecking company and, while
Gerald was still alive, the company told his wife, Renee, that she was being charged a
daily storage fee for the car. She arranged to have the car transferred to the owner of the
company who then sold it to a salvage company to be scrapped. Prior to the transfer of
the car, Gerald told his wife, “Save the tire” (or “Save the tires,” as the statement was in
question). She instructed the owner of the wrecking company to save the left rear tire.
After Gerald died, Renee was appointed administrator of his estate and filed a products
liability action against Cooper Tire. Cooper Tire moved to dismiss or, alternatively, to
have certain evidence excluded as Renee had allowed the other three tires and the car to
be destroyed. Both the Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court affirmed the trial courts
denial of these motions. The Supreme Court examined the issue from the perspective of
Renee to determine whether she could reasonably have foreseen the possibility that
litigation would ensue when the tires and car were destroyed. The Court noted that
Gerald had given Renee no reason to “save the tire” nor had counsel been engaged at
that time. The prospect of litigation was not even raised until some time after Gerald’s
death and it had been Gerald’s daughter, not Renee, who had suggested contacting an
attorney.
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3. Removal of Executor
[No cases during the reporting period]

4. Settlement Agreements
[No cases during the reporting period]

5. Co-Executors
[No cases during the reporting period]

E. PROCEDURAL AND JURISDICTIONAL MATTERS
1. Decedent’s Domicile
Hardee v. Whitlock, 345 Ga. App. 536, 813 S.E.2d 616 (April 2018).
The testators in this case lived in Fulton County throughout most of their lives.
However, both suffered from dementia and were moved into a nursing home in Newton
County. They had moved personal property to the home and plans were in place to sell
their Fulton County home. They lived full-time at the home and returned there after all
hospitalizations. After they died, their son petitioned to have their wills admitted to
probate in Newton County. Janet Hardee (unclear from the facts, but may have been
their daughter) argued that jurisdiction for the probate of their wills properly lay in
Fulton County. She cited O.C.G.A. §53-5-1(c). which provides:
(c) The domicile of a testator who was in the care of a nursing home or other
similar facility at the time of death shall be presumed to be the county in which
the testator was domiciled immediately before entering the nursing home or
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other facility; provided, however, this presumption may be rebutted. If it is
determined by the probate court that the testator considered or, in the absence of
an impairment of mental faculties, the testator would have considered the county
in which the facility is located to be the testator's domicile, then for purposes of
this Code section that county shall be considered the testator's county of
domicile.
No transcript had been made of the probate court hearing on the domicile issue.
Hardee, as appellant, had the burden of showing error on the record. Absent a
transcript, the Court of Appeals “must assume that the evidence adduced below was
sufficient to support the probate court's findings.” The Court of Appeals concluded that,
from the facts recited above, the probate court could infer that the testators intended (or
would have intended absent impairment of their mental capacities) to remain
permanently in Newton County. Thus, the Court of Appeals affirmed that the son had
successfully rebutted the statutory presumption in O.C.G.A. §53-5-1 that the testators’
domicile had not changed when they moved to the nursing home.

2. Notice
[No cases during the reporting period]

3. Injunctions
Barnes et al. v. Channel et al., 303 Ga. 88, 810 S.E.2d 549 (February 2018).
In July, 2008, Frances Huff gave Charles Barnes, her nephew, a power of attorney over
her affairs, which he then handled until her death. The power of attorney stated: ““I
must not transfer title to any of the Principal's funds or other assets into my name alone.
My name must not be added to the title of any funds or other assets of the Principal,
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unless I am specifically designated as agent for the Principal in the title.” In May, 2009,
Frances executed a will naming Barnes as executor, directing that her house be sold, and
the proceeds as well as the rest of her estate, be divided per capita among Barnes and his
siblings, Bernard, Mary, and Geraldine (Appellees). By June, 2014, Huff had moved
into a nursing home and signed a quitclaim deed conveying her house to Barnes. Barnes
and his girlfriend, Madeline Jackson, then moved into the house. Huff died nine
months later at the age of 95. Appellees objected to Barnes’ being appointed as
executor. Barnes did not contest and Bernard was appointed in his place. Appellees
also challenged the validity of the quitclaim deed alleging undue influence. In February,
2016, Barnes filed a petition for declaratory judgment in Fulton County superior court
seeking to affirm the deed’s validity. In April, Appellees filed a tort action in the same
court against Barnes and Jackson (Appellants) alleging breach of fiduciary duty, fraud,
theft by taking, deception, conversion, and undue influence. They also sought an order
stating that Barnes had forfeited his rights as a beneficiary under the will. The next day,
Appellees filed an emergency motion for an interlocutory injunction, requesting
expedited discovery and subpoena authority for bank and tax records. In June, the trial
court entered an order consolidating the declaratory judgment and tort actions,
directing the parties to mediation, and staying discovery until further order. In
September, Appellants filed a motion to withhold ruling on the disposition of the
residence until discovery was complete and a hearing on the merits was held. The trial
court granted the motion and during the hearing expressed concern about Barnes’s
apparent theft from Huff and asked for him to appear and answer questions under oath
about certain bank transfers (Barnes was not at the hearing because he was in a
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rehabilitation facility due to illness). Appellants’ attorney asked instead to be allowed to
produce evidence to explain the transfers and to prove that Huff had the capacity to
convey the residence. The court then reopened discovery and scheduled another hearing
for October, 2016. At the October hearing, Appellants introduced affidavits of the
notary and the two witnesses who signed the quitclaim deed averring that Huff was
“aware and very alert” when she signed the deed. Appellees introduced and
authenticated medical records showing that Huff had been diagnosed with dementia by
the time the quitclaim deed was executed. Appellees called as witnesses a nurse
practitioner and a doctor, both of whom had cared for Huff, and who testified that Huff
did not have the mental capacity to know what she was signing when she signed the
quitclaim deed. Appellees also called Barnes, who could not remember details of the
bank transfers but claimed to remember that Huff was of sound mind when she signed
the deed. He testified that she had been planning to give him the house for many years.
During testimony from Appellees’ final witness, Bernard’s wife, Appellees attempted to
introduce a summary Bernard’s wife had prepared of the estate’s accounts. Appellants
objected at which point the trial judge stopped the proceedings. He asked Appellees
what relief they were seeking, to which they answered, “an injunction whereby the house
and everything that belong[s] to the estate comes back to the estate.” The court then
held that the quitclaim deed was “procured in derogation of the express terms of the
Power of Attorney,” that it was “procured by undue influence,” and that Huff “lacked the
capacity to make the conveyance.” The court declared the deed void and ordered
Appellants to vacate the property. The court also ordered Appellants to turn over all
other assets once belonging to Huff which had been conveyed Appellants from July,
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2008 to present, and to provide an accounting of Huff’s past and present accounts.
Finally, the court held that Barnes had forfeited his rights as a beneficiary under the will
based on his egregious conduct. The judge then told Barnes that his conduct was
“reprehensible” and “despicable” and that this was one of the most disturbing cases he’d
seen in 20 years on the bench. He then entered permanent orders striking the quitclaim
deed and mandating that the house be sold in accordance with the will, and gave the
Appellants until November 11th to vacate. When the Appellants’ attorney objected that
Huff’s capacity was a jury question, the judge said, “I’m using the equitable powers of
this Court … .,” “You can appeal it.” When Appellants’ attorney objected because the
court had not considered the proper standards for interlocutory injunctive relief, the
judge again responded, “You can appeal it.” Eight days late, the trial court entered an
order granting Appellees’ motion. In November, 2016, Appellants appealed. Upon
review, in a unanimous decision, the Supreme Court vacated the trial court’s order in
part and remanded the case for further proceedings.
On appeal, the Appellants challenged the trial court’s authority to grant permanent
relief when the Appellees’ motion sought interlocutory relief. They argued that granting
permanent instead of interlocutory relief deprived them of their opportunity to continue
discovery and present further evidence. In its order, the trial court acknowledged the
permanent nature of the relief granted, saying that the requested interlocutory
injunction had been “converted to a permanent injunction by the trial court pursuant to
notice provided at the hearings.” However, the Supreme Court found no such notice in
the record and so considered only the issue of the propriety of the extensive relief
granted on a motion for an interlocutory injunction. The Court stated that “the general
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rule is that entering permanent relief after an interlocutory hearing is improper.” Under
certain circumstances, the Civil Practice Act does permit a trial court, either “[b]efore or
after the commencement of” the interlocutory hearing, to “order the trial of the action
on the merits to be advanced and consolidated with the [interlocutory] hearing.” OCGA
§9–11–65 (a) (2). However, the court’s authority to so consolidate is “‘tempered by the
due process principle that fair notice and an opportunity to be heard must be given the
litigants before the disposition of a case on the merits.’” McHugh Fuller Law Group,
PLLC v. Pruitt Health-Toccoa, LLC, 297 Ga. 94, 96(772 SE2d 660) (2015). Failure to
give such notice may be overlooked “where there is no objection or where the parties
have acquiesced.” Id. at 97. The Supreme Court found that there had been substantial
objection in this case. Appellants made clear at several times during the hearing that
they objected to the court’s granting permanent relief. Their attorney asked to be heard
at several points but was denied and ultimately no more evidence was allowed to be
presented; “indeed, the direct examination of Appellees’ witness was stopped
midstream, with no cross-examination by Appellants.” Appellants further objected that
discovery had not been completed. In fact, at the October hearing, both sides indicated
that they were still gathering evidence. At that time, discovery had only been open for
about three and a half months and the court made no announcement that the ordinary
six-month discovery period would be shortened. Thus, the Supreme Court found that
the trial court’s curtailment of discovery by granting premature permanent relief was
not permissible. See OCGA §9-11-26 (permitting parties to obtain discovery and
outlining the scope of discovery). Compare Hoffman v. Fletcher, 244 Ga. App. 506, 509
(535 SE2d 849) (2000) (explaining that the trial court did not err in granting summary
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judgment while the discovery period was still open because there was no evidence that
the opposing party “was waiting on any additional discovery”; “she sought no discovery
after the discovery period was extended”; and she did not “file any request that the trial
court defer its ruling until discovery was completed”). For these reasons, The Supreme
Court found that all of the relief challenged by Appellants must be vacated and that only
the portion of the trial court’s order directing an accounting could stand. The Court
noted that most of the relief ordered could be properly granted if due process and civil
procedure requirements were observed and if the evidence supported such rulings.
However, the trial court’s source of the authority used to declare that Barnes could
inherit under the will was unclear. Indeed, the Court noted that it had held in the past
concluded that such decisions about disinheritance are generally left to the legislature
and are not for the courts to impose as punishment for bad behavior. See, e.g., Crumley
v. Hall, 202 Ga. 588, 590-591 (43 SE2d 646) (1947)
4. Appeals
[No cases during the reporting period].

5. Contempt
[No cases during the reporting period]
6. Default
[No cases during the reporting period]
7. Probate Court Jurisdiction
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Joyner v. State, ___ Ga. App. ___, 817 S.E.2d 822 (August 2018).
Law enforcement conducted aerial surveillance over John Joyner’s property in
2016 and saw what appeared to be marijuana plants in his backyard. Accordingly, an
officer obtained a search warrant later that same day for Joyner’s property. The chief
judge of the Screven County Probate Court issued the search warrant.
The ensuing search uncovered sufficient evidence to indict Joyner for multiple
felony offenses, “including manufacturing marijuana, possession of methamphetamine,
theft by receiving stolen property, and possession of a firearm by a convicted felon.”
Joyner subsequently made a motion to suppress evidence of the items law enforcement
seized from his property during the search, on the grounds that a search warrant issued
by a probate court judge was invalid. The trial court denied the motion, finding that
probate judges are authorized to issue search warrants. Joyner appealed.
In response to Joyner’s argument that probate court judges lack the authority to
issue search warrants, the Court of Appeals held that probate court judges are vested
with that authority under Georgia law because they are authorized to hold a court of
inquiry. O.C.G.A. § 17-5-21(a) provides that “‘[A]ny judicial officer authorized to hold a
court of inquiry to examine into an arrest of an offender against the penal laws . . . may
issue a search warrant[.]’” O.C.G.A. § 17-7-20 includes probate court judges in the
definition of judicial officers authorized to hold a court of inquiry: “‘Any judge of a
superior or state court, judge of the probate court, magistrate, or officer of a
municipality who has the criminal jurisdiction of a magistrate may hold a court of
inquiry[.]’” (emphasis added in opinion). The Georgia Supreme Court affirmed in its
ruling that “‘Georgia statutes vest numerous lesser courts . . . with the jurisdiction to
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hear applications for search warrants and issue search warrants upon a finding of
probable cause.’” State v. Lejeune, 277 Ga. 749, 751 (1), 594 S.E.2d 637 (2004).
Joyner’s second argument posited that the search warrant was nevertheless
invalid because Screven County had a state court, and he interpreted O.C.G.A. § 40-1321(b) to prohibit probate court judges from issuing search warrants in counties where
there was also a state court. The code section reads as follows: “‘The probate court shall
have jurisdiction to issue warrants, try cases, and impose sentence thereon in all
misdemeanor cases arising under the traffic laws of this state in all counties of this state
in which there is no city, county, or state court . . . .’”
The Court of Appeals rejected his interpretation, reasoning that the referenced
code section was part of the motor vehicles code and, even if it could be interpreted to
prohibit probate courts from issuing search warrants in misdemeanor traffic cases in
counties having a state court, the code section was not applicable here because Joyner’s
case involved multiple felony offenses rather than a misdemeanor traffic violation.

8. Federal Court Jurisdiction
a) Hatcher v. Stuart, __ F.3d ___ (S.D. Ga., April 2018).
The issue in this case was whether the federal court had jurisdiction over the matter or
whether, alternatively, the matter should be remanded to the state court on the basis of
the “probate exception.” The testator was survived by his wife and three children. One of
the children, William, qualified as Executor of his father’s estate. During the course of
the estate administration, another child, Pamela, filed actions in both the probate court
and the superior court of Columbia County seeking an accounting from William. William
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then filed an action in the superior court seeking a declaratory judgment that his plans to
dissolve two corporations owned by the estate were fair and equitable and also making a
claim against Pamela for personal funds that he had mistakenly deposited in the estate’s
bank account and distributed to Pamela. Pamela then counterclaimed, alleging a breach
of fiduciary duty and asking for actual damages, punitive damages, and litigation
expenses. She also filed a notice to remove the action to federal court on the ground of
diversity jurisdiction. The District Court for the Southern District of Georgia held that
the probate exception applied and thus remanded the case back to the state court. The
probate exception, a judicially-created doctrine, reserves to the state courts matters
relating to the probate of wills and the administration of estates. The exception also
prevents federal courts from disposing of property that is in the custody of the state
probate court. The probate exception also applies to “claims requiring a premature
accounting of estates still in probate.” Pamela argued that the U.S. Supreme Court’s
holding in Marshall v. Marshall, 547 U.S. 293 (2006), stood for the proposition that tort
claims are not subject to the probate exception and that her claims included one for
breach of fiduciary duty. The federal district court distinguished the Marshall case,
noting that the actions at issue in that case involved actions taken by the defendant while
the decedent was still alive rather than actions taken in the course of the administration
of the decedent’s estate. The court noted that the remedies demanded by the defendant
would require the federal court to administer the decedent’s estate and dispose of estate
property – actions that clearly belonged exclusively in the state courts. Also, as to the
money that was mistakenly distributed to Pamela, the court pointed out that the
resolution of that issue was directly dependent upon a determination of whether the
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money belonged to the estate.
b) Henderson v. Henry County, Georgia, 720 Fed. Appx. 1013 (Mem) (11th Cir. May
2018) (unpublished op.).
Carolyn and Ernest Henderson brought claims in the federal district court for violation of
their civil rights by the Henry County probate judge; O’Quinn, who was the “executor” of
Carolyn’s mother’s estate (actually, he was the administrator); and O’Quinn’s law firm in
which the executor was a partner. Carolyn alleged that her mother had specifically
bequeathed a life estate to her in the mother’s residence and that, while acting as executor,
her brother had assented to the life estate. Then, however, the probate judge removed the
brother as executor and replaced him with O’Quinn. The probate judge had also “voided”
Carolyn’s life estate. Carolyn claimed that O’Quinn had “used his position as
Administrator, his law firm, and the judicial process” to wrongly divest her of her life
estate. The district court determined that it did not have jurisdiction to hear the
Henderson’s claim and the Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit agreed. The Court of
Appeals applied the Rooker-Feldman doctrine (citing Rooker v. Fidelity Trust Co., 263
U.S. 413, 415–16, 44 S.Ct. 149, 68 L.Ed. 362 (1923); D.C. Court of Appeals v. Feldman,
460 U.S. 462, 476–82, 103 S.Ct. 1303, 75 L.Ed.2d 206 (1983), which states that a district
court lacks the subject matter jurisdiction to review the final judgment of a state court.
The court found that the Henderson’s claim that their civil rights were violated was
“inextricably entwined” with their claim that the will should be “voided.” The court held
that the order of the probate court that annulled the will became final when the
Hendersons declined to appeal it.
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F. TRUSTS
1. Trustee’s Discretion
[No cases during the reporting period]

2. Modification and Termination of Trusts
[No cases during the reporting period]

3. Breach of Fiduciary Duty and Other Claims Against the Trustee
a) Rollins v. LOR, Inc., 345 Ga. App. 832, 815 S.E.2d 169 (May 2018).
In this lawsuit, the children of Gary Rollins sued their father, their uncle Randall, and
LOR, Inc. (“LOR”). LOR was founded in 1978 by patriarch O. Wayne Rollins as “a way to
manage the family’s wealth.” In 1986, O. Wayne converted LOR to S corporation status
and also set up nine “S Trusts” for his nine grandchildren. The non-voting stock of LOR
was held collectively by O. Wayne, Gary, Randall, and the nine S-Trusts. When O
Wayne died in 1991, all of the voting stock became consolidated in the hands of Gary
and Randall, who took over sole control of LOR and served in the senior executive
positions. The children sued in their capacities as trustees of a marital trust set up in
1993 by Gary for his then-wife, Ruth. The four children were named as trustees of the
trust. Ruth was named as the sole beneficiary of the trust during her life and Gary
expressly had no rights or interest in the trust. The trust was established as a grantor
trust with Gary as the grantor. Gary transferred a lifetime interest in his non-voting LOR
stock to the trust. The trust’s only income consisted of dividends paid out to the trust by
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LOR. In December, 1993, a family meeting was held in which Gary told the children that
he would be the trustee of the marital trust throughout his life. But they were then
asked to sign the trust documents that identified themselves as trustees. Over the next
15 years, the children were asked to sign several “signature” pages on which they were
listed as trustees. One of the sons, Glen, also signed the trust’s income tax returns as the
“fiduciary.” Throughout this time, the children said that they relied on their father’s
representation that he in fact was the trustee of the trust. The children signed other
documents as trustees, including a “Master Custody Agreement” with Northern Trust in
which they consented to have all communications relating to the trust sent to LOR and
Gary rather than to themselves or their mother. The children continued to rely on their
father’s assurances that he was “taking care of” the trust. In 2002, Gary and Randall
formed three partnerships (the “RFPS Investment Partnerships”) with LOR as one of a
small group of common partners and the Rollins family members, entities and trusts as
preferred partners. Under another agreement signed by the children, the preferred
partners would receive 99% of the LOR distributions until their distributions reached an
“Annual Preferred Target.” The plan was explained to the children as one that would
result in tax advantages for LOR and the family members and entities. Gary and Randall
formed another company (“LORIC”) which had control over how much the RFPS
Investment Partnerships would distribute to their partners. The LOR dividend
distributions were set at a fixed amount, of which the marital trust would receive
$360,000 per year. In 2010, Gary and Randall again presented a plan to change the
structure of the family entities. Around the same time, Gary informed the children that
he would cease serving as the trustee of the “1993 trusts.” When the children became
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suspicious and refused to sign off on the plan, Randall and Gary threatened to cut off
distributions to them. Eventually the children, in their individual capacities, hired their
own attorneys and accountants and sued Gary, Randall, and LOR (the “Children’s
Trusts Litigation”). Through the discovery process in this litigation, the children learned
that Gary and Randall had treated certain ranches as their own property when the
ranches were in fact owned by LOR. The children also learned that Gary and Randall
had made use of private planes and a “customized luxury bus” as if these were owned by
them when in fact they were owned by LOR. The children, in their capacities as trustees
of the marital trust, then sued Gary, Randall, and LOR on numerous grounds. The trial
court granted summary judgment to the defendants on many of the claims due to the
fact that the statute of limitations had run on these claims. The children appealed,
claiming that the statute of limitations had been tolled because Gary and Randall had
fraudulently concealed the information that was the basis of these claims, most
particularly the fact that the children were the true trustees of the marital trust. The
Court of Appeals did not agree with the children that the statute of limitations had been
tolled. The Court of Appeals found that there was no actual fraud committed by Gary
and Randall because the children had on numerous occasions signed documents that
indicated clearly that they were signing as “trustees.” Even though Gary may have lied to
the children, there was no evidence that either he or Randall had prevented the children
from obtaining any information to which they were entitled. Additionally, the Court of
Appeals found that the children had not offered evidence that they had made any effort
to exercise due diligence. The Court of Appeals noted that, even if the children were in a
confidential relationship with Gary and Randall, the existence of such a relationship did
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not eliminate a duty on their part to exercise due diligence to discover their claims. The
Court of Appeals also discussed extensively the fact that the children could not bring
direct actions against Gary and Randall for keeping the LOR dividends artificially low
and for their personal use of LOR assets. Such actions would harm the corporation as a
whole and thus could only be brought as shareholder derivative actions. A derivative suit
was required not only to prevent multiple actions but also because granting damages to
some shareholders would be unfair to those other shareholders of LOR who were not
part of the instant lawsuit. Also, many of the actions that had resulted in the capping of
the dividends were time-barred.
b) U.S. v. Kight, ___ F.3d ___ (N.D. Ga., March 2018).
In 2012, questions were raised by the family of decedent Walter Bunzl about the
handling of various Bunzl Family Trusts and assets by two co-trustees, Bennett Kight
and the trust’s accountant. The Bunzl family accused the co-trustees of breach of
fiduciary duty, fraud, mismanagement, self-dealing, and using numerous limited
liability companies to conceal the theft of Bunzl assets. In a civil action in 2015, Mr.
Kight was removed as trustee of the Bunzl trusts. In 2016, a federal grand jury indicted
Mr. Kight for mail fraud and bank fraud in connection with the alleged
misappropriation of $2 million in Bunzl assets. Eleven months after the indictment, Mr.
Kight’s attorneys raised a question as to his competency to stand trial. In August, 2017,
Mr. Kight’s spouse was appointed as his guardian. Mr. Kight submitted various medical
records and the results of cognitive examinations in support of his contention that he
was not competent to stand trial. These reports concluded that he had been suffering
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from a gradual cognitive decline since 2008, when he had suffered a cerebral
hemorrhage. The court appointed an independent expert to make an assessment of Mr.
Kight’s cognitive functioning and competency to stand trial. The federal court “carefully
reviewed and considered Defendant’s medical and psychological records and the
declarations of Defendant’s wife and son, but finds Defendant’s interpretation and
advocacy based on this evidence inconsistent and suspect.” The court noted that there
was record evidence over the years in which the civil litigation had ensued that indicated
a position contrary to Mr. Kight’s assertion that he was incompetent. The court cited in
great detail Mr. Kight’s behavior during a 2015 deposition taken during the course of the
civil litigation in which Mr. Kight “was careful, thoughtful, deliberate, controlled, and
his memory good, including of events over a decade before the deposition took place.”
The court stated that this evidence comported with the independent expert’s evaluation
of Mr. Kight’s current mental state. In response to Mr. Kight’s evidence that some of his
medical reports showed that he had the biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease, the court
noted that “a pathophysiological diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease does not itself support
the presence of clinical manifestations of the disease. In other words, just because
Defendant tested positive for biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease in November 2017, does
not mean he is now exhibiting clinical symptoms of a severely, or even moderately,
impaired Alzheimer’s disease patient.” The court found that Mr. Kight had failed to
show by a preponderance of the evidence that he was incompetent to stand trial.
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4. Implied Trusts
a) Ray v. Hadaway et al., 344 Ga. App. 642, 811 S.E.2d 80 (Feb. 2018).
During her lifetime, Jewell Penland caused several bonds she owned to be transferred
into co-ownership with various members of her family. Sam, her grandson, was one of
those people. Jewell’s son, Jim, alleged that before she died, Jewell requested the family
members return the bonds to her sole ownership. Sam did not comply and when Jewell
died, Sam became the sole owner of the bonds he co-owned with Jewell. Sam
subsequently redeemed them for a total of at least $227,000. Jim and Sam’s mother,
Dorothy, then filed a claim against Sam alleging that Sam had breached a fiduciary duty
to Jewell by not returning the bonds to her sole ownership when she requested him to
do so. They contended that: “Sam had a fiduciary duty to the decedent to comply with
the decedent’s instructions to return the bonds to her sole ownership, because Sam only
held those bonds pursuant to the decedent’s request.” They asked the court to have Sam
place the proceeds from the bond sale in a constructive trust for the benefit of Dorothy.
During the court proceedings, Dorothy died and the trial court ruled that the claim had
been mooted by her death because she died intestate and her estate passed to her son,
Sam. Thus, Sam would have become the owner of the bonds proceeds by Dorothy’s
death anyway so the bonds had ultimately ended up in the correct hands. The trial court
granted summary judgment to Sam and Jim appealed. On appeal, the Court of Appeals
found that the trial court had erred when it had found that there was no genuine issue of
material fact relating to whether Sam owed Jewell a fiduciary duty and whether he had
breached that duty. The Court of Appeals reversed the trial court, and found that a
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genuine issue of material fact existed as to whether Sam violated a fiduciary duty to
restore the bonds to Jewell’s sole ownership. The Court of Appeals held that a
determination of the existence of a fiduciary duty, and of whether or not it had been
breached, was a question for a jury to decide and the trial court erred by granting
summary judgment on this issue. Additionally, the Court of Appeals determined that it
was more correct to request the constructive trust be created for the benefit of Jewell’s
estate rather than for Dorothy’s, so Dorothy’s death did not moot the issue and the court
should have proceeded to determine the issue of fact of whether Sam owed a fiduciary
duty to Jewell’s estate, and whether he breached that duty and caused damages. See
Cushing v. Cohen, 323 Ga. App. 497, 508 (5) (746 SE2d 898) (2013); Levine v. Suntrust
Robinson Humphrey, 321 Ga. App. 268, 281 (7) (a) (740 SE2d 672) (2013) (“[T]he issue
of the existence of a fiduciary relationship is a question for the jury unless there is a
complete absence of evidence of such a relationship.”). Finally, the Court of Appeals
also noted that the trial court should not have assumed that the proceeds of the
constructive trust would ultimately have passed to Sam anyway, because as part of
Jewell’s estate, the proceeds might need to be used to pay any claims against Jewell’s
estate before they were distributed to Sam. O.C.G.A. §53-7-40; See Graham v. Patton,
231 Ga. 391, 394 (202 S.E.2d 58) (1973) (“A residuary legacy is a general legacy into
which fall all the assets of the estate after the satisfaction of all other legacies and the
payment of all debts of the estate and all costs of administration.”). The Court of
Appeals remanded the case.
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5. No Contest Clause
Duncan et al. v. Olga Rawls et al., 345 Ga. App. 345, 812 S.E.2d 647 (March 2018) (cert.
denied October 2, 2018).
This case involves disputed amounts of certain trust distributions paid to former
employees when the trust’s settlor, Olga Goizuetta, died. It also raises broader questions
about how Olga’s fortune was distributed, and whether her trustees breached their
fiduciary duty. Olga was married to Robert Goizuetta, late CEO of Coca-Cola Co., and
when he died in October of 1997, Olga inherited his fortune. In September of 2012, she
executed a durable power of attorney naming her two children as co-agents, and giving
them authority to undertake a variety of actions in her name and on her behalf, including
the power to create, revoke, or amend any trust for her benefit, as well as “to do anything
that I could do personally or as Trustee.” In February 2013, Olga executed an amendment
to her revocable pour-over trust naming her children as trustees, and providing for a
number of distributions to her current and former employees with specific monetary
amounts included in Schedule B to the trust. In the amendment, Olga reserved the right
to change the employee gifts by written instrument signed by her and her trustees, and
gave her trustees “absolute discretion to determine the validity of any such written
instrument amending Schedule B.” The February 2013 trust also contained a “No Contest
Provision,” or in terrorem clause which provided, in relevant part, that under the
following condition:
[s]hould any beneficiary, singly or in conjunction with any other person
or persons, directly or indirectly (whether or not in good faith and with
probable cause), contest or initiate proceedings to contest in any court
the validity of all or any part of my Will or this Agreement or any other
trust created by me or, in any manner, attack or seek to impair or
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invalidate any of the provisions of my Will or this Agreement or any
other trust created by me or to prevent any provision of my Will or this
Agreement or any other trust created by me from being carried out in
accordance with its terms . . . that beneficiary “shall be subject to forfeiture
under this Article whether or not such action is taken in good faith or with
probable cause, it being my intention that any such action shall result in
forfeiture no matter what the facts and circumstances surrounding such
action.”
In March 2013, Olga amended the trust again reducing the amounts of some of the
Schedule B beneficiaries. In August 2013, the trust was again amended and Schedule B
was entirely eliminated and a new ‘Family Trust’ created and executed the same day. The
Family Trust contained an in terrorem clause almost identical to the clause in the pourover trust. In November 2015, Olga died, after which her trustees made certain
distributions from the Family Trusts to some former employees. The employees disputed
the amounts distributed to them and, through their attorney, demanded that the full
amounts listed on Schedule B as created in February, 2013 be distributed to them. They
claimed that in executing the March and April 2013 amendments, the trustees had
breached their fiduciary duty because they exercised undue influence over Olga and
caused her to execute the amendments at a time when she had diminished capacity. They
sought a “declaration that the in terrorem clause in the August 2013 trust was
unenforceable to the extent it precludes them from asserting (1) a claim of undue
influence by the trustees who caused Ms. Goizueta to change her estate documents to
revoke her intended gifts to the appellants; (2) a claim of tortious interference with the
appellants’ expectation of bequests or gifts; and (3) a claim of breach of fiduciary duty by
the trustees.” The trustees counterclaimed that the in terrorem clause was enforceable
and that the employees had violated it by disputing their distribution amounts. The trial
court found that the clause was valid and enforceable under O.C.G.A 53-12-22(b) and
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granted summary judgement on those points to the trustees. In its order, the court
“declined the employees’ invitation” to “judicially adopt the good faith/probable cause
exception” to in terrorem clauses. Instead, the court elected to defer “any policy decision
regarding the adoption of the good faith/probable cause exception to the General
Assembly.” The court further held that the public policy exception allowing an action
against trustees based on alleged misconduct did not apply here because the employees
were challenging, rather than trying to enforce, the provisions of August 2013 trust.
Finally, the trial court held that, regardless of the validity of the March and April
amendments, the employees’ due process challenge to the in terrorem clause was not valid
because they had “never received a legally protectable interest” in the estate [under any
of Olga’s trust instruments.] The employees appealed. The entire Court of Appeals heard
the case and argued passionately about its role in crafting public policy. The Court voted
10-4 largely in favor of the trustees, upholding the in terrorem clause and finding that it
did preclude the court from considering the validity of the pour-over trust amendments.
Judge Branch wrote for the majority, stating that state law allowed such clauses to be
enforced and that the Legislature, "not this court, determines Georgia public policy."
On appeal, the employees had argued that “Georgia should recognize a probable cause
exception to enforcement of in terrorem provisions, and that by holding otherwise, the
lower court misinterpreted OCGA § 53-12-22 (b).” The employees further argued that they
should be able to bring their claims in good faith without forfeiting what they were given
under the trust. The Court of Appeals agreed with the trial court that the in terrorem
clause met the requirements of O.C.G.A. 53-12-22(b) because the clause contained an
alternate disposition of the forfeited distributions to the Goizuetta Foundation. The
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employees then argued that, even if the clause satisfied O.C.G.A. 53-12-22(b), and even
though the statute does not contain a probable cause exception, the Court should adopt a
good faith/probable cause exception. Restatement (Second) of Property: Donative
Transfers § 9.1; see 1 Ga. Wills & Administration § 8:7 (“Many states refuse to enforce nocontest clauses if there is probable cause for the contest or the contest is brought in good
faith.”). The Court of Appeals acknowledged that under Georgia law, a trust may be
challenged where the trust resulted from undue influence. However, the Court noted that
a valid in terrorem clause in a trust protects against such a challenge. The Court
distinguished between O.C.G.A 53-4-68(a), the in terrorem statute pertaining to wills,
which provides that clauses that are against public policy shall be void, and O.C.G.A. 5312-22(b) which contains no such sentence. The Court also noted that, even though other
states and uniform laws recognize such exceptions, Georgia has not and when it had
opportunity to do so in the 2010 revisions to its trust code, the General Assembly chose
not to include the exception. For those reasons, the Court of Appeals declined to adopt
such an exception in this case saying, “[T]he legislature, and not the courts, are
empowered by the Constitution to decide public policy, and to implement that policy by
enacting laws.” Commonwealth Inv. Co. v. Frye, 219 Ga. 498, 499 (134 SE2d 39) (1963);
see also Perdue v. Baker, 277 Ga. 1, 14 (6) (586 SE2d 606) (2003) (“The core legislative
function is the establishment of public policy through the enactment of laws.”) The Court
concluded that the trial court correctly held that no good faith/probable cause exception
exists. However, the Court held that the trial court did err in finding as a matter of law
that the clause barred the employees’ breach of fiduciary duty claim, and that the court
failed to consider whether the clause also bars their claim of tortious interference with an
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expectation of bequests or gifts. The Court noted that there is an exception to the clause
when litigation seeks to require a trustee to comply with her fiduciary duties. Callaway v.
Willard, 321 Ga. App. 349, 358 (3) (a) (739 SE2d 533) (2013). The Court of Appeals
quoted an earlier holding that “[a] beneficiary [of a trust] assuredly is empowered to
enforce the provisions of a trust, no matter the terms of any in terrorem clause.” Snook v.
Sessoms, 256 Ga. 482, 482 (350 SE2d 237) (1986). The Court of Appeals found that this
case was an attempt to hold Olga’s trustees accountable to their fiduciary duties under the
February 2013 amendment, not an attempt to set aside the August 2013 trust, and that
such a claim is subject to the exception under Snook v. Sessoms and its progeny. The
Court of Appeals vacated that portion of the trial courts order and remanded for further
consideration, including consideration of the employee’s tortious interference claim,
which the trial court had failed to address.
Judge Billy Ray concurred fully and wrote specially saying a good faith exception to the
in terrorem clause law "has some appeal" and could be a "desirable expression of public
policy for our state." But he added that he disagreed with dissenters that "it is the role of
the courts, and the Court of Appeals of Georgia in particular, to create exception and
insert it into our law. It is not." Judges Dillard, Miller, Doyle, Andrews, Reese, Rickman,
McMillian, and Mercier concurred in the judgment but not in Judge Branch’s opinion on
the issue. Judge Bethel wrote in his dissent saying that the majority ruling deprived the
Court of one of its basic functions, promoted and facilitated fraud, and produced a
genuinely absurd result. He stated that, "[t]]he majority misreads the plain wording of
the statute and misapprehends its meaning, as the statute in no way precludes a court
from determining whether a trust document containing an in terrorem provision was
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validly created in the first instance." He further stated that the majority provided no
statutory authority which provides immunity for challenges to the administration of a
trust and that by requiring the courts unyieldingly to enforce these clauses, the majority
“elevates trust documents above all other written instruments and contracts.” He agreed
that it is not the Court’s job to “wade into the waters of establishing public policy.”
However, he stated that in this case, “the public policy is self-evident, and the General
Assembly has not constrained our interpretation by expressing its public policy
preference in the statute. “Courts exist to ascertain the truth and to apply the law to it in
any given situation[.]” Winningham v. Winningham, 966 S.W.2d 48, 52 (II) (Tenn.
1998). See also Parker v. Benoist, 160 So.3d 198, 204 (11) (Miss. 2015) (“The logic for a
good-faith exception is simple: courts exist to determine the truth. A forfeiture clause that
operates regardless of a party’s good faith in bringing suit to ascertain the validity of a will
frustrates the fundamental purpose of a court, which is to determine whether a will is
valid or not.”). Judge Bethel stated that where the General Assembly has articulated a
clear policy, the Court is bound to follow it, but “[w]here, as here, it has not articulated a
policy, we are duty-bound to fulfill the role of the court and discern that test which serves
the interests of justice." In a footnote to the majority opinion, Judge Branch responded to
Judge Bethel and the dissenters, saying, “we have not misread OCGA § 53-12-22 (b) at
all." She added that the law "says nothing whatsoever" about the existence of an exception
to in terrorem clauses based upon a challenger's good faith allegation or probable cause
of a problem in the trust. Judge McFadden joined the dissent saying, “I agree with Judge
Bethel that the rule the majority adopts is one we should not adopt and are not required
by statute to adopt. I write separately to respond to the majority’s argument that, because
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the legislature did not include the good faith/probable cause rule in OCGA § 53-12-22 (b),
we should infer that they rejected it.” Judge Mcfadden closed by saying:
The poet T. S. Eliot wrote, “Between the idea / And the reality / Between the motion
/ And the act / Falls the Shadow.” Eliot, “The Hollow Men.” Anyone who puts pen
to paper or fingers to keyboard, whether to a craft a work of fiction or to articulate
a consensus, must contend with the shadow. The legitimate objective of inquiry
into legislative intent is illumination of ideas imperfectly expressed.
Here we do not have ideas imperfectly expressed — only silence.

6. Construction of Trust Terms
Peterson et. al v. Peterson et. al, 303 Ga. 211, 811 S.E.2d 309 (March 2018).
Charles Hugh Peterson died testate in 1994. His will created a marital trust for his wife
Mary, and a bypass trust for Mary and their three sons, David, Calhoun and Alex. Mary
and the three sons were all named as co-executors and co-trustees of the will and trusts.
(Mary claimed, and the superior court found, that David resigned as an executor in
1996.) Other than some specific personal property, all the real and personal property of
the estate was to be placed in either the marital trust or the bypass trust, and the bypass
trust was designed to have a value of $600,000. The marital trust provided that all
income be paid to Mary and gave her an appointment power over the principal. The
bypass trust provided that income be paid to Mary and gave the trustees an
encroachment power over the principal to provide for the support and reasonable
comfort of Mary, and for the proper support and education of Charles’ descendants. The
trustees were directed to take into account any other means of support the beneficiaries
may have. Also, should one of the descendants have completed his or her education, the
trustees “shall not be required to make any payment for the support of such descendant”
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unless the trustees think there is “ample property to support my wife and educate my
descendants or unless such descendant is unable to support himself.” The bypass trust’s
express primary purpose was to support Mary and their three sons in reasonable
comfort during their lifetimes; and the secondary purpose was to preserve the trust’s
principal "as well as was consonant with the” primary purpose. The trust also provided
that all actions of the trustees were to be by majority rule provided that Mary was one of
the majority. In an action in probate court, Alex moved to remove Mary and Calhoun as
co-executors of the bypass trust claiming abuse of their fiduciary duties. The court
granted the motion. Mary appealed and Alex’s action was moved to superior court for a
de novo review. David also brought an action in superior court that was joined with
Alex’s, and in consolidated actions, the two brothers claimed that Mary and Calhoun
had breached their duties as executors, and as trustees of the bypass trust. They alleged
that Mary had made all the decisions under the will and trust without consulting them
and that Alex and David had communicated their objections regarding the handling of
the trust to Mary and Calhoun. They also alleged that Mary was not properly funding the
bypass trust but had converted estate assets for her own benefit, and wasted estate
assets by: using them to continue the operations of several financially distressed
businesses owned by Charles at his death, by improperly encroaching upon the principal
of the bypass trust for Mary’s benefit, and by disregarding one of the trust’s primary
desires, that Charles’ “children be supported in reasonable comfort during their lives.”
Alex and David sought support from the bypass trust, an accounting, the appointment of
a receiver, the removal of Mary and Calhoun as executors and trustees, and the
appointment of one of them or an independent party as sole executor and trustee. In
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May, 2016, Mary moved for summary judgment on all claims saying she, in essence, had
the power to decide who would get trust income (since she had to be included in any
“majority” action) and that she had acted in good faith and had not breached her
fiduciary duty. She claimed that since David’s resignation, she and Calhoun comprised
the majority votes for all of her actions as executor and trustee, and all her actions were
in accordance with the primary purpose of the trust. In November 2016, the superior
court granted summary judgment to Mary on all claims and Alex and David appealed.
The Supreme Court of Georgia reversed the superior court’s judgment.
The Supreme Court found that Mary had not met her burden because she had not
pointed to any evidence or record. Instead, she simply claimed that the will was a “law
unto itself,” and the superior court, in agreeing with her, committed clear error. Bratton
v. Trust Co. of Georgia, 191 Ga. 49, 56 (11 S.E.2d 204) (1940). The Court also noted
that in granting Mary’s motion, the superior court only raised two issues. Thus, in
reversing the superior court’s grant of summary judgment, the Court addressed only
those issues: (1) whether Mary had properly considered the part of Charles’ express
primary purpose which clearly stated his intent that the trust would provide for his
children; and (2) whether Mary committed waste in a number of ways, including by
using and collateralizing estate assets to fund the financially distressed family
companies. The Supreme Court held that the superior court’s rulings on both issues
were erroneous. On the first issue, Mary had claimed that she was meant to be the
deciding vote when a “majority” approved trustee actions, that Alex and David would be
entitled to distributions only with her approval, and that the primary purpose of the
trust was to support her, not their children, and thus, there was no requirement that
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distributions be provided to either Alex or David. The superior court had agreed with
Mary, but the Supreme Court did not. The Supreme Court stated that “the cardinal rule
in trust law is that the intention of the Settlor be followed.” Rollins v. Rollins, 294 Ga.
711, 714 (755 S.E.2d 727) (2014). The Supreme Court found that Charles had clearly
stated his intention that there be two parts to the primary purpose of the trust: one was
to support Mary, and the other was to support his children. The Supreme Court held
that it was clear error for the superior court to find that the trust’s primary purpose was
solely to support Mary. The Court further found that, despite her voting power, Mary
was not permitted to ignore that second part of the primary purpose of the trust and act
only in the interest of the first part. In addition, Mary had not shown that she had many
any attempt to abide by the trust direction that the other resources of the descendants as
well as the overall financial health of the trust be considered when determining whether
distirbutions should be made. On the second issue, the superior court found that Mary
had a power of appointment under the will and had acted properly because there was
nothing in the will to prevent her from using trust assets to support Charles’ failing
businesses. The Supreme Court agreed that Mary had a power of appointment under the
will, but found that the exercise of her appointment power should be “by instrument in
writing and delivered to the trustees.” The Court found no evidence that Mary had ever
executed such an instrument. It further found that the fact that “mere right as a
beneficiary to direct that property be turned over to her or a descendant by a written
instrument given to the trustees does not diminish her duty as an executor and trustee
not to waste property of the estate or trusts while that property, as the record currently
shows, remains a part of the estate or trust.” Finally, the Court pointed out that, even
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though an item in the will granted the executors and trustees the power “to retain and
carry on any business in which I may own an interest at the time of my death,” this did
not relieve them of their fiduciary duties, including the duty not to commit waste. The
Court cited Myers v. Myers, 297 Ga. 490, 494 (755 S.E.2d 145) (2015) (explaining that
the grant of power to continue operating a decedent’s businesses under the terms of a
will did not excuse an executor from the fiduciary duty to avoid a conflict of interest with
those interested in the estate.) O.C.G.A. § 53-12-7(a)(4); 53-12-260; Restatement
(Third) of Trusts § 86, Comment (b)(2007). The Court stated that Mary was required to
manage the estate to the best advantage of those interested in it (see Myers, at 494), and
“with as little sacrifice of value as is reasonable under all of the circumstances. O.C.G.A.
§ 53-7-1(a). Finally, the Supreme Court advised that the proper issue for the superior
court regarding waste was not whether the will granted them power to operate the
business, but whether they were acting in accordance with the foregoing standards.
7. Trusts and Divorce
[No cases during the reporting period].

8. Lack of Capacity and Undue Influence
Mullis v. Welch, 346 Ga. App. 795, 815 S.E.2d 282 (June 2018).
In 1999, Vaudre Mullis established a revocable trust (the “1999 Trust”) to which she
deeded certain real property. In 2010, Vaudre revoked the 1999 Trust, set up an
irrevocable trust (the “2010 Trust”), deeded the property to the 2010 Trust, and wrote
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her Will. In her Will, she provided that the residue of her estate was t pass pursuant to
the terms of the 2010 Trust. One of her sons, Rodney, was to receive under the 2010
Trust only about half of the property that he would have received under the 1999 Trust.
After Vaudre died and her will was admitted to probate, Rodney filed a complaint in
superior court alleging that Vaudre had lacked the capacity to establish the 2010 Trust
and had been unduly influenced “by others” in doing so. The superior court found that
the issues for determination were moot and thus granted summary judgment to the
trustees. The superior court stated that Rodney had not challenged either the revocation
of the 1999 Trust or the probate of Vaudre’s Will so that, even if he was successful in
invalidating the 2010 Trust, the property in question would pass pursuant to the terms
of the 2010 Trust. The Court of Appeals disagreed with the trial court’s holding on the
mootness question but affirmed the summary judgment under the “right for any reason”
rule. The Court of Appeals noted that the revocation of the 1999 Trust was inherent in
the establishment of the 2010 Trust and thus that the trustees were on notice that
Rodney was challenging the entire change in the distribution of Vaudre’s property. But
the Court of Appeals then stated that the evidence provided by Rodney was insufficient
for his claims of lack of capacity and undue influence to survive summary judgment. The
Court of Appeals detailed the evidence set forth by Rodney but concluded that the
evidence consisted only of his own affidavit, his wife’s affidavit (both of which were selfserving and not supported by facts) and hisown testimony from another legal action
against two of his brothers. The Court of Appeals pointed out that Rodney was not an
expert on mental capacity and thus that his conclusory testimony on that issue had no
probative value. Nor did his or his wife’s testimony about Vaudre’s indicate the “entire
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lack of understanding” that is necessary to invalidate a deed. The Court of Appeals also
found that his testimony about his siblings and their interactions with him and his
mother did not bear any temporal or other link with the actual execution of the trust
documents.
9. Trustee’s Warranties
Rivers v. Revington Glen Investments, LL, 346 Ga. App. 440, 816 S.E.2d 406 (June
2018).
Rivers, as Trustee of the Rivers Family Trust, sold certain real property to Revington.
There had been two prior owners of the property prior to its acquisition by the Trust.
Rivers said that he had “never walked the property” before agreeing to the sale to
Revington. In the sales contract, Rivers, as Seller, warranted that Seller “has at all times
complied with, and has not violated in connection with the ownership, use, maintenance
or operation of the Property and the conduct of the business related thereto, any
applicable federal, state, county or local laws, regulations, rules, ordinances, codes,
standards, orders, licenses and permits of any governmental authorities relating to
environmental matters. “ Rivers also represented that “to its knowledge and belief”
there were no hazardous substances on the property. After the sale, Revington
discovered that many old tires and other debris had been buried on the property.
Revington claimed that Rivers had violated the contract (even though Revington
admitted that Rivers had not know of the tires and had not put them on the property).
After a bench trial, the trial court granted Revington summary judgment and awarded
damages in the amount of $208,318.94. The Court of Appeals reversed the trial court’s
order. The Court of Appeals looked to the plain meaning of the words of the contract
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and also pointed out that Revington’s own argument on appeal made it clear that the
trial court had incorrectly read those words. The Court of Appeals pointed out that the
contract did not contain a broad warranty that the property had not been used or
maintained in any way that violated an environmental laws. Instead, the contract plainly
said that the Seller [the Trust] itself had not taken any action on the property that would
violate the law. This warranty plainly did not extend to any actions taken by prior
owners. In fact, according to the Court of Appeals, “[h]ad Revington wished for such a
warranty, it should have demanded such a provision.” The Court of Appeals also noted
that the Trustee had only warranted “to its knowledge and belief” that there were no
hazardous substances on the property. And Revinigton itself had acknowledged that the
Trustee did not know of nor had caused the environmental hazard.

G. GUARDIANSHIPS AND CONSERVATORSHIPS
1. Guardianship of Adults
a) In re Estate of Gladstone, 303 Ga. 547, 814 S.E.2d 1 (May, 2018), reversing in part,
341 Ga. App. 72, 798 S.E.2d 660 (Mar. 2017).
Gladstone applied to be appointed the conservator of his wife, who suffered from
dementia, in anticipation of her receiving an inheritance. The probate court set the
bond at $430,000. In April, 2015, two months after he was appointed, Gladstone filed
an asset management plan, which set his wife’s monthly income at $809 and her
monthly expenses at $10,513. The wife’s court-appointed attorney objected to the plan
and requested additional documentation about the expenses and the expected
inheritance. The court deferred approval of the asset management plan until Gladstone
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provided additional documentation. By August, 2015, Gladstone still had not provided
the documentation and the court issued an order noting that any expenditures made by
him were unapproved. The court ordered the wife’s attorney to file a response when
Gladstone filed his first interim report in September, 2015. The attorney objected to the
report and requested the court to appoint the county conservator to review the ward’s
financial situation and the expenditures made to date. The court suspended Gladstone
and appointed a temporary substitute conservator. The temporary substitute
conservator reported that Gladstone had paid approximately $80,000 to himself from
his wife’s estate. (Among other things, Gladstone charged his wife’s estate $16 per hour
for taking care of her between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 pm.) The probate court
removed Gladstone as conservator and entered judgment against him and the surety for
$167,000 for breach of fiduciary duty and $150,000 in “punitive damages.” The
punitive damages were based on Gladstone’s “failure to disclose his conflict of interest
[i.e., his claims against the estate], his diversion of Conservatorship assets, [and] the
looting of the Conservatorship account by the Suspended Conservator's attorney and the
Conservator on the eve of his suspension.” The probate court also ordered Gladstone’s
attorney to return $10,000 in fees that had been paid from the wife’s estate to his firm.
Gladstone and the surety appealed and the Court of Appeals affirmed the rulings of the
probate court. The Court of Appeals addressed Gladstone’s and the surety’s specific
claims of error separately. Gladstone claimed on appeal that the probate court had
erred by failing to adopt his proposed asset management plan, arguing that the probate
court had placed more confidence in the ward’s court-appointed attorney than in
Gladstone, who was the ward’s spouse and her agent under her health care power of
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attorney. He also claimed there was a conflict between the Georgia conservatorship
statutes and O.C.G.A. §31-32-7, which authorizes a health care agent to contract for
health care services on behalf of the principal. The Court of Appeals pointed out that the
statute in question does not give a health care agent unfettered discretion but rather
requires that the agent use “due care,” act in the principal’s “best interest” if the
principal’s intentions are unclear, and act only as “reasonably necessary.” The Court of
Appeals noted that the Georgia conservatorship statute, O.C.G.A. §29-5-30(c), also
requires a conservator to take into account the ward’s “actual needs” and act in the
ward’s “best interest” in putting together the asset management plan. The Court of
Appeals also refused to interfere with the probate court’s finding that Gladstone had
breached his fiduciary duty, including withdrawing the $80,000 in payments to himself
on the eve of his suspension and failing to account for at least $167,000 of his wife’s
funds. The Court of Appeals finally examined Gladstone’s claim that the probate court’s
award of punitive damages was inappropriate. The Court of Appeals found that, even
though Title 29 does not expressly allow punitive damages and even though the probate
court did not specifically reference O.C.G.A. §51-12-5.1(a), the award was appropriate
given the aggravated circumstances and the fact that O.C.G.A. §29-5-92 allows the court
to impose “sanctions.” The surety also argued that the imposition of punitive damages
jointly and severally was inappropriate in that the bond posted by Gladstone covered
only actual damages. The surety cited extensive case law from other jurisdictions but
the Court of Appeals noted that the “recovery of punitive damages in the liability context
does not contravene public policy.” The Court of Appeals looked to see what the surety
agreed to indemnify under the bond. The bond showed that the surety had agreed to
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indemnify Gladstone up to the sum of $430,000 for the faithful discharge of his duties.
The Court of Appeals stated that both Gladstone and the surety were jointly and
severally liable because he had failed to discharge his duties faithfully. Finally, the
Court of Appeals found that the appropriate procedures for notice and a hearing had
been followed in the imposition of the punitive damages.
In response to an appeal by the bonding company, in May, 2018, the Supreme
Court of Georgia reversed the portion of the holding of the Georgia Court of Appeals that
found the bonding company liable for the punitive damages. (The Supreme Court did
not address the propriety of the award of punitive damages that had been rendered
against Gladstone himself.) The Supreme Court based its conclusion on two reasons: 1)
the conservatorship statutes do not expressly provide for punitive damages, and 2) the
surety had not engaged in wrongdoing. Writing for a unanimous Court, Justice Michael
Boggs began by reciting the Supreme Court’s basic rules of statutory construction:
“[W]e apply the fundamental rules of statutory construction that require us to
construe the statute according to its terms, to give words their plain and ordinary
meaning, and to avoid a construction that makes some language mere
surplusage. We must also seek to effectuate the intent of the Georgia legislature.
OCGA § 1-3-1 (a). In this regard, in construing language in any one part of a
statute, a court should consider the entire scheme of the statute and attempt to
gather the legislative intent from the statute as a whole. (Citation and
punctuation omitted.) Lyman v. Cellchem International, Inc., 300 Ga. 475, 477
(796 SE2d 255) (2017).”
The Supreme Court stated that, when the Georgia legislature intends for punitive
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damages to be available, it usually expressly provides for such damages in the statute.
The Supreme Court then pointed out that the conservatorship statutes do not address
punitive damages against a surety but rather state only that the surety is liable “for a
judgment … in the amount that the conservator is liable to the ward.” Citing O.C.G.A.
§29-5-93(b) (“When the ward's assets are misapplied and can be traced into the hands
of persons who have notice of the misapplication, a trust shall attach to the assets.”) and
other portions of the Georgia Guardianship Code, the Supreme Court tied the
“judgement” and “damages” available against sureties to the value of the ward’s assets.
In addition, the Court noted that punitive damages are “imposed solely to punish,
penalize, or deter a party for wrongful conduct.” In this case, the surety was “not
engaged in any wrongful conduct, so the punishment and deterrent purpose of punitive
damages would be entirely misplaced.” The Supreme Court also pointed out that the
surety contract itself did not mention punitive damages. The Supreme Court noted that
its holding was consistent with that of cases from other states (presumably the same
cases that the Court of Appeals had referenced, but disregarded, in its opinion). The
Supreme Court concluded that “a conservator’s bond pursuant to OCGA § 29-5- 40 et
seq. does not cover punitive damages.” In September, 2018, the Court of Appeals
reversed the judgement of the probate court to the extent it awarded punitive damages
against the surety and remanded the case to the trial court with direction to enter
judgment against the surety only for that part of the award that did not constitute
punitive damages. In re Estate of Gladstone, ___ Ga. App. ___, ___ S.E.2d ___ (Sept.
2018).
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b) In re Estate of Russell, ___ Ga. App. ___, 819 S.E.2d 68 (Sept. 2018).
A mother filed a petition for the appointment of a guardian for her daughter, Russell.
After a hearing, the court appointed Russell’s aunt as her guardian. Six months later, the
mother petitioned to remove the guardian but, after a hearing, her petition was denied.
The mother filed a pro se appeal. The Court of Appeals affirmed the probate court’s
order. The Court of Appeals chastised the mother because her brief failed in many
respects to follow the court’s rules. The Court of Appeals then stated that the mother
had failed to support any of the allegations in her brief with citations to the record of the
probate court hearing. In addition, the mother did not supply a transcript of the
probate court hearing. The Court of Appeals noted that without access to the transcript
it must presume that the probate court’s ruling was correct.

2. Guardianship of Minors
a) In Interest of K.M., 344 Ga. App. 838, 811 S.E.2d 505 (March 2018).
In this case, the Georgia Court of Appeals clarified the tests and standard of proof that
should be applied when a juvenile court is determining whether to terminate or
continue a temporary guardianship of a minor child. The child in this case, K.M., was
born in January, 2011. His biological father legitimated him but the parents never
married. The mother and the child moved in with the mother’s parents immediately
after the child was born. The mother moved out several months later. She petitioned
(and the child’s father consented) to have her parents (the child’s grandparents)
appointed as temporary guardians of K.M. because neither she nor the child’s father
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were financially stable. The temporary guardianship was granted. In 2016, the mother
sought to have the temporary guardianship terminated and the grandparents objected to
the termination. The probate court transferred the case to the juvenile court, pursuant
to O.C.G.A. §29-2-8, which provides in part:
If the temporary guardian objects to the termination of the temporary
guardianship within ten days of the notice, the court shall have the option to hear
the objection or transfer the records relating to the temporary guardianship to
the juvenile court, which shall determine, after notice and hearing, whether a
continuation or termination of the temporary guardianship is in the best interest
of the minor.
When a case of this type is transferred to the juvenile court, O.C.G.A. §15-11-14 (enacted
in 2014) sets out the following process:
(b) After notice and hearing, the court may make one of the following orders:
(1) That the temporary guardianship be established or continued if the court
determines that the temporary guardianship is in the best interests of a
child. The order shall thereafter be subject to modification only as provided
in Code Section 15-11-32; or
(2) That the temporary guardianship be terminated if the court determines
it is in the best interests of a child. A child shall be returned to his or her
parent unless the court determines that there is probable cause to believe
that he or she will be abused, neglected, or abandoned in the custody of his
or her parent. [emphasis added]
(c) A case shall proceed as a dependency matter pursuant to the provisions of
Article 3 of this chapter if, after notice and hearing, the court determines:
(1) That it is in the best interests of a child that the temporary guardianship
not be established or that the temporary guardianship be terminated but
there is probable cause to believe that he or she will be abused, neglected, or
abandoned if returned to his or her parent; or
(2) That it is in the best interests of a child that the temporary guardianship
be continued over the parent's objection.
The Court of Appeals stated that the “unambiguous language” of the above-quoted
statute provides that the juvenile court must follow a two-step process. First, it must
determine whether it is in the child’s best interests for the temporary guardianship to be
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terminated or continued. Second, if the court decides to terminate the temporary
guardianship, the court must then decide whether there is probable cause to believe that
returning the child to the child’s parents will cause the child to be “be abused, neglected,
or abandoned in the custody of his or her parent.” Subsection (c) of the statute provides
further that, should the court decide to continue the guardianship over the parents’
objection or decide to terminate the temporary guardianship but not return the child to
the parents, the court must then retain jurisdiction and treat the case as a “dependency
matter” (that is, a matter in which the juvenile court determines an appropriate
“permanent placement” for the child). The juvenile court’s order in K.M.’s case, in
which it denied the mother’s petition to terminate the temporary guardianship,
contained no findings of fact and said simply that the court had determined that
continuation of the guardianship would be in the best interest of the child. The juvenile
court’s holding was based in part on the court-appointed guardian ad litem’s report that
there was a “possible threat” of physical or emotional harm to the child if the child were
to be returned to the child’s mother The GAL opined that the mother’s current financial
stability seemed to rest in large part on a recent marriage that was of such a short
duration that it remained to be seen whether that marriage would last. Both the mother
and the grandparents submitted evidence about the child’s current living conditions and
the mother’s recently increased assumption of caretaking responsibilities. In her appeal
of the denial of her petition, the mother argued that the juvenile court had applied the
wrong standard in making its determination. The Court of Appeals agreed with the
mother. Citing the two statutes quoted above and opinions from both the Georgia
Supreme Court (Boddie v. Daniels, 288 Ga. 143, 702 S.E.2d 172 (2010), Clark v. Wade,
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273 Ga. 587, 596, 544 S.E.2d 99 (2001)) and the Supreme Court of the United States
(Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65, 120 S.Ct. 2054, 147 L.Ed.2d 49 (2000)), the Court
of Appeals emphasized the constitutionally-based assumption that the parents of a child
are best suited to have custody of and care for the child. The Court of Appeals stated
that any party who was challenging a parent’s right to custody had to overcome three
presumptions favoring the parent: “(1) the parent is a fit person entitled to custody, (2) a
fit parent acts in the best interest of his or her child, and (3) the child's best interest is to
be in the custody of a parent.” Applying Georgia law that relates to guardianships and
parental custody, the Court of Appeals found that “in deciding a petition to terminate
the temporary guardianship pursuant to this statute, a juvenile court must determine
whether there is clear and convincing evidence that termination would cause the child
either ‘physical harm or significant, long-term emotional harm.’ ” The term “harm”
refers to actual harm, as to which a trial court must consider these factors (among
others):
“(1) who are the past and present caretakers of the child; (2) with whom has
the child formed psychological bonds and how strong are those bonds; (3) have
the competing parties evidenced interest in, and contact with, the child over time;
and (4) does the child have unique medical or psychological needs that one party
is better able to meet.”
The Court of Appeals agreed with the mother that the grandparents had not offered
clear and convincing evidence that it was in K.M.’s best interest to continue the
guardianship. However, recognizing that a year had passed since the juvenile court had
last reviewed the child’s situation, the Court of Appeals remanded the case to the
juvenile court to hear any additional, more recent evidence. The Court of Appeals
emphasized to the juvenile court that it could continue the temporary guardianship only
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if the grandparents came forth with “clear and convincing evidence that
termination will cause K.M. “physical harm or significant, long-term emotional harm.”
b) Patten v. Ardis, 304 Ga. 140, 816 S.E.2d 633 (June, 2018).
Robert Shaughnessy and Katie Patten married and conceived a child in 2015.
Shaughnessy died later that year, and after the child was born, Patten allowed
Shaughnessy’s mother, Mary Jo Ardis, to visit the baby on a few occasions. However,
friction developed between Patten and Ardis, and Ardis filed a petition pursuant to
OCGA § 19-7-3(d) for court-ordered visitation with the child. OCGA § 19-7-3(d) reads as
follows:
[I]f one of the parents of a minor child dies, is incapacitated, or is
incarcerated, the court may award the parent of the deceased,
incapacitated, or incarcerated parent of such minor child
reasonable visitation to such child during his or her minority if the
court in its discretion finds that such visitation would be in the
best interests of the child.
Patten moved to dismiss the Petition on the ground that OCGA § 19-7-3(d)
“unconstitutionally impairs a parent’s ‘right to raise his or her child without undue state
interference.’” The trial court denied Patten’s Motion and granted Ardis’s Petition,
holding that said visitation was in the best interests of the child. Patten appealed.
The Georgia Supreme Court ruled that OCGA § 19-7-3(d) “violates the right of
parents to the care, custody, and control of their children” as guaranteed by the Georgia
Constitution of 1983 and is, therefore, unconstitutional. The court laid the historical and
legal framework for its rationale by showing that the principle of parents possessing the
paramount right to the care, custody and control of their minor children has been
consistently present in both federal and Georgia law from their inception in English
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common law through the present time. Early U.S. common law, consistent with early
Georgia cases, found that this paramount right of parents could only be overcome by “a
showing of harm or threat of harm to the child.” The court quoted from Miller v.
Wallace, decided by the Georgia Supreme Court in 1886, to show that parents have
prima facie right of custody. The court is only permitted to exercise its discretion to
award custody to grandparents if the parent(s) voluntarily relinquish parental rights,
abandon the child or are found unfit to parent, or some other exceptional cause exists.
All the above conditions must be “established by clear and strong evidence” before the
court may exercise such discretion.
The Georgia Supreme Court had previously found that this paramount right is
secured by the Georgia Constitution. In 1995, it ruled in Brooks v. Parkerson that the
Grandparent Visitation Act of 1988 was unconstitutional because it “authorized an
award of visitation to a grandparent over the objection of fit parents based simply on the
best interests of the child, without a clear and convincing showing of actual or imminent
harm to the child.” Even if a court found it desirable for the child under question to
maintain contact with a grandparent, that finding would be irrelevant without such
showing of harm. The U.S. Supreme Court has also found in recent precedent that “the
right of fit parents to the care, custody, and control of their children is secured by the
United States Constitution.” See, e.g., Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65 (II) (2000).
In 2012, the Georgia legislature enacted OCGA § 19-7-3(d), the statute at issue in
this case, known as the Grandparent Visitation Rights Act of 2012. The holding in
Patten v. Ardis states that OCGA § 19-7-3(d) is “materially indistinguishable” from the
Grandparent Visitation Act of 1988. Although OCGA § 19-7-3(d) applies only in a
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limited set of circumstances–namely, if one of the child’s parents became deceased,
incapacitated, or incarcerated–it still “suffers from the same constitutional infirmity” as
the prior Act because it allows “a court to set aside the decisions of a fit parent about
what is best for his or her child, without clear and convincing proof that those decisions
have harmed or threaten to harm the child, and based simply on the conclusion of a
judge that he knows better than the parent what is best for the child.” Because it found
that the statute violates the Georgia Constitution, the court declined to rule on whether
it also violates the United States Constitution.

H. NON-PROBATE ASSETS / RETIREMENT PLANS
a) Employees’ Retirement System of Georgia v. Pendergrass, 344 Ga. App. 888, 812
S.E.2d 322 (March 2018).
Employees’ Retirement System of Georgia (ERSGA) sued Susan Pendergrass in Fulton
County state court, alleging that she improperly accepted over-payments from ERSGA
both before and after her mother, who was a resident of Georgia, died. Pendergrass was
a resident of Auburn, Alabama, and was served personally but failed to appear. ERSGA
then filed a motion for a default judgement. The trial court denied the motion and
instead, sua sponte, dismissed the case finding that venue was improper and that the
court lacked personal jurisdiction over Pendergrass. ERSGA argued that Pendergrass
was subject to jurisdiction of the Georgia courts under Georgia’s long arm statute
(O.C.G.A. §9-10-91) because she was the designated beneficiary of her mother’s
retirement account, was receiving her mother’s checks from a bank in Georgia, and thus
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was doing business in the state. The trial court concluded (and the Court of Appeals
agreed) that being named as a beneficiary was an act undertaken not on her own behalf,
but on behalf of her mother and thus did not constitute transacting business in the state.
Sullivan v. Bunnell, 340 Ga. App. 283, 286 (797 S.E.2d 499) (2017) (“holding that one
individual’s conduct in a proceeding did not subject another individual now acting as
the first persons’ power of attorney to personal jurisdiction in the state.”). ERSGA
further argued that signing a direct deposit authorization form as her mother’s agent
under her power of attorney (authorizing deposit of her mother’s retirement checks into
an account from which she later withdrew funds) constituted doing business in the
state. The form, however, was signed six years prior to her mother’s death and thus six
years prior to any overpayment into the account. The Court of Appeals noted that,
absent other circumstances, it “may have not have concluded that a single instance of
using a power of attorney to submit a document on behalf of another for the benefit of
another constitutes transacting business sufficient to establish long-arm personal
jurisdiction.” The Court of Appeals found that the trial court erred in denying the
motion for summary judgement and in finding that venue was improper in Fulton
County. The Court of Appeals stated that because Pendergrass failed to appear, she had
waived the issue of venue. See Padgett Masonry & Concrete Co. v. Peachtree Bank &
Trust Co., 130 Ga. App. 866, 887 (204 S.E.2d 807) (1974). The Court of Appeals also
found that “by assisting her mother in designating Georgia as the location to which the
retirement funds were to be directed by ERSGA (a Georgia resident), and then by
allegedly converting overpayments made by [ERSGA],” Pendergrass subjected herself to
jurisdiction in the state because the injury alleged was connected to conduct she
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undertook in Georgia. See HTL Sp. ZO.O v. Nissho Corp., 245 Ga. App. 625, 626-267
(538 S.E.2d 525) (200) (“holding that “purposeful activity by [the defendants] in
Georgia related either directly or indirectly to the subject of the suit” constituted
sufficient evidence to subject the defendants to long-arm personal jurisdiction). See
Fischer v. Ulysses, Case No. 15-6024901 at 22-23 (Conn. Sup. Ct., decided Feb. 11, 2016)
(withdrawal of funds from a bank by a non-resident corporate officer constituted
business transactions subjecting the officer to personal jurisdiction for allegations of
fraud committed by her company) (persuasive authority).
b) Metlife & Annuity Co. of America v. Akpele, 886 F.3d 998 (11th Cir. 2018).
This case revolved around the ultimate distribution of the proceeds of a life insurance
policy that was taken out to fund a retirement plan. The policy was a “pension whole life”
policy issued to Dr. Akpele. The full face value of the policy was over $5 million and the
annual premiums were over $200,000. Dr. Akpele paid the annual premiums for four
years but then failed to pay further premiums. Thus, in accordance with the insurance
contract, the policy was reduced to a “paid-up” policy with a face value of over $500,000.
The policy was payable to the “Dr. Ignatius E. Akpele DB Plan with Trustee as Ignatius E.
Akpele as the Trustee.” Under the terms of the plan, the proceeds would then be payable
to Dr. Akpele’s wife. Dr. Akpele died while in the process of divorcing his wife, Ivo. He
was survived by her and by two minor children.

A temporary administrator was

appointed for his estate. The temporary administrator entered into a settlement
agreement with Izo that provided that one-half of the proceeds would be payable to Izo
and one-half payable to Dr. Akpele’s estate (after which they would be distributed to Izo
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as trustee for her two minor children). After an extended stream of claims and counterclaims and order, the major issue faced by the Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit was
whether the temporary administrator should be allowed to reach the insurance proceeds
in order to satisfy the settlement agreement. The temporary administrator sought an
order that would require the trustee of the plan to distribute the proceeds in accordance
with the settlement agreement rather than in accordance with the terms of the plan. The
Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit examined recent cases that addressed the distribution
of plan assets when prior settlement agreements had been entered into. The seminal case
on this topic is Kennedy v. Plan Administrator for DuPont Savings & Investment Plan,
555 U.S. 285, 129 S.Ct. 865, 172 L.Ed.2d 662 (2009). In that case, a wife had been
designated as her husband’s sole beneficiary under his retirement plan but the couple had
subsequently divorced. Even though in the course of the divorce the wife had agreed to
waive her interest in her husband’s plan, the Supreme Court held that, under ERISA, the
plan administrator was still required to distribute the plan proceeds in accordance with
the unrevoked beneficiary designation. In a footnote, the Supreme Court hinted that
there might be “another avenue of recovery” in the form of a claim against the ex-wife.
Three years later, in Estate of Kensinger v. URL Pharma, Inc., 674 F.3d 131, 134 (3d Cir.
2012), the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held that, in a similar set of
circumstances, once the plan had distributed the proceeds to the ex-wife, the estate could
attempt to recover those funds by suing the ex-wife directly for breach of contract. In
Kensinger, the federal court had cited state court decisions, including the Georgia case of
Alcorn v. Appleton, 308 Ga.App. 663, 708 S.E.2d 390, 392 (2011), in which the Court of
Appeals had affirmed exactly this type of claim. Consequently, the Akpele court concluded
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that the temporary administrator was not entitled to an order from the federal court that
the insurance proceeds be distributed in accordance with the settlement agreement but
rather she would have to enforce any claim against Izo once the proceeds had been paid
out to her in accordance with the terms of the plan.

I. DEEDS
[No cases during the reporting period]

J. POWERS OF ATTORNEY AND ADVANCE DIRECTIVES
a) State Farm Life Insurance Company v. Jefferson, ___ F.3d ___ (S.D. Ga. Jan. 2018).
In this case, the District Court for the Southern District of Georgia denied a motion for
summary judgment made by the named beneficiary of a life insurance policy. The settlor
of the policy, Turner, suffered a series of debilitating strokes in 2014-15. He eventually
was placed under hospice care, where he received morphine and other medication to
manage his pain. His daughter, Jefferson, claimed that Turner had granted her a power
of attorney in February, 2016. With this power of attorney, she attempted to change the
beneficiary designation on Turner’s $100,000 life insurance policy so that she would be
the primary beneficiary. State Farm initially refused to honor the requested change,
stating that Jefferson did not have the authority to make the change and citing
suspected self-dealing. State Farm informed Jefferson that they would only honor a
change that was made by Turner himself. A few weeks later, State Farm sent a
representative to meet with Turner. Jefferson was present at the meeting. According to
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the representative, he asked Turner two times whether he understood the requested
change and Turner allegedly acknowledged that he did. The representative then showed
Turner the form that he needed to sign to effect the change. At this point, according to
the representative, Turner hesitated and shook his head in the negative. The
representative explained to Turner that he only need sign with an “X”. Turner then did
so and the representative left. Turner died less than a month later. When Jefferson
attempted to claim the proceeds of the policy, three other individuals contested based
on her allegedly fraudulent behavior and the fact that Turner had lacked the capacity to
make the change in beneficiary designation. After trying informally to resolve the
claims, State Farm deposited the proceeds in the Registry of the Court. Jefferson the
sought summary judgment in her favor. The court discussed the capacity to contract as
described under Georgia statutory and case law and cited the presumption that all
individuals have capacity. The court concluded that those individuals who alleged that
Turner had lacked capacity in the time surrounding the purported change of beneficiary
had offered sufficient evidence from which a reasonable factfinder could conclude that
Turner’s capacity had declined substantially after his strokes so that he may have lacked
the capacity to make that change. The court noted also that Jefferson and the State Farm
representative believed that Turner did have sufficient capacity at that time. Thus, the
court concluded that a genuine dispute of material facts existed such that summary
judgment was inappropriate and the determination of capacity was a function of the
jury.
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K. ATTORNEY DISCIPLINE AND MALPRACTICE
In the Matter of David E. Morgan, III, 303 Ga. 678, 814 S.E.2d 394 (May 2018).
Attorney David E. Morgan, III, represented a client who passed away in 2010 and
left his estate, including 366 acres of timber land, to his heirs. Morgan was appointed
executor of the estate in 2012 and thereby assumed responsibility for collecting the rent
on the timber land from the tenant-farmer, managing the sale of the timber, and paying
the property taxes on the timber land. Morgan set up a checking account for the estate
where he deposited the annual rent of $4,100 from the tenant-farmer and any proceeds
from the timber sales, and withdrew the property taxes in the amount of $2,000
annually.
In 2017, a hearing was scheduled for May 24 in the Wilcox County Probate Court
to settle the estate’s accounts. Before that date, Morgan filed the appropriate bank
statements and documents relating to the sale of the timber as well as a check from his
trust account for $77,027.21, made payable to the estate. At the May 24 hearing, Morgan
admitted that he had withdrawn money from the estate’s account and placed it into his
trust account for his personal use. He further indicated that he had deposited the
$77,027.21 check into the estate’s account in full repayment of the stolen funds before
anyone had discovered what he had done. The probate court therefore found that
Morgan had, as executor, “breached his fiduciary duties in transferring estate funds into
an account under his control for his personal use.”
Morgan then filed a petition with the Georgia Supreme Court for voluntary
discipline, admitting that he violated the following Georgia Rules of Professional
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Conduct:


Rule 1.15(1)(b)(1) and (2)(ii), “For the purposes of this Rule, a lawyer may not
disregard a third person's interest in funds or other property in the lawyer's
possession if: (1) the interest is known to the lawyer, and (2) the interest is
based upon one of the following: . . . (ii) A final judgment addressing
disposition of those funds or property”;



Rule 1.15(II)(b), “. . . No funds shall be withdrawn from such trust accounts for
the personal use of the lawyer maintaining the account except earned lawyer's
fees debited against the account of a specific client and recorded as such”; and



Rule 8.4(a)(4), “It shall be a violation of the Georgia Rules of Professional
Conduct for a lawyer to . . . engage in professional conduct involving
dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.”

Morgan further admitted to acting with a selfish and dishonest motive in
transferring estate funds into his trust account and withdrawing them for personal use
when he had substantial experience practicing law (29 years). A selfish and dishonest
motive coupled with substantial experience are aggravating factors that lead to
sanctions under the American Bar Association Standards. In mitigation, Morgan
asserted that he experienced the loss of his wife in 2010 and suffered severe “personal
and emotional” problems including depression and suicidal thoughts, which led to a
remarriage and excessive spending. He also offered that this was his first offense, he
repaid the funds in full prior to any disciplinary action, he fully cooperated with the
disciplinary process, and he expressed remorse.
The maximum penalty for violating each of the above Rules is disbarment.
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Morgan requested a two-year suspension with the following conditions for restatement:
completing a psychological evaluation and following the recommendations, attending
weekly Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, attending the State Bar’s Law Practice
Management courses, and filing a petition for reinstatement showing compliance with
the conditions. The State Bar of Georgia recommended that the Georgia Supreme Court
accept Morgan’s petition.
The Georgia Supreme Court accepted Morgan’s petition and suspended his license
to practice law for two years. To reinstate his license after the two-year period, the Court
required Morgan to file a petition to reinstate and provide proof that he met all the
conditions for reinstatement. The Court also reminded Morgan of his duties under State
Bar Rule 4-219(c) to cease practicing law and notify his clients.
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II. GEORGIA LEGISLATION - 2018
A. Supporting and Strengthening Families Act
Included in HB 159 (Adoption Code Revision)
Signed by Governor on March3, 2018
Overview of Act: In 2018, as part of a sweeping reform of Georgia’s adoption laws, the
General Assembly replaced the 2008 grandparents' power of attorney act with a more
far-reaching act. The Georgia General Assembly enacted the “Supporting and
Strengthening Families Act” as Article 4 of Chapter 9 of title 19 of the Official Code of
Georgia. The Act appears at new O.C.G.A. §§19-9-120 through 19-9-134.The Act
provides a means for parents to efficiently transfer temporary caregiving authority to an
adult relative or approved “agent” without a court proceeding or the involvement of the
Division of Family and Children Services.
Purpose: The Preamble explains the purpose behind the Act:
“(1) From time to time, parents experience short-term difficulties that impair their
ability to perform the regular and expected functions to provide care and support to their
children;
(2) Parents need a means to confer to a relative or other approved person the
temporary authority to act on behalf of a child without the time and expense of a court
proceeding or the involvement of the Division of Family and Children Services of the
Department of Human Services; and
(3) Providing a mechanism for granting such authority enhances family
preservation and stability.”
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Relatives: Under the new statute, a relative to whom the parent may grant the
power of attorney must be an adult individual residing in Georgia who is the
grandparent, great-grandparent, stepparent, former stepparent, step-grandparent, aunt,
uncle, great aunt, great uncle, cousin, or sibling of the child.

Nonrelatives: The temporary power of attorney may also be granted to “a
nonrelative who is approved as an agent by a child-placing agency or a nonprofit entity
or faith based organization.” Entities that are not licensed by the Georgia Department of
Human Services are required to provide the Department with information about the
agency and about the total number of approved volunteer families and children with
which the entity works.

Criminal Background Check: Before granting a power of attorney to a
nonrelative, the parent must require the prospective agent to provide a criminal
background check. Any agent who is appointed under this statute must certify that he or
she is not on the state sexual offender registry or child abuse registry of Georgia or any
other state or U.S. territory.

Duration: A temporary power of attorney granted under this Act generally may
not exceed the period of one year. However, there are two exceptions to this rule.
1) A temporary power of attorney that is granted to a grandparent of the
child may be of unlimited duration.
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2) A parent who is a member of the United States armed forces may
delegate caregiving authority for a period that is longer than a year if the parent is
deployed, but the power is terminated 30 days after the term of deployment ends.

Rights & Duties of Agent: An agent under one of these powers of attorney “shall
have the same rights, duties, and responsibilities that would otherwise be exercised” by
the child’s parent. There are certain powers that a parent may not delegate under the new
Act:
the power to consent to the marriage or adoption of the child,
the performance or inducement of an abortion on or for the child, and
the termination of parental rights for the child.
The agent is required to act in the best interests of the child and in good faith. The
agent will not be liable to the parent who executes the power of attorney for consenting
or refusing to consent to medical, dental, or mental health treatment for the child if the
decision is in the child’s best interests and made in good faith.
The grant of a power of attorney under this new statute does not, in and of itself,
constitute abandonment, abuse, or neglect of the child or an indication that the parent is
unfit to be the child’s parent. Nor does the power of attorney negate the parent’s
obligations toward the child.

Notice: If a parent who wishes to execute a power of attorney for the child is the
sole custodian of the child, notice must be given to the noncustodial parent. The
noncustodial parent has 21 days in which to object by giving notice to the custodial parent.
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If the noncustodial parent gives written notice, the power of attorney terminates. If a
divorce or custody action is pending between the parents, the power of attorney is not
effective unless either both parents consent or the court that is presiding over the divorce
or custody action enters an order allowing the power of attorney as being in the best
interests of the child.

Execution: The power of attorney must be signed and acknowledged under oath
by both the parent and the agent, and notarized. Within 10 days of signing, the parent
must file a copy of the executed power of attorney in the probate court of the county in
which the child resides. The probate court is to keep a publicly-accessible docket of these
powers of attorney that includes the name of the agent, the name of the child, the date of
the power of attorney and the date the power expires. The power of attorney itself shall
be kept confidential.

Revocation: New O.C.G.A. §19-9-30 gives the agent authority to serve “without
compensation” for the duration of the power (up to one-year) or until the parent revokes
the power. In order to revoke the power, the parent must revoke the power in writing and
send notice of the revocation to the agent within five days of the revocation. The agent
must cease to act as agent when the notice is received and the child must be returned to
the custody of the parent within 48 hours of the agent receiving notice of the revocation.
The parent who revokes the power is responsible for notifying schools, health care
provides, the probate court, and others who are relying on the power of attorney within
48 hours of submitting the notice of revocation to the agent. The statute also requires the
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agent to notify these same persons (except the probate court) within 48 hours of receiving
the notice of revocation.

Resignation: An agent may resign by notifying the parent who appointed the agent
in writing and by notifying the schools, health care providers and others known to be
relying on the power of attorney within 48 hours of submitting the resignation. An agent
who resigns must also notify the probate court where the power of attorney is filed.

Death of Parent: If the parent who has appointed the agent dies while the power
of attorney is in effect, the agent must notify the surviving parent as soon as practicable.

Effect on other grandparent POAs: The 2018 power of attorney statute has no
effect on a power of attorney given to a grandparent prior to September 1, 2018.

Statutory Form: The 2018 statute contains a power of attorney form. O.C.G.A. §199-134(a) provides: “The form contained in this Code section shall be sufficient for the
purpose of creating a power of attorney under this article, provided that nothing in this
Code section shall be construed to require the use of this particular form.”

B. Uniform Power of Attorney Act Revisions (Highlights)
HB 897

Signed by the Governor May 7, 2018

1. Changes name to “Georgia Power of Attorney Act”
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2. Defines “gift”: “a transfer of property for less than adequate consideration in money
or money's worth that is not a renunciation within the meaning of Code Section 53-120.”
3. Clarifies that the Act does NOT apply to “Powers of attorney that only grant authority
with respect to a single transaction or series of related transactions involving real
estate;”
4. Modified attestation requirements:
‘(2) Attested in the presence of the principal by a competent witness who is not also
named as an agent in the power of attorney being attested; and
(3) Attested as set forth in Code Section 44-2-15, in the presence of the principal, by an
individual who is not a witness for purposes of paragraph (2) of this subsection and who
is not also named as an agent in the power of attorney being attested.
(b) The individuals provided for in paragraphs (2) and (3) of subsection (a) of this Code
section shall not be required to attest to the signature of any person other than the
principal or the individual signing at the principal's express direction."
5. Finding of incapacity of principal: “(d) A finding by a court that a principal is
incapacitated for purposes of this chapter shall neither constitute a determination of nor
create a presumption regarding such principal's need for a guardian or conservator
under Title 29."
6. Repeals the requirement that, in order to revoke, the POA, the principal must provide
the agent with notice and file the notice with the clerk of the superior court of the county
of the principal’s domicile. Still allows the filing, just no longer requires it.
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7. If an agent is incapacitated for 6 months or more, the agent shall not resume acting
as agent. (Replaces statute that said that an agent who becomes incapacitated or is not
longer qualified to serve or has declined to serve is permanently barred from serving.)
8. Adds the prinicipal’s personal representative to the list of those who may petition a
court to review the agent’s conduct.
9. If a petition for review/construction was in the principal’s best interest and the agent
admitted to a violation or the court found a violation by the agent, the court may order
the principal to reimburse the petitioners for reasonable attorney’s fees and expenses of
litigation.
10. Labels a POA that was properly attested as an “attested power of attorney.” Third
parties may rely on “attested powers of attorney” or ask for agent’s certification, English
trnalsation, attorney’s opinion.
11. Adds the term “attested statutory power of attorney.” Defined as “substantially in the
form” set forth in the statute and “substantially reflects the language of Code Section 106B-70.” The form “substantially reflects the language of Code Section 10-6B-70” if it:
(A) Grants or withholds authority for each of the descriptive terms for the
subjects described in Code Sections 10-6B-43 through 10-6B-56, either by reference to
the descriptive terms or citation to the specific Code sections;
(B) Grants or withholds authority for each of the powers described in subsection
(a) of Code Section 10-6B-40, either by reference to the powers or citation to such
subsection (“hot powers”); and
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(C) Contains a provision substantially similar to the following: 'Any person,
including my agent, may rely upon the validity of this power of attorney or a copy of it
unless that person has actual knowledge it has terminated or is invalid.'; and
(2) Subparagraphs (1)(A) and (1)(B) of this subsection, a power of attorney shall
be deemed to satisfy the requirement to grant authority with respect to a subject
described in Code Sections 10-6B-43 through 10-6B-56 and a power described in
subsection (a) of Code Section 10-6B-40, so long as it grants some authority with respect
to such subject or power and regardless of whether it modifies the authority granted
with respect to such subject or power under Code Sections 10-6B-43 through 10-6B-56
and subsection (a) of Code Section 10-6B-40.
12. Adds the following with respect to an agent exercising a fiduciary power held by the
principal:
“(2) To exercise a fiduciary power described in subparagraph (a)(1)(G), an agent
may only exercise those fiduciary powers of the principal that are expressly and clearly
identified in the power of attorney. In identifying such fiduciary powers, the principal
shall specify the persons for which the principal acts as a fiduciary. If such persons are
not individuals, the principal shall specify only the estate, trust, or other legal or
commercial entity for which the principal acts as a fiduciary. With respect to such an 7
entity, the principal shall not be required to specify additional persons such as
beneficiaries, members, partners, or other similar persons.”
13. Adds that an agent may NOT:
“(1) Execute or revoke any will or codicil for the principal;
(2) Make an affidavit as to the personal knowledge of the principal; or
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(3) Vote in any public election on behalf of the principal."
14. Adds that an agent may “(10) Exercise all authority over digital assets for which an
express grant by the principal is not required;” and adds as a “hot power” the power to
“exercise authority over the content of electronic communications sent or received by
the principal”
15. Also adds that an agent who has been given general authority with respect to estates,
trusts, and other beneficial interests may:
"(7) Create, amend, and revoke a revocable trust so long as the terms of the trust only
authorize distributions that would be allowable under the power of attorney if the
principal held the trust assets outright and provide for the distribution of all trust assets
to the principal's estate upon the principal's death;”
16. Adds to the list of those for whom the agent may perform acts to maintain the
customary standard of living: (1) minor dependents who are not the prinicipal’s children
if the prinicipal had established a pattern of such payments or a clear intent to make
such payments; and (2) the prinicipal’s adult descendants under age 25 who are not the
principal’s children and who are pursuing a postsecondary school education (provided
there is a pattern or intent).
17. Clarifies the gift-giving provision to reflect federal tax law, so that a general
authority qith respect to giving gifts allows a gift in the amount of the IRC §2503(b)
exclusion amount (or double that amount in the case of a married principal).
18. Provides a revised statutory form.
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C. MAJOR SUBSTANTIVE REVISIONS TO THE GEORGIA TRUST CODE
LC 29 7796ERS/AP Signed by Governor on May 3, 2018
RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES: Changed the period of the statutory Rule
against Perpetuities from 90 years to 360 years, effective for nonvested interests in
property created on or after July 1, 2018.
TRUST CODE
53-12-8. REPRESENTATION
Contains an expanded list of persons who can represent and bind another person
for trut matters.
Codifies the common law doctrine of “virtual representation”
Clarifies that no person may represent another person if there is a conflict of
interest.
53-12-9. NON-JUDICIAL SETTLEMENT
Codifies the ability of interested parties to enter into binding non-judicial
settlements.
SECTION 6. MODIFICATION & TERMINATION
53-12-61.
(a) The trust instrument may confer upon a trustee or other person a power to
modify or terminate the trust without court approval.
(b) During the settlor's lifetime, the court shall approve a petition to modify or
terminate a noncharitable irrevocable trust, even if the modification or termination is
inconsistent with a material purpose of the trust, if the settlor and all the beneficiaries
consent to such modification or termination and the trustee has received notice of the
proposed modification or termination. A settlor's power to consent to such trust's
modification or termination may be exercised by:
(1) An agent under a power of attorney only to the extent expressly
authorized by the power of attorney and the terms of the trust;
(2) The settlor's conservator with the approval of the court supervising the
conservatorship if an agent is not so authorized; or
(3) The settlor's guardian with the approval of the court supervising the
guardianship if an agent is not so authorized and a conservator has not
been appointed.
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(c) Following the settlor's death the court shall approve a petition to:
(1) Modify a noncharitable irrevocable trust if all the beneficiaries
consent, the trustee has received notice of the proposed modification, and the court
concludes that modification is not inconsistent with any material purpose of such trust;
and
(2) Terminate a noncharitable irrevocable trust if all the beneficiaries
consent, the trustee has received notice of the proposed termination, and the court
concludes that continuance of such trust is not necessary to achieve any material purpose
of such trust.
(d) The court may, upon petition:
(1) Modify the trust if, owing to circumstances not anticipated by the settlor,
modification would further the purposes of such trust;
(2) Modify the administrative provisions of a trust if continuation of such
trust under its existing provisions would impair such trust's administration;
(3) Modify the trust by the appointment of an additional trustee or special
fiduciary if such appointment is necessary or helpful to the administration of such trust;
(4) Modify the trust to achieve the settlor's tax objectives, with such
modification to have either prospective or retroactive effect;
(5) Order the division of a single trust into two or more trusts or the
consolidation of two or more trusts, whether created by the same or different trust
instruments or by the same or different persons, into a single trust if the division or
consolidation would be helpful to the administration of such trust or trusts; or
(6) Terminate a trust and order distribution of the trust property if the:
(A) Costs of administration are such that the continuance of such
trust, the establishment of such trust if it is to be established, or the
distribution from a probate estate would defeat or substantially impair the
purposes of such trust:
(B) Purpose of such trust has been fulfilled or become illegal or
impossible to fulfill;
or
(C) Continuance of such trust would impair the accomplishment of
the purposes of such trust.
(e) A proceeding to approve a proposed modification or termination under
this Code section may be commenced by a trustee or beneficiary. A
proceeding to approve a proposed modification or termination under
subsection (b) of this Code section maybe commenced by a trustee,
beneficiary, or settlor. In the case of an unfunded testamentary trust, a
petition for modification or termination under this Code section may be filed
by the personal representative of the settlor's estate.
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(f) No later than 30 days after filing the petition for modification or
termination, notice of a petition to modify or terminate a trust under subsection (d) of
this Code section shall be given to the settlor, the trustee, all the beneficiaries, any
holder of a power of appointment over the trust property, and such other persons as the
court may direct.
(g) The court may modify or terminate a trust as provided in this Code
section regardless of whether it contains spendthrift provisions or other similar
protective provisions.
(h) An order under subsection (d) of this Code section shall conform as
nearly as practicable to the intention of the settlor.
(i) Distribution of the trust property under an order for termination shall be
made to or among the current beneficiaries and the vested remainder beneficiaries, or, if
there are no vested remainder beneficiaries, among the current beneficiaries and the
contingent remainder beneficiaries. The order shall specify the appropriate share,
if any, of each current and remainder beneficiary who is to share in the proceeds of
the trust so as to conform as nearly as practicable to the intention of the settlor. The
order may direct that the interest of a minor beneficiary, or any portion thereof, be
converted into qualifying property and distributed to a custodian pursuant to Article
5 of Chapter 5 of Title 44, 'The Georgia Transfers to Minors Act.'"
53-12-62. DECANTING
New OCGA §53-12-62 allows the trustee of a discretionary noncharitable trust,
without court approvel or beneficiary consent, to appoint the trust property
from the “original trust” to a “second trust.” New beneficiaries may not be
added to the second trust.
53-12-65. SMALL TRUSTS: Raised threshold amount to $100,000
53-12-210. COMPENSATION. Added a basic dollar amount
53-12-261. TRUSTEE POWERS. Added new subsection (a):
A trustee of an express trust, without court authorization, shall be
authorized to exercise:
(1) Powers conferred by the trust instrument; and
(2) Except as limited by the trust instrument:
(A) All powers over the trust property that an unmarried competent
owner has over individually owned property;
(B) Any other powers appropriate to achieve the proper investment,
management, and distribution of the trust property; and
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(C) Any other powers conferred by this chapter.

53-12-500 et seq. DIRECTED TRUSTS
Georgia became the second state to adopt a version of the Uniform Directed
Trusts Act.
D. Antenuptial Agreements
HB 190
Signed by Governor May 3, 2018
Antenuptial agreements must be in writing, signed by both parties, and attested by at
least two witnesses, one of whom must be a notary public.

E. Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act
SB 301

Signed by Governor May 8, 2018

Adds a new Chapter 13 to Title 53
The Act distinguishes between a “catalogue of electronic communications” (information
that identifies each person with which a user has had an electronic communication, the
time and date of the communication, and the electronic address of the person) from the
“content of an electronic communication” (information concerning the substance or
meaning of the communication which: (A) Has been sent or received by a user; (B) Is in
electronic storage by a custodian providing an electronic communication service to the
public or is carried or maintained by a custodian providing a remote computing service
to the public; and (C) Is not readily accessible to the public.
Access to digital assets may be granted: 1) through the use of an online tool (which takes
priority); or 2) in a will, trust, power of attorney or other record. Directions in either of
these override a terms-of-service agreement.
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For a “deceased user,” if so requested by the user or ordered by a court, the
custodian must divulge the content to the user’s personal representative. Otherwise,
assuming the deceased user did not prohibit it, the custodian need only disclose the
catalog of electronic communications to the personal representative.
If a power of attorney expressly grants authority over the content of the
prinicpal’s digital assets, the custodian must disclose the content to the agent. If the
POA only grants a power over digital assets or a general power to do all acts the
prinicipal can do, the custodian need only disclose the catalog.
As to trusts, if the trustee is the “original user of the account,” the custodian must
disclose content and catalog. If the trustee is not the “original user,” only the catalog
need be disclosed.
A conservator must request court permission to handle a ward’s digital assets.
Also, a conservator may request the suspension or termination of the ward’s account for
good cause shown.

F. Georgia Probate Courts
SB 436

Signed by Governor May 3, 2018

1) Revisions to training requirements for probate judges and clarifies make-up of
Probate Judges Training Council.
2) Repeals the requirement that the term of an associate judge end upon the termination
of the term of the probate judge who appointed the associate judge.
3) Raises the bond of probate judges from $25,000 to $100,000 and states that the
county authority shall pay the bond.
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4) Vacanacies in the office of probate judge:
a) The individual who assumes the office shall, within 10 days, order a special
election to fill the vacancy. The winner of the special election will serve for the vacating
judge’s unexpired term. However, if the vacancy occurs after January 1 of the last year
of the vacating judge’s term, the individual who fills the vacancy (see (b) below) shall
serve the rest of the unexpired term.
b) If there is a vacancy, the following shall fill the vacancy in order of priority: 1)
the most senior associate judge (even if the associate judge does not meet the residency
requirements); the clerk of the probate judge; or the individual who is appointed by the
chief judge of the superior court. The county commissioners shall set the compensation
of the individual who is filling the vacancy. Repealed the statute that would have the
chief clerk of the probate court fill the vacancy.
5. If a probate judge is unable to act due to sickness, absence or any other reason, an
associate judge shall act. If there is no associate judge who can act as judge, the probate
judge may appoint an attorney at law licensed in Georgia to exercise the jurisdiction of
the probate court. If no attorney is appointed, the chief judge of the superior court shall
appoint an individual to serve.
6. Adds provisions allow the installation and usage of “photostatic and photographic
equipment” and the computer storage of records.
7. Clarifies that the probate court must operate a minimum of 40 hours per week and
can be closed for holidays and inclement weather.
8. Clarifies that all petitions and caveats filed in probate court must be verified.
9. Defines who are “interested persons” for purposes of offering a will for probate:
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"53-5-2. The right to offer a will for probate shall belong to the executor, if one is named.
If for any reason the executor fails to offer the will for probate with reasonable
promptness, or if no executor is named, any interested person may offer the will for
probate. As used in this Code section, the term 'interested person' shall include, but
shall not be limited to, any legatee, devisee, creditor of the decedent, purchaser from an
heir of the decedent, an administrator appointed for the decedent prior to the discovery
of the will, and any individual making a claim under an earlier will."

G. Self-Settled Asset Protection Trusts (SSAPTs)
HB 441

VETOED by Governor, May 8, 2018

VETO STATEMENT:
House Bill 441 would allow for the creation and use of self-settled spendthrift
trusts—also known as self-settled asset protection trusts. Under current law in
Georgia, a spendthrift provision may be included in a trust instrument which,
generally, can shield the assets in the trust from certain creditors of a
beneficiary. However, a spendthrift provision is inapplicable to a beneficiary who
is also a settlor or contributor, to the extent of the contribution to the trust. Selfsettled asset protection trusts, as proposed in HB 441, would allow a person to
create, or settle, a trust naming the settlor as a beneficiary, while shielding the
trust assets from certain creditors. Such trusts have been subject to controversy
and scrutiny due to the potential opportunity to shirk creditors while preserving
the assets of the trust for distribution to the settlor/beneficiary. In a recent
trend, many states have begun permitting self-settled asset protection trusts
which were previously prohibited throughout the United States, though a
majority continue to prohibit such trust instruments. I commend the authors for
their willingness to seek input and adjust the bill throughout the legislative
process, but am concerned of possible unintended consequences presented by a
complex new estate planning tool. Though I do not dismiss the potential merit of
these proposed trust instruments in comprehensive estate planning, I have not
yet been convinced of the need for such trusts in Georgia. As a state, we want to
ensure that the creditor-debtor relationship is an equitable one that facilitates
economic prosperity and mobility, and self-settled spendthrift trusts—without
proper safeguards—have the potential to negatively impact this balance. For the
foregoing reasons, I VETO HB 441.
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET
Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually,
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in
the area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in
the Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal
case in 1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of
three hours of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice
hours are included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited”
provider of “approved” CLE instruction.
Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years.
Excess trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.
A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics, professionalism and trial
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!
ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Official
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar
record.
Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure
at the registration desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any state other than Georgia.
If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call:
678-529-6688

